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Report of the New Jersey 
state Commission of Investigation 

On the Investigation of Sudden Death Cases 

Introduction 

The New Jersey state Commission of Investigation 

(S.C.I.) ~ssues this report in an effort to demonstrate, 

and to reform, an inadequate area of the state's criminal 

justice system the lax handling of sudden death in-

vestigations. The following case studies of certain 

sudden deaths which occurred some time ago in Camden 

County are intended to serve as examples illustrating 

a larger law enforcement problem. The use of such 

case studies by the S.C.I. is not intended to reopen 

these cases or to sugge~t that any criminal activities 

took place that were not previously established. The 

Commission has utilized these case studies as a learning 

instrument to provide a foundation for the reco~endations 

which are set forth in this report. 

In addition, although the cases cited are concen-

trated in a single county, the S.C.I. regards them as 

revealing illustrations of more general investigative 

deficiencies upon which to base general recommendations. 

In fact, interviews with prosecutorial personnel in other 

counties have disclosed that deficient sudden death inves-

tigations can be identified in all counties. Therefore, 

this report should be read from a statewide perspective 

and its recommendations should be implemented on a 

statewide basis in order to assure a more uniformly 
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credible and adequate functioning of this phase of the 

criminal justice system everywhere in New Jersey. 

summary of Recommendations~ 

The S.C. I. recommendations, summarized below and 

presented in greater detail at the conclusion of this 

report, are catalogued according to the official capacities 

·each would affec'!:. They reflect the Conunission I s view 

that the proposed administrative and investigative changes 

are dependent upon each other for the success of the whole. 

For this reason, the recommendations stress the importance 

of a more professional medical examiner function if the 

entire chain of law enforcement perfor'mance in sudden death 

cases is to be totally effective. This priority is based 

on the fact that a breakdown in handling sudden death 

cases too often begins with a failure to enlist adequate 

medical examiner expertise in the initial direction of an 

investigation and in the control, preservation and analysis 

of essential evidence. Such a critical deficiency must be 

corrected in order to guarantee the orderly start of a 

proper sudden death inquiry. Therefore, the Commission's 

recommendations highlight the need for an expanded and up

graded medical examiner role on a regional basis in order 

~o assure a more professional course for such investigations. 

*See P.149 for Detailed Recommendations 
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~n adequate sudden death investigation howev~r must ' , , 
necessarily involve both the County Prosecutor and Municipal 

Polic~. Thus, the rec·ommendations also recognize the 

need to improve the effectiveness of each of these law 

enforcement entities -- particularly to achieve a more 

coordinated working relationship between county and local 

authorities and the appropriate Regional Medical Examiner 

acting under the authority of a more effective Office of 

State Medical Examiner. 

The majoJ: recommendations, in brief: 

Tho Nodical Examiner S~stem __ ----- -., . 
1. The State Medical Examiner must be empowered to 

establish and direct a regionaliz~ statewide system 

of medical examiner offices as administrative adjuncts 

of the developing New Jersey Institute of Forensic 

Science at Newark. 

2. At least three Regional Medical Examiner offices 

must be established at the outset. One such regional 

office must be operated in conjunction with the 

office of State Medical Examiner at Ne\'Iark. 

Each regional office must be operated by certified 

forensic pathologists and trained full-time supporting 

staffs. 

Adequate medical examiner facilities must be avail

able in each region to perform customary laboratory 

analysis and other autopsy work. , 
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E~isting county medical examiners must be phased 

out after a specified period of time when the 

Regional Medical Examiner offices would assume 

all of their statutory duties. 

An effective networ.k of communications must be 

established by the state Medical Examiner linking 

his office at the Institute of Forensic Science 

'with all Regional Medical Examiner offices for 

the purpose of issuing autopsy and other operating 

directives, informational guidelines and professi.onal 

reports on new expertise in forensic pathology. 

7. Similar liaison must be maintained by the State 

Medical Examiner with county Prosecutors to imw 

prove law enforcement services to Regional Medical 

Examiners and Eor consultation on the qualifications 

of Municipal Police Departments in this respect. 

county Prosecutors --

1. Each Prosecutor's office, or a sectional grouping 

of small-county Prosecutor's offices, must assume 

control of most sudden death investigations and 

for this purpose must establish a special unit 

of investigators trained in handling sudden deaths. 

2. Such units must be required to assume full responsi

bility for the security of a sudden death scene, 

including preservation of evidence pending the 

assumption of medical examiner control over the 

scene. Such units could also be assigned to conduct 

f I 
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cerr.ain other types of specialized inqUiries. 

Prosecutors must t bl' es a 1sh with Municipal Police 
Departments fl 'bl eX1 e coordinating procedures, in-
cl Udl.ng the pr 1" e-qua 1f1cation by the Prosecutor 
(after consulting with the 

State Medical Examiner 
and the Attorney General's Police Training 
Commission) of certain ' mun1cipal departments to 

conduct initial sudden death inquiries. 

#unici£al Police DeE~rtmont~ __ 

1. 
Broad but clearly defined areas of MUnicipal Police 

responsibility in sudden death cases must be 

promulgated to i ' d' , , nc~u 0 1mmed1ate notification of 
County Prosecutors and Regional Medical Examiners, 
as well as initial ' seCur1ng and preservation of 
a death Scen d' e pen 1ng the arrival of trained 

Prosecutor's units and medical examiner personnel. 
2. Certain Municipal Police Dep'artments with Ii/roven 

investigative capacities are to be accredited by 

County Prosecutors as capable of directing a 

sudden ~~ath inquiry pending developments 

requiring a Prosecutor's ff o ice to assume control. 

1. All prospective l' po ~ce officers must be required 
to complete police training courses before 
assuming official duties. 
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2. Qualification standards must be established 

and imposed by statute for assignment to homicide, 

narcotics and other specialized squads. 

3. In-service training must be required for all 
Ii 

local police, particularly for superior officers 

prior to and after promotion to supervisory rank. 
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THE SUDDEN DEATH OF SPECIAL AGENT JAMES J. NHITE (1968) 

special Agent James J. White, 43, of the U.S. 

Treasury Department's Alcohol, Tobacco Tax and Fire-

arms Division,* was found dead in 1968 in his ATF 

car in the parking lot behind a diner on Route 130, 

Pennsauken. Five weeks later the cause of his death 

was certified as a self-inflicted gunshot wound of the 

head. At the time his body was found he had been 

investigating a gun-running cohspiracy allegedly 

financed by the underworld. Suspicion that White was 

murdered, fueled by media accounts of alleged organized 

crime involvement, led to the re-opening of the case 

twice -- by the state Police in 1972 and by the Camden 

County Prosecutor's office before a Grand Jury in 1974. 

Despite these repeated reviews of the White case, the 

mishandling of material evidence in the initial investi-

gation continued to stir rumors of foul play. 

The White investigation began when George Clinos, 

who was, according to the State Police, a manager and 

part owner of what was then the Prince Inn Diner, 

telephoned the Pennsauken Police Department at 11:02 

A.M. Friday, September 27, 1968. Local police recorded 

Clinos as saying that an employee, A. Cortez, had observed 

a man at the steering wheel of a car in the diner's 

*Generally known by law enforcement agencies as the ATF . 
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parking lot since the night before and also that "a man 

in a car on the parking lot behind the diner looks like 

he had shot himself." Not included in this initial sudden 

death record was the fact that Mrs. Mildred Faust, a 

waitress at the diner, had seen White's wounded head 

as she peered through a passenger side window of the 

ATF car when she came to work ahead of Cortez, at 

10:45 A.M. Cortez reported at the time tha~.an unoccupied 

1962 or 1963 blue station wagon was parked one parking 

space away from White's car, but its actual owne.~, Mrs. 

Faust, was not identified in any investigative reports -

even though at least one story about her earlier arrival 

and observations at the death scene was published the 

following day in the Courier-Post of Camden. Although 

a photograph of the station wagon was taken by one of 

the first Pennsauken officers who responded to Clinos's 

call, the license plate was unreadable in the photograph. 

The ownership of the station wagon was neither thoroughly 

investigated nor officially established for a prolonged 

period of time. Mrs. Faust, who was the first to view 

White in his car with a bloody wound on the right side 

of his head, was questioned in only a general way by 

investigators at the scene and her name never appeared 

in any available 1968 police report about the case. 

(The significance of Mrs. Faust's recollections would 

become more apparent when she later appeared before 

. 
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the Camden County Grand Jury, on February 28, 1974. 

On that date, when she testified about observing 

certain close-up details while looking through the 

window of White's car, she injected into the inquest 

record a contradiction of official versions of the 

death, namely that White's personal .38-caliber 

revolver had been found tightly gripped by him. 

The gun, Mrs. Faust told the Grand Jury, was not clasped 

in White's hands.) 

After the diner manager's call to the police, 

Pennsauken Patrolmen John McBrearty and Joseph Ebl~ 

arrived at the diner parking lot in quick succession. 

They were followed -- the precise times are unknown 

by Pennsauken Police Chief Joseph Brook, Lieutenant 

Nicholas Petitte and Detective Thomas Voight; by 

Prosecutor's Detective Edward Yeager, and by Camden 

County Medical Examiner Louis Riegert and his investi

gator, Thomas Daley. As the day pr6gressed, numerous 

other law enforcement officers, including representa

tives of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Internal 

Revenue Service, the ATF and State Police, converged 

on the scene in response to notification by police. 

Since the arrival time of most of these investigators 

was not noted in police reports, few of these officials 

could recall years later exactly when they appeared. 

, 
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An exception was ATF Agent John Norris, whose 

'th' m~nutE~ .. S of the initial alarm was appearance W~ ~n ~ 

recorded by Pennsauken police. Norris's arrival 
I 

was coincl.dental but aiso inunediately helpful since 

he quickly identified White as a fellow agent. His 
, , 

superior in Camden earlier that morning, 'after re

ceiVing a wQrr:i.ecl query from t'1hite' s wife that he had 

not been home in Willingboro since the previous day, 

had immediately assigned Norris to search for white 

t 130 At the time of Mrs. White's call, along R . . 

White was last known by his superiors to have been 

in a restaurant at the Airport Circle, which Route 

130 intersects, during the afternoon of September 26. 

Norris, of course, did not know as he made his patrol 

of the highway that white would be found dead. Accord-

ing to his reports, Norris did little more than identify 

White to local police and notify his superiors of the 

death. 

White was pronounced dead at the scene at 11:20 A.M. 

by Dr. Jerome Warren from the Pennsauken Medical Center. 

Dr. Warren noted an apparent gunshot wound of the right 

temple. He estimated that death had occurred 10 to 12 

hours prior to the discovery of the body. 

The inadequacies of the various inquiries now began 

to multiply. From the outset there was no centralized 

supervision of the overall investigation, no control over 

the handling and preserving of physical evidence and no 

coordination of the multiple governmental probes. In 

II' 
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addition, there apparently was no recognition by anyone, 

even ATF officials, that the circumstances of Agent ~'lhi·t,e' s 

sensitive ATF assignment particularly required a professionally 

thorough investigation of his death. 

Pennsauken Patrolman Eble's report contained his 

and McBrearty's observations of the interior of White's 

1965 Plymouth sedan. He said all of the car's doors 

were locked except the driver's door and all windows 

were shut except for window and vent of the driver's 

door. At the steering wheel was White, upright but with 

head slumped over. Eble entered the car through the back 

door behind White. The car keys were inserted in the 

ignition at the "off" pos~t~on. A . th 
• • gun was ~n e agent's 

right hand, Eble's report said, and its holster was on 

the seat beside him. 
Eble also noted, without indicating 

how or when such information was obtained, that: the re

volver contained four live shells, one spent shell and ~ 
one empty chamber. 

White's gun, the investigation's most vital physical 

evidence, became from this point on the object of inept 

handling. No one knows to this day precisely where it 

was originally found, who initially examined its contents, 

who took formal possession of it at the scene, who 

transported it from the death car, or to what place 

it was taken. 
(Pennsauken's former Chief Brook conceded 

in testimony at the S.C.I. in 1979 that the gun was 

inadequately checked and preserved as evidence.) 

'\ 
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Mishandling of the gun and other physical evidence 

in White's car first occurred directly after other 

Pennsauken police joined Eble and McBrearty at the 

scene. A series of photographs by Detective Voight 

of the interior of the car revealed that a pack of 

cigarettes, a sports jacket and other items had 

been moved about during the picture taking. This 

error was compounded when Voight, while trying to 

get a close-up photograph of the gun, inadvertently 

dislodged it. (At the time he said that, before he 

entered the car, the gun had fallen from White's 

right hand. In a statement years later to the 

S.C.I., Voight described the original position of 

the gun as in White's lap rather than his hand, 

adding that he tried to restore the gun to wherever 

it had been before being disloged. Thus, Voight's 

first admission that he had dislodged the gun Was in 

his responses to questions at the S.C.I. on December 

21, 1978. None of the available photographs of 

the interior of the car showed the location of 

either the gun or its holster). 

Eventually the gun and its holster were removed 

from White's car but, as noted, without any official 

recording of who took them or when and where they were 

taken. They were gone from the car when the first 

contingent of State Police arrived early in the 

afternoon, according to Trooper Detective James Howard. 

r , , , 
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State Police Detective Sergeant J.J. Schaffer and Detective 

J.M. ~omko were assigned to photogr~ph the death scene and 

collect physical evidence. Howard was told by someone 

that photographs already had been taken of both the gun 

and holster but such photographs never materialized. Tomko 
.. 

noted in a subsequent report that he snapped 14 photo-

graphs, gathered two samples of blood from the interior 

of the car and removed certain articles from the ca~ 

for fingerprint processing. Tomko, who latex' would 

help Schaffer fingerprint White at the Camden county 

Morgue, obtained five latent fingerprints from the 

exterior and interior of the agent's car. Despite 

Tomk~'s progress, no reports could ever be located 

indicating the results of any comparisons, if any, 

of the fingerprints. 

As assorted law enforcement personnel conducted 

their initial, and largely independent, investigations 

at the Prince Inn, White's body was transported to the 

Camden County Morgue, where an autopsy by Dr. Riegert 

was performed at 4 P.M. 

In his post-mortem report later that day, Dr. 

Riegert attributed the death to "a perforating gunshot 

wound" of the skull and brain and noted the manner of 

death as a suicide. In this report, Dr. Riegert 

included certain comments which added to the contra-

dictions already surfacing among the federal, state, 

county and local investigators. According to his 

( 
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commentary, the gun was not in White's right hand or 

in his lap. Wrote Dr. Riegert: "A pistol was found 

on the seat of the car by decedent's right side." 
" 

The source of this statement is not attributed in the 

post-mortem report, but Dr. Riegert later said that . 

was what he was told about the weapon over the tele

phone either by his investigator, Daley, or by some 

other official at the scene. He also noted that the 

wound in White's head was "2 & 3/4 inches above the 

right ea·r. 11 

During an interview at the S.C.I. years later, 

Dr. Riegert reviewed his autopsy report and noted that 

the entrance wound was higher in the temple area than 

would be expected in a suicide by gunshot and that the 

trajectory of the bullet was right to left, forward 

to back and downward. The area from which the bullet 

was extracted -- "4 inches in back of the ear" -- was .. 
not described adequately. Dr. Riegert conceded he made 

no attempt to approximate a time of death but merely 

listed the time at which Agent White was pronounced 

dead. 

Additional details about ATF Agent Norris's ill

fated search for White on the morning of September 27 

were provided in a report on White's activities during 

the previous day by State Police Investigator Walter 

Wasyluk. Wasyluk, who obtained his information from 

r I 
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ATF Area Supervisor Ralph Bush in Camden, among others, 

said that around mid-day of Thursday, September 26, White, 

had loft Bush's office to m00t Nicholas GaOlio, another 

ATF agent as well as a close friend, at Montanaro's 

Restaurant off the ~irport Circle in Pennsauken. 
Bush 

then heard nothing more about White until he received 

a telephone call from Mrs. White the following morning 

at about 8 A.M. -Mrs. White reported that her hUsband 

had not come home the night before and asked Bush where 

he might be. Bush fOllowed up Mrs. White's call by 

aSSigning Norris to check parking lots along Route 130 

in an effort to locate the missing agent. Shortly 

after 11 that morning Norris reported back that White 

-had been found dead in hl'S car at the P . 
.rlnce Inn parking 

lot. 

Meanwhile, Investigator Wasyluk also checked with 

Gaglio about his rendezvous with White at Montanaro's. 

Gaglio said he and White spent five hours talking and 

drinking at the bar. At 6:30 P.H. they left the 

restaurant and went to their s~parate cars, Gaglio 

driving away first. Gaglio reported that White declined 

his invitation to stop at a place closer to their homes. 

. During their long conversation at the bar, Gaglio said 

he perceived no signs of depression on White's part. 

However, Gaglio told Wasyluk that White, although 

indicating continued interest in his current ATF 

assignment, had talked about requesting a transfer 

to Vermont. White apparently went from Montanaro's , 
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directly to the Prince Inn Diner only a few miles 

away, since a waitress at the diner recalled serving 

him coffee at 7 P.M. That was the last time White 

was seen alive by anyone who could identify him. 

Other diner employees questioned by police re

called only that they had seen a man who appeared to 

be sleeping in his car in the parking lot at 9 P.M. 

Thursday and at 2 A.M. Friday. The diner's parking 

lot lights had been turned on between 6 and 7 P.M. 

No shots had been heard during the night by anyone, 

according to available investigative accounts. With 

respect to the evening1s visibility in and around the 

parking lot, Wasyluk had ascertained that sunset on 

September 26 occurred at 6:45 P.M. and that complete 

darkness set in at 7. Even though the parking lot 

was amply lighted, his report concluded, a passerby 

would have had to come close to White's car to 

discover that anything was amiss. 

Si::.eli::.u Police and ATF agents Who in'cerviewed Mrs. 

White reported her contention that her husband did 

not commit suicide. She said he had left work on 

September 26 in "fine spirits." She confirmed his 

request for a transfer to Vermont but said he was 

devoted to his duties with the ATF, and also that he 

was a good family man. A favorable performance and 

personality picture of White also came from his ATF 

colleagues and superiors. Although he was known by 

I . I 
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some of his associates to have been frustrated by 

cer~ain departmental decisions regarding ATF inves

tigations, he was described as a diligent worker of 

unquestioned integrity. 

Although White's investigative assignment at the 

time of his death was a highly confidential matter, 

the ATF indicated his wife knew some details of his 

final inv~stigation and was Worried about his safety. 

A wrap-up report by the ATF on the White death noted 

that when Mrs. White was first informed of her husband's 

death, her immediate reaction was, III knew it. It's 
my fault." 

In the meantime, various eVidential items in the 

case were undergoing tests and analyses but with either 

varying conclusions or no references and reports as to 

results. State Police Detective Tomko never mentioned . 
in his reports wh~ther White's gun Was ever analyzed for 

blood or fingerprints, nor were any such tests of the gun 
. . 

noted in reports of the State Police Laboratory in l\'est 

Trenton. The ATF in its final memorandum on the case 

suggested an explanation for this. In the memorandum, 

Chief Special Investigator Paul Hankins said the failure 

to find fingerprints, palm or hand prints, or any print 

smudges or blood splatters on the gun "is explained to 

the satisfaction of the State Police by the fact that the 

gun had been removed from the very tight grip of White's 

right hand at the time the body was found." Hankins's 
summary continued: 

...... ·~--~I 
r 
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"It had appeared to the officers a simple suicide 

case and no special precautions were taken to preserve 

any evidence that may have been present thereon. 

Between then and the time it was examined it had been 

handled by several persons and any traces of blood 

or prints would hav~ been worn off. Why no prints 

were left by the several persons who handled the gun 

was dismissed without further discussion." 

Hankins also noted that the laboratory examination 

of skin and tissue removed from White's scalp in the 

vicinity of the gunshot wound had revealed no traces of 

gunpowder residue that would normally result if the gun 

was discharged within 19 inches of hib head. He ~aid 

this was explained by the State Police "as being due 

to insufficient area being taken in the sample" of 

small cuttinas from the perimeter of the wound. 

Medical Examiner Reigert, subsequently commenting 

on this subj~ct to th(~ S.C. I., admitted that his 

original autopsy report was negligent in not mentioning 

either the presence or absence of gunpowder and burning 

in the area of the wound~ Since he had determined that 

this was a contact wound, he said he was "surprised" 

when he learned of the State Police laboratory's 

negative report. Noting that the skin tissue sent to 

the laboratory would not have been washed or otherwise 

disturbed, the negative gunpowner test was cor.lfusing, 

he said. This sequence of events was puzzling because, 

as confirmed by the State Police in 1972, the shells 

in White's gun contained black powder. This now 

, 
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obsolete SUbstance generally resulted in severe soiling 

of wounds but no such result was noted in the White 

investigation. 

A Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) test of t1hite' s 

gun, undertaken in 1968 when it was a relatively new 

investigative technique, came under criticism ,in 1972 

when State Police reopened the casc. The 196B NAA 

test showed White had fired the weapon, based on 

the understanding in law enforcement circles at that 

time of the way the test shOUld be interpreted. Sub

sequently revised guidelines for interpreting gunpowder 

residue tests would have indicated a contrary finding. 

By 1972 NAA test standards, for example, it was determined 

that the levels of barium and antimony present were in

SUfficient to demonstrate White had fired the weapon. 

The State Police in 1972, therefore, labeled the 

original gunpowd~r residue test results as inconclUsive. 

The failure to preserve evidential matter on the 

gun and the inadequacy of skin samples for gunpowder 

tests were believed by the investigators to have been 

so overshadowed by indications of suicide as to proscribe 

any death cause other than the ultimate offi9ial verdict 

of suicide. Hankins observed that, "despite these two 

final inconsistencies," other circumstances -- the natural 

, 
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position of White's body at the steering wheel, the 

absence of facial contortions indicating surprise or 

fear, the difficulty for a murderer to conceal himself 

in the well-lighted parking lot and other areas of a 

busy diner, the fact that all the car doors were re- . 

ported to be locked except the driver's door, the 

neat arrangement of personal items in the car and no 

signs of S"truggle -- "have led the state Police to the 

conclusion the death was a suicide." 

other tests, of White's vital organs and stomach 

contents and of blood s::imples for alcoholic content , 

were made at the state Police Laboratory. The examination 

of stomach contents led to an estimate that digestion 

ceased at between 6:20 and 7:50 the night before White's 

body was found. The alcohol level in White's brain was 

found to b, .165 per cent (at the time, .15 per cent 

was the level at which intoxication was presumed for 

operators of motor vehicles~) A writin~ tablet in 

White's car was tested for evidence of indentations on 

blank sheets that might have been made if White had 

attempted to write a suicide note and discarded it, but 

no such indentations were found. 

Nonetheless, confusion about the location of White's 

gun and the disappearance of evidential matter on it 

clouded all aspects of the inquiry. There were no 

documented immediate efforts to resolve such basic 

investigative deficiencies. 

, , 
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There also was no reference in any reports on whether 

White's gun was traced for registration data. Identifi

cation of White as the owner of the gun apparently was 

assumed on the basis of the oral statements of other 

ATF agents. State Police Detective Howard, noting such 

conversations, said he believed the gun had been issued 

to White by the ATF. The S.C.I. subsequently initiated 

its own gun registration tracing and verified in early 

1979 that White had purchased the weapon from a retired 

New York city policeman. 

After almost four weeks of more or less simultan-

eous investigations by various law enforcement agencies, 

certain key officials decided to hold a conference. 

This meeting took place on October 22, 1968, at the 

Pennsauken Police Department. state Police Lieutenant 

Wildes, as the senior officer of what Hankins described 

as "the primary investigating. agency," presided. Present 

were numerous representatives of the state Police, 

Pennsauken police, Camden Prosecutor's office, ATF, 

U.s. Department of Justice and the inspection service 

of the IRS. Lieutenant Wildes reviewed findings that 

led to a conclusion of suicide and a prolonged discussion 

took place of various elements in the inquiry. Although 

the consensus at adjournment was that White had shot 

himself to death -- and apparently no disagreement 

with this d>acision was voiced during the meeting -

dissenting opinions reportedly were shared privately as 

the gathering broke up. For. one, White's immediate 
, 
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superior, Ralph Bush, was adamant at the time that the 

agent had not committed suicide. Less than a week before 

the meeting he had conoluded in a report, dated October 

17, that "of all persons knowing the deceased, none could 

offer any motive (as to) why he should have taken his own 

life." 

Afterward representatives of the principal agencies 

who had attended the conference compiled summaries of 
" 

it and of phases of the investigation. These summaries 

were regarded as formally winding up the overall sudden 

death probe that began in the morning of September 27, 

1968. Detective Howard wrote a "supplementary investigation 

report" on behalf of the state Police, dated octoher 22, 

1968, in which he characterized the status of the case 

as "closed." Ha.nkins' s memorandum of review, dated 

october 31, 1968, concluded with the statement that 

White, "unable to resolve all these inner conflicts and 

stresses brought on by his prolonged work on critical 

cases which limited his time at home with which to cope 

with his personal problems he, in a moment of extreme 

despondency, took his own life." The report of Camden 

Prosecutor's Detective Yeager, dated November 4, 1968, 

coincided with the other reports on the suicide decision. 

Hankins's memorandum mentioned several "inconsistencies" 

in the investigation -- the absence of evidence from the 

gun due to mishandling it and the inadequate sampling 

of skin and tissue around the wound for gunpowder residue 

tests. However, a comparison of all the reports compiled 

. 
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after the October 22 conference revealed other areas of 

disagreement, contradiction or oversight. 

The origin of the bullet found in White's head was 

described with confusing contradictions by different in

vestigators. Although the state Police Laboratory report 

by Sergeant August O. Hoppe said the bullet was too 

mutilated to be of value for firearms identification, an 

opinion was attributed to Hoppe by both Hankins and 

Yeager that the bullet did come from White's gun. None

theless, both Hankins and Yeager stated in their reports 

that the crumpled slug could not be compared with that 

gun, contrary to a separate statement by Detective Howard 

that "the victim's gun and fired cartridge showed they 

both were fired from the same weapon." 

Although only Yeager's report referred to County 

Medical Examiner Riegert's autopsy findings, including 

the decision to label the death a suicide, he did not 

point out that the Medical Examiner had commented in his 

post-mortem report that the gun "was found on the seat 

of the car by the decedent's right side." Hankins wrote 

that the gun had been in the "very tight grip" of White's 

hands and Yeager, at greater length, observed that the 

weapon "was found tightly grasped by the right hand of 

the victim and in such a manner to indicate that he had 

held the gun prior to hi~ death and had fired the fatal 

shot." Yeager later testified at the S.C.I. that his 

information was derived from others and that he never 

saw the gun in the position described in his report . 

I," .. 
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Photographs taken of the interior of White's car 

after he was found dead indicated certain personal items 
f1 

had been moved about' during the photographic effort. 

However, Yeager reported only that lithe properties of 

the victim were neatly positioned within the vehicle, 

the victim's jacket was neatly folded and lying upon 

the fl"Ont seat, as was the custom of the victim." The 

source of the last: statement was not indicated by Yeager. 

Hankins reported, ijimilarly. Both Hankins and Yeag'er said 

there were no signs of a struggle in the car at the time 

of white's death. Howard said a state Police review of 

the evidence "did not reveal anything that would point 

to foul play.1I Hankins devoted more than two typewritten 

pages to the background, personality, home life and work

ing demeanor of White, leading to his conclusion that 
I,' 

White shot himself "in a moment of extreme despondency." 

Yeager and Howard mentioned this matter only briefly. 

Oisparities and omissions in the investigatory 

.reports were never clarified before the case was closed 

in October, 19G8. As indicated by certain similar 

statements in the final reports, a snowball pattern was 

evident in which various agencies without crediting a 
" 

source merely 19.dopteq information from other police 

reports as their own, thus making an initial finding, 

even though not verified, an assumed fact. This was 

particularly true of the assumed location of the gun 

when Whi te ~\ s body was found. The initial remarks of 

those first at the scene that it was tightly gripped 

. , 
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in his right hand, despite a contrary statement by Medical 

Examiner Riegert, became the rigidly accepted version of 

all investigating forces. This snowball theory might have 

been confirmed or disproved had an effort been made in 

1968 to systematically survey each of the officers who 

first arrived at the scene, including particularly 

Pennsauken Detective Voight. Former Chief Brook 

testified at the S.C.I. that he never questioned his 

officers about what occurred upon their arrival. 

The Pennsauken police reports in the White case 

could not be located at that department years later 

when the S.C.I. sought to inspect them, although appropriate 

police procedure would dictate that they be preserved. 

Copies of some reports subsequently were found at the 

Prosecutor's office. 

A disturbing element that developed during the course 

of the S.C.I.'s inquiry was an assumption by the investi

gatorsthat White had held his gun in both hands and 

fired it into the right side of his head. As previously 

noted, the location of the wound two and three~quarter 

inches above the right ear, and the downward and backward 

trajectory of the bullet, would have made it unwieldy 

if not impossible to fire a gun held by both hands. 

Further, the appearance of blood splatters on the back 

of the agent's hands and wrists was inconsistent with 

the two-hand gunshot theory since the location of the 

stains suggested they occurred when White had both 

palms facing away from him . , 
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The Commission noted during its examination of the 

White investigations the absenoe of any coordination 

among the several governmental teams of probers w~o were 

at work on the case in 1968. Statements made by certain 

investigators to the S.C.I. indicated they were confused 

over which agency, if any, was assuming a dominant role 

a necessary element for an efficient investigation that 

should have been even more apparent in view of White's 

status as a law enforcement agent whose death occurred 

while he was assigned to a sensitive investigation. 

Although Hankins referred to the state Police as the 

IIprimary investigating agency," Lieutenant Wildes, who 

subsequently retired from the state Police, testified 

at the S.C.I. that the police in Pennsauken, where the 

body was foun.d, were in charge and were assisted by the 

County Prosecutor's office. However, Pennsauken Detective 
" 

Voight stated under oath at the S.C.I. that no formal 

reports were issued by his department during the course 

of the investigation because "the Feds" had taken control 

of it. 

While there was a considerable exchange of in

formation among the investigating agencies, County 

Detective Yeager, State Police Detective Howard and 

others testified at the S.C.I. that ATF officials had 

not been fully cooperative. Lieutenant Wildes said 

state Police did receive ATF data, but he indicated 

this data may not have been relayed to other ag'encies 

in the probe. Yeager in his testimony before the 
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S.C. I. noted that 'there was no central 
coordinator in 

the i~vestigation and stated that 
the investigation 

"should have gone a lot furthor. 
It should have just 

been a better investigation. 
It was not a good one." 

Similarly, at the time he t estified before th e S.C.I., 
Howard stated that he was 

not satisfied with the way 
the investigation was 

conducted, that "it was too 
haphazard with t 

00 many departments not working 
together." 

There was, however, at least 
one commendable example 

of interagency cooperation in the Wh~t 
~ e case. The com-

pletion of White's death certificate by 
Medical Examiner 

Riegert was dela d d 
ye espite his autopsy determination of 

sUicide, at th' 
e request of ATF Enforcement Chief H.V. 

Mattera until the 
conclusion of certain toxicological 

and gun tests. 
A death certificate was then marked 

"pending f urther investigation" after Dr. Riegert was 
informed that Agent Wh' ~te had been engaged in an important 
and complicated ATF investigation. 

The death certificate 
was not finally changed 

until November 6, 1968, when 
the manner of death was listed on the 

document as a suicide. 
The White case · 

re-~nvestigations in 1972 and 1974, 
although they also concluded that his 

death was a suicide, 
nevertheless ,served t f 

o urther emphasize the inadequacies 
of the 1968 probes. 

In 1972, the Major Cr' 
~mes Unit of the New Jersey 

State Police re-ex ' d 
am~ne the White death after publication 

, 
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by Philadelphia Magazine of an article criticizing Fhe 
investigation and indicating that White was murdere~~ 

This state Pol~ce ~ . rev~ew confirmed several discrepancies 

that had not been resoived when the initial inquiries 

closed. For example, the 1972 probe determined that the 

death scene ~ been disturbed but not intentionally. In 

addition, further details on the mishandling of White's 

added to the investigative record -- without, gun were 

however, ever documenting who had remoyed the gun from the 

car. Also, the 1972 inquiry determined as "faulty" the 

use of a 1968 Neutron Activation Analysis test as a basis 

for concluding that White had fired the death gun. 

According to reports filed in February and March of 

1972 by state Police Detective Sergeant Schaffer, each of 

the Pennsau en oJ. k pol 4ce officers who had appeared at the 

September 27, 1968, was interviewed. death scene on These 

interviews focused on the primary investigative mistakes -

. of the death scene and the mishandling of the alter~ng 

White's gun. Each of these officers agreed to be sub-

jected to follow-up polygraph tests. 

t conducted, according to one The polygraph tes s were 

of the State Police reports, "to determine if any of the 

f Plan to kill White and above had prior knowledge 0 any 

if any of the above police officers had disturbed the 

scene on purpose." These two factors had been "inferred," 

the report said, by the magazine article that had pre

cipitated the 1972 re-opening of the case. 

~---------- ---
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Detective Sergeant Schaffer, after conJ1Uding his 

interviews with local police, reported on February 18, 1972, 

that "PennsauJ<en police or some other person may have 

altered the original scene by moving the weapon and jacket 

found in the vehicle; but it is felt that this was done 

by person or persons unintentionally, and not maliciously 

or intentionally. to disLort the scene and facts at hand. II 

After the State Police completed their interviews and 

polygraphs and reviewed ATF and other federal case files, 

the second investigation of White's death ended. The 

concluding report, dated April 24, 1972, said that at no 

time during the State Police Major Crimes Unit review 

and analysis of the 1968 investigation "could the unit 

uncover any thing to indicate other than the fact that 

Agent James J. White committed sUicide" and that "the case 

should be termed closed." 

A re-opening of the White case by the Camden County 

Prosecutor's office in 1974 resulted because of questions 

raised by John J. Rafferty, then Pennsauken's police 

director. 

A county Grand Jury in Februari, 1974, heard three 

witnesses -- Rafferty, Mildred Faust, an employee of the 

Prince Inn Diner in 1968, and a Zenon J. Rotuski, who had 

mentioned the White case while in the temporary custody 

of two Pennsauken policemen in 1972. 
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Rafferty, a former IRS inspector who had told the 

State Police in 1972 that he felt White had been murdered, 

reiterated before the Grand Jury his doubts about the 1968 

investigation and particularly about the concept of White 

being found with hi~ gun gripped in his right hand. Mrs. 

Faust testified that, until just prior to her 1974 Grand 

Jury appearance, she had never been formally questioned 

at length by any in'V'estigator since she first saw White 

dead in his car on the morning of September 27, 1968. She 

also told the Grand Jury that White's gun was not clasped 

in his right hand. Rather, she testified, White's left 

hand was "laying in his lap on the gun ••• on top of the 

gun" and White's right hand was "lying face up ••• on his 

leg. " Ro'tuski, who held reportedly told Pennsauken police 

in 1972 that a certain Anthony "Mad Dog" DiPasquale had 

bragged to him that he killed White, denied making such 

a statement in his Grand Jury testimony. 

The 1974 investigation was concluded by Assistant 

Prosecutor Seaton in a memorandum dated August 6, 1974. 

This memorandum stated that "because of the lack of any 

contradictory evidence concerning this matter it is felt 

that the initial determination that Agent White committed 

suicide is correct." 
. 

In general, the re-investigation of the White case in 

1972 and 1974 did little more than confirm the 1968 inves

tigative deficiencies that helped to stir rumors of foul 

play that were bound to arise after the sudden death of 

• 

a federal agent. The initial White investigations, which 

as noted had no central direction, no uniform standards for 

preserving evidence, no coordination of tactics and strategies 

of tho varioua investigative groups, thus remained a fertile 

source of speculation about unsubstantiated connections of 

the underworld to the agent's SUdden death. 

.. 
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THE SUDDEN DEATH OF DOUIUIC M. TERENZI, JR. (1969) 

The investigation of the sUdden death of Dominic 

M. Terenzi, Jr., began with a telephone call to Camden 

Police Department at 3:59 P.M. Friday, January 17, 1969. 

The caller reported that there 

youth lying in the back seat of a car parked in 

of his house on North 28th Street. When police responded 

to his call, the witness advised them he had first observed 

ml.'nutes earlier but had not at that time the car about 45 

paid particular attention to it. Other North 20th 

Street residents told police they had seen the same 

Cl.' ty detectives vehicle previously, as early as 1 P.M. 

d ' 1 Examl.'ner's investigator who went and a county Me l.ca 

d the body removed to Cooper Hospital, to the scene ordere 

h pronounced by Dr. Robert Orsi Camden, where deat was 

at 6 P.M. The owner of the parked car was identified 

as Dominic M. Terenzi, Sr. , a Pennsauken patrolman who 

has since retired. He went to the hospital and identified 

the body at 6:23 P.M. as that of his son, Dominic H. 

Terenzi, Jr., 20. 

City Detective Gilbert Upshaw, who was assigned 

to the c~se, made several observations of the body_ 

At the scene he noted bruises on the right and left 

rib cage as well as numerous long sq,:ratches on the 

stomach. Later at the hospital he observed a fresh 

on the r ight arm near the vein on the underpuncture 

side of the elbow and two other punctures on the bridge 
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of the nose. 

As the Terenzi death investigation got underway, 

a telephone call was received by n detective in the 

Camden Police JUVenile nureau that, by coincidence, 

quickly ~ave the inquiry a focal point. That call 

Was from Henry M. Phillips, who said his daughter, Rose 

Patricia, 14, who had been reported as miSSing 

the previous day, had returned home extremely upset. 

He told police he was concerned about her condition 

and felt she should be questioned to determine what 

had happened while she was missing to rrighten her. 

Questioning of Rose Patricia enabled police to learn 

for'th~ first time the Whereabouts and some of the 

activities of young Terenzi the night before he was 

found dead in the car. 

Rose Patricia told two detectives assigned to 

question her that after she left home on Thursday, 

January 16, she went to the apartment of Robert and 

Elsie Briggs -- Elsie was her sister -- located on 

the second floor of 220 South 34th street, Camden. 

t'lhile at the Briggs apartment, at about 7 0' clock that 

night, a young man arrived Who was identified to her 

by her brother-in-law as Dominic and Whose l~st 

name she learned subsequently was Terenzi. She said 

she overheard Dominic ask Briggs for some "stuff," 

Which she knew to be heroin. Soon after that, she 

said, Briggs and Dominic left the apartment together. 

" 
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When they returned about an hour later, they went into 

the kitchen. 

Rose Patricia, who stayed overnight at the apartment, 

continued with her recollections to the detectives: 

Not long after Briggs and Dominic entered the 

kitchen, Rose Patricia heard a thud-type noise, 

after which Briggs called out to his wife, who was 

in the bathroom, that Dominic had passed out. Rose 

Patricia then assisted in efforts to revive Dominic. 

When this failed, her sister, Elsie, asked Briggs to 

take him to the hospital. Briggs refused, saying he 

was afraid questions would be asked. Rose Patricia 

and Elsie then helped Briggs carry the apparently 

unconscious youth downstairs to his car, which was 

parked outside. Robert drove away in the car. When 

he returned later he left Dominic in the car. At 

about 11 or 12 o'clock that night, Dominic, apparently 

still unconscious, was carried back into Briggs's apartment. 

During the night he continually moaned and made 

other "awful" sounds. Frightened by tbese noises, 

Rose Patricie persuaded Elsie to leave the apartment 

some time early Friday morning, January 17. She and 

Elsie, with the two young Briggs children, went to 

the home of friends in TJelair. Al though this house 

was more than three miles away, the two sisters and 

two children began to make the trip on foot but were 

given a lift to the place w~ile enroute by an a~quaintance 

of Rose Patricia's. Early that Friday afternoon, Elsie 
• 
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received a telephone call at Delair from her husband. 

Briggs, according to Rose Patricia, told Elsie that 

Dominic died and said the two of them should keep quiet 

about the entire matter. A short time later, Briggs 

also arrived at the house in Delair. 

Rose Patricia, in testimony before the S.C.I., 

recalled that at least two other men -- the brothers 

Nicky and Robert Petitte -- were with Briggs when he 

came to Delair. She also recalled that there were a 

number of people at the Briggs apartment late Thursday 

night when Dominic was seemingly unconscious in the 

living room. She said these visitors included George 

Sleister, Torn Roe, Nicky Petitte, Vernon Moody and a 

Sonny. When Detectives questioned Mr. and Mrs. Briggs, 

they never asked them who had corne to their apartment 

during the night nor did either Briggs or his wife 

mention any visitors other than Dominic. 

Robert and Elsie Briggs were not questioned formally 

by ~ither Camden city or county authorities until the 

morning after Dominic's body was found. However, what 

transpired when police located the co~ple and transported 

them to city police headquarters for interrogation at 

1:30 A.M. Saturday further illustrated the lack of 

investigative expertise in the sudden death inquiry. 

The couple was taken to the police station by City 

Detective Sergeant George McKenzie and at least one other 

officer. Whoever was assigned to accompany McKenzie is 

not known because no report on McKenzie's activities was 
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ever filed in the case. Both Robert and Elsie Briggs 

were well known to McKenzie since he had "used" Briggs 

as a source of informa~ion in connection with certain 

cases of breaking and entry that had been under inves

tigation. MCKenzie, while at the Briggs apartment, 

requestea and received Briggs's "set of works." the 

vernacular of drug users for the hypodermic needle 

and syringe used for injections. While these items 

were never turned in as investigative evidence, for 

reasons unknown, another hypodermic needle reportedly 

found on North 28th Street about a block from the spot 

where Terenzi was abandoned by Briggs was included in 

a casual manner as part of the Terenzi case. This 

needle had been brought to the attention of a detective 

by a citizen who found the soiled item several days after 

the Terenzi death. The detective who submitted this 

needle later testified under oath that he did so not 

because he thought it would be relevant to the case 

but because he did not want to "just leave it on my 

desk." This needle was never analyzed for traces of 

narcotics or poisons, a lapse for which no explanation 

can be found in the investigative reports. 

After McKenzie arrived at the police station with 

his charges, City Detective Upshaw and County Prosecutor's 

Detective Harry DeVore spent more than two hours -- until 

3:15 A.M. Saturday -- 'taking statements from Robert 

and Elsie Briggs. Their separate versions of what 
-~ - -~, 

allegedly happened at their apartment Thursday hight and 
/I 
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Friday morning contained a number of inconsistencies which 

were never resolved by the police. 

According to Briggs's statement, he admitted "taking" 

heroin with Dominic and then attempting to revive him 

by injecting salt into his body. Briggs contended he 

did not take Dominic to a hospital because the youth 

pleaded with him not to do so. According to Briggs's 

story, Dominic urged him instead to "shoot him with 

salt" and also to use ice packs if that didn't work. 

When the revival effort failed, Briggs said, he moved 

Dominic to the Terenzi car and drove around the city -

with the car windows wide open in below-freezing weather. 

He conceded also that during this cruise he purchased a 

bag of ice and packed the ice under Dominic's arms and 

around his genitals in a further attempt to ~evive him. 

Briggs said that after he b~ought Dominic back to his 

apartment, with the assistance of a boarder at the apart

ment, he went to sleep. When he awoke a few hours later, 

he assumed that the youth had died sometime during the night. 

He then put Dominic back in the car and abandoned him on 

North 28th Street. Upon completion of his statement, 

Briggs was arrested on a charge of failing to report 

an unusual or suspicious death. 

Elsie Briggs in her statement of January 18, 1969, 

to the authorities said her husband had played a more 

dominant ~ole in his and Dominic's quest for drugs 

early Thursday evening than Briggs had admitted in his 
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statement, although she was to reduce her husband's 

influence over Dominic in subsequent testimony some 

years later. After Dominic's collapse in the Briggs 

kitchen, her version of the effort to revive him also 

differed from Briggs's. For example, she claimed 

Dominic said nothing after the heroin injection. She 

also said Briggs told her "he was going to take him 

to a hospital." She gave details of Briggs's telephon'e 

call to her at the house in Delair that were not in 

Briggs's statement about what happened after he left 

Dominic on North 28th Street -- namely, that Dominic 

"wasn 't breath~ng and blood or something was coming out 

of his mouth," that Briggs "took him some place" but didn't 

say where, only, "never mind, I just took him." 

Another version of what took place at various 

times late Thursday'night and early Friday morning 

came on January 18 from William T. Roe, Jr., Briggs's 

boarder. 

Roe was questioned at 3 P.M. that Saturday by 

Camden Detectives Upshaw and Earl smith. Roe admitted 

helping Briggs bring Dominic from his car to the up

stairs apartment at about -12:30 A.M. Friday, but he 

maintained that Dominic was breathing at that time. 

Roe, who said he had been out with his girl friend 

Thursday from 4:30 P.M. until he returned after mid

night, related that he went to bed after helping to 

bring Dominic into the apartment and that he got up 

at 6:20 Friday morning and went to work. Roe said he 
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did not know Terenzi. Later that day, he said, Briggs 

told him that Dominic was dead from an overdose. 

Prior ~o police interrogation of the boarder, 

an autopsy was performed on Dominic by the then

Assistant Camden County Medical Examiner William Read 

at 11:15 A.M. Saturday, January 18, 1969. The autopsy 

was witnessed by City Detectives Upshaw and Estel 

Brown and Prosecutor's Detective DeVore. The medical 

examiner's performance in this case, as with other 

sudden death investigations described in this S.C.I. 

report, was inadequate. 

Dr. Read compiled the autopsy report within 24 

hours of the discovery of Terenzi's body and while 

the investigation of the death was still underway. 

He diagnosed the cause of death as "severe acute pul

monary congestion and edema, due to a probable overdose 

of a drug, type undetermined." Dr. Read did not examine 

the puncture marks on the bridge of Terenzi's nose or 

on his arm for traces of narcotids or poisons, an 

examination Detective Upshaw later told the S.C.I. he 

had requested. Although Dr. Read suspected a drug 

overdose, certain body fluids that are particularly 

useful for drug tracing -- such as urine and gall bladder 

bile -- were never submitted for a toxicological test. 

Later chat Saturday, Dr. Read filled out a death certificate 

stating the cause of death as acute broncho-pneumonia, 

but withheld issuance of it pending the return of a 

State Police toxicological report. Nonetheless, after 
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receiving this report (dated April 11, 1969), which 

stated that examination of Terenzi's blood and body 

organs was negative for drugs but positive for strychnine 

and phosphorous, Dr. Read "issued" his January 18 death 

certificate on April 23 without change. Years later 

he told the S.C.I. that, while he had not "discounted" 

the findings of the state Police Laboratory, he had 

decided nevertheless to adhere to his original diagnosis. 

Dr. Read was questioned at the S.C.I. about his 

reaction to the state Police toxicological report, since 

its findings appeared to contradict his death certificate. 

He conceded that he had made no effort to clarify how 

much and what type of phosphorous was present in Terenzi's 

blood or what impact on the death the confirmed presence 

of strychnine might have had. As noted, Dr. Read's autopsy 

report indicated the possibility of an accidental, rather 

than natural, death due to a drug overdose. Nonetheless, 

this report contained a "face sheet" signed by Dr. Read which 

characterized the death as a natural death -- a coinci-

dence which apparently contributed to the absence of 

continuing action in the case for more than a year. 

For example, Detective Upshaw, the primary investigator 

in the case, told the S.C.I. his effort to convince the 

Prosecutor's office that a serious crime may have been 

committed was hindered by the cover sheet classification 

of the death as natural. Dr. Read told the S.C.I. that 

the contradictory facing page of his autopsy report was 

a secretarial mistake to which he had nevertheless affixed 

his signature. 
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On the Monday after Dr. Rcad's autopsy, three vials 

of blood and certain of Terenzl"s ~ody 
I" organs were de-

livered to the State Police Luboratory in t~est Trenton 

for the examination that resulted in the April 11 toxi

cological report. The official form submitted by 

Detective Upshaw with the test materials specifically 

requested that they be examined for possible traces of 

rat poison. Although Upshaw later told the S.C.I. that 

he questioned suspicious circumstances surrounding the 

Terenzi death at the very outset of the investigation, 

nothing in the police file on the inquiry indicates what 

prompted Upshaw's suspicion. The file shows that sparse 

investigative effort was made to affirm or allay Upshaw's 

questions. 

The failure to thoroughly follow up on other in

vestigative leads also was apparent, including the activities 

of Camden police in connection with statements by a 

prisoner at the Philadelphia Detention Center that young 

Terenzi's life had been threatened by certain of his 

street associates. This prisoner was identified in a 

telephone call on January 24, 1969, to the Camden Police 

Department's detective bureau as Terry Lee Maute of 

Pennsauken. He allegedly had stated at the Philadelphia 

Detention Center that he had heard a group of men, in

cluding Robert Briggs, discussing how "they were going 

to kill Dominic wl'th an overdose of narcotics because 

he had ratted on George Sleister for narcotics." 
, 
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Detective Upshaw on January 27 talked with Maute. He also 

examined a statement of recollections regarding Terenzi 

that Maute had written. He was denied a copy of it by 

the Detention Center. On April 4, 1969, Maute gave a 

sworn statement to Camden Detectives Joseph McComb and 

Earl smith, which largely sUbstantiated the information 

Upshaw had obtained during his interview with the prisoner 

more than two months earlier. 

According to this sworn statement by Maute, he 

heard threats on Terenzi's life at a meeting in Rand 

street, Camden, on November 12, 1968. He said Terenzi 

was at this meeting, as were Robert Briggs, George 

and Joe Sleister, and "a guy named Tony." Maute 

alleged that at this meeting Dominic Terenzi was accused 

of responsibility for the arrest of Joe Sleister and 

that Briggs had said that "Dominic would have to be 

taken care of before they all ended up in jail." Maute's 

statement also said: 

"George, Joe and Briggsy all agreed that it would 

be easy because Dominic never hardly checked his bag 

of heroin before he would take it. • While Dominic was 

there, Joe said, 'how are you doing, rat?' Joe asked 

him if he was going to retract his statement and 

Dominic said he didn't raake any. George told Dominic, 

did he know what we do to rats. All four of them, Joe, 

George, Briggsy and Tony, said they were g~ing to get 

him if Joe went to jail. Dominic left the house. George 
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told Joe not to worry, that he would taRe care of Dominic 

so he would not be able to testify in court. All four 

of' thorn agreE':!d to this." 

Joe Sleister did wind up in jail, f'.1au·!:.e confirmed. 

He was then asked if he later heard any of the four men 

who were at the meeting "say ho\'1 they were going to 

take care of Dominic." Maute replied: 

"Yes. Briggsy said that they could put a lot of 

dope into one bag or put something else into his bag 

ana Dominic wouldn't know the difference until after 

he took it. II 

In addition, Maute said he was with Briggs and 

George Sleister later when they were discussing the 

fact tnat Joe Sleister was in jail and that "they 

would have to do something about Dominic no\'1." He 

was asked if he ever heard how they woul"1 "f ix up" 

a bag of heroin, and Maute replied: "Yes, with lye 

or some other type poison." 

The police file on the Terenzi death -- after 

Upshaw met with Maute on January 27 and after Maute 

gave police his sworn statement on April 4 -- with 

the exception of a brief interview of George Sleister 

on April 3 -- is silent on Whether anything was done 

to verify or otherwise take action on Maute's recollections 

of the statements threatening Terenzi. 

Also on January 24, 1969 -- the same day the 

Camden police received word of Maute's statements 

in the Philadelphia prison -- the Camden detective 
f 
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bureau was notified by Terenzi's father, then still 

a Pennsauken policeman, that a Robert Petitte of 

Delair had information about his son's death. city 

Detectives Joseph Alesandrini and James F. Anderson 

wrote two reports on this notification, one acknowledging 

the telephone call itself and the other saying a state

ment had been taken from Petitte, of 8127 Eden Lane, 

Delair, regarding young Terenzi's death. The second 

report had no comment on what Petitte told the detectives 

other than that collateral information had been obtained 

involving Robert Briggs in several thefts. 

However, the actual statement taken from Petitte 

liB t' te" erroneously identified him as Robert George a ~s 

and listed an incorrect street address for him. The 

statement also was not signed by Robert Petitte, nor 

k d t ' 't The two detectives later was he as e.c;> s~gn ~ • 

acknowledged to the S.C. I. that it was standard practice 

to procure such a signature. 

Petitte's two-page statement said Petitte had a 

conversation with Elsie Briggs during which she told 

him that "they" forced a needle on Terenzi, beat him 

up and then shot a needle in his nose. Petitte also said 

Elsie told him that George Sleister was present at the 

time of this incident. 

Thus, within seven days after Dominic M. Terenrnl, Jr., 

, h d ived r~ports was found dead, the Camden pol~ce a rece ~ 

· 1 b threatened (Maute) and that thll t he had prev~ous y een 

shortly before his death he had been beaten and a needle 

• I 
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had been forced on him (Robert Petitte). According to 

Upshaw's later testimony to the S.C.I., although he was 

the detective in charge of the case, he was unaware of 

tho Petitto statement and therofore never ~ollowed it 

up. Tho dotectivos who interviewed Petitte indicated 

they were more concerned about the theft allegations 

against Briggs since such information was more pertinent 

to their investigative activities at the time. No 

further attempt was made to question Robert Petitte. 

On April 11, 1969, as previously recorded, a third 

event had occurred that indicated Terenzi's death resulted 

from other than a natural cause. This incident was the 

toxicology report to Dr. Read from the State Police 

Laboratory wnich determined that phosphorous, possibly 

in poisonous form, and strychnine, definitely poisonous, 

were present in Terenzi's blood. IIowever, Detective 

Upshaw, despite his leading role in the inquiry, sub

sequently testified before the S.C.I. that he never beabme 

aware of this report -- even though he had specifically 

requested in January that Terenzi's blood be tested 

for rat poisoning. 

Nonetheless I Upshat'l &aid, he made several efforts 

to persuade his superiors to charge Robert Briggs with 

murder, primarily because of suspicions aroused by the 

events preceding the discovery of Terenzi's body and 

allegations contained in statements subsequently obtained 

by police that Terenzi may have been intentionally over

dosed with a drug or poisoned. Upshaw told the S.C.I. 
, 
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that each time h~ argued for a murder warrant, he 

was informed by his sU,periors that such a charge would 

be impossiblo to support in view of Assistant Medical 

Examiner Read's death certificate determination that 

death was due to a natural cause -- acute broncho

pneumonia. Nhon Upshaw, as he later testified, the11 

persisted in urging that Brigg's admitted failure 

to seek aid for Terenzi should subject him to a mor~ 
~erious charge than merely a failure to report a death, 

this advice also was resisted. 

On ~ebruary 12, 1969 -- more than three w~eks 
after the Terenzi inv~stigation began __ Detectives 

Upshaw and Smith took a statement from Teren~i's Widow, 

Nal~garet. She told the police she last saw Dominic at 

7 A.lvI. , Thursday, January 16, when he left for ,""ork as 

a ntC1intenance helpe.r in Mount Laurel Township. She said 

Dominic had been a steady worker since their marriage 

in December, 1963. She also related an incident in 

Which Dominic, during July or AUgUst, 1968, had us~d 
heroin While in the company of either George or Joseph 

Sleister. She said that occasion, so far as she knew, 

was the only time Dominic used drugs before or since 

their wedding. Other witnesses told tho S.C.I. that 

Dominic had been a frequent drug user during late 1967 

and early 1968 but apparently discontinued the practice 

by the summer of 1968. T~renzi's sUpervisor at his job, 

when questioned by the S.O.I., described him as a hard 

worker. Company records revealed that Camden police had 

---
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mude inquiries about Toronzi's employment in 1969. 

Detectives Smith and McComb on April 3, 1969, 

obtained a statement from George Sleister. He denied 

seoing or boing in the company of young Torenzi during 

tho day nnd night preceding tho finding of Teronzi's 

body on January 17. He said he had not heard anything 

about the Torenzi death other than from reading sto~ies 

about the case in the newspapers. He claimed he had 

known Teronzi for several years and that, so far as 

he knew, Terenzi had been taking only one shot of 

heroin a week but could not "take his own" and needed 

assistance in injecting the drug. He also denied 

knowledge of schemes to kill Terenzi, as well as 

baing at any meeting at which Terenzi was discussed, 

all:.hough it \-las later established that Terenzi had 

indeed informed on George Sleister's brother, Joseph. 

A formal statement inVolving Joseph Sleistar had 

been made by Terenzi to the Cherry Hill police on March 

8, 1968. It has since been established also that George 

Sleister had been arrested as a result of a narcotics 

sale he made to a New Jersey state trooper through 

Terenzi. In fact, although Terenzi's role with State 

Police has never been clarified, he did in fact help to 

set up several transactions in which an undercover state 

policeman bought narcotics from George and Joseph Sleister 

and at least one other p~rson. The trooper testified 

; 
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before the S.C.I. that Terenzi did not know he was assisting 

an undercover officer. Nonetheless, one state Police report 
" 

indicated 'l'erenzi had told some of his associates that the 

buyer was a State Police officer. Both the undercover 

officer and his superior denied that Terenzi was being 
\) 

used as an informant. 

After April, 1969, no further indication of any 

activity in the Terenzi case is to be found in the 

investigative files for almost a yea~'and a half. 

Then began a series of sporadic resumptions of the 

investigation - in 1970, in 1972, in 1974 and in 1976 

the last review eventually resulting in' the examination 

by the S.C.I. of all of the investigative efforts in the 

Terenzi death. 

A brief re-opening of the investigation began in 

1970 after Dominic M. Terenzi, Sr., complained to 

the State Attorney General's office that he believed 

the inquiry into his son's death had been inadequate. 

He based his complaint on information he said he had 

received about allegations in stateme~ts obtained by 

Camden pqlice that his son had been subjected to 

a beating and a forced injection by a hypodermic needle. 

Terenzi also told State Police Detective Charles 

Korostynski, who was assigned ,to investigate this 

and other complaints made by Terenzi, that Terenzi, 

Jr., had been working as an informant for the State 

, 
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Police and had given a statement to Pennsuaken Police 

Detective Andrew Tippin implicating others. 

In the course of his investigation, Detective 

Korostynski learned that Detective Tippin had arrested 

Terenzi, but both Tippin and State Police Sergeant Joseph 

DiCaro denied to the S.C.I. that any deals were made. 

However, Tippin and DiCaro did recall in their S.C.I. 

testimony that young Terenzi had confessed to several 

burglaries. Had Detective Korostynski obtained a copy 

of Terenzi's statement, he would have learned that 

Terenzi had implicated Joseph Sleister as a receiver 

of stolen goods in a statement dated March 8, 1968. 

Had he questioned DiCaro closely about his dealings 

with Terenzi, he would have learned that both Joseph 

Sleister and George Sleister were charged with narcotics 

offenses as the result of drug "buys" arranged by 

Terenzi, Jr., on behalf of State Trooper Ronald 

Perozzi during Feb~uary 1968. These facts, confirmed 

years later during the S.C.I. probe, add credence 

to the statement originally made by Maute on January 

24, 1969, about threats made on the life of young 

Terenzi involving the Sleisters and Briggs. Had 

all this information been uncovered in 1970, the Camden 

County Prosecutor's office may have given the case 

a more thorough review. 

, 
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In September, 1970, Korostynski reported that the 

death appeared to be a murder and should be referred to 

the Camden County Prosecutors office for prosecution. 

Prior to this conclusion, Korostynski had discussed 

the case at some length with City Detective Upshaw and 

with Prosecutor's Detective DeVore. On September 18, 

1970, DeVore requested from the State P01ice Laboratory 

a written interpretation of the April 11, i969, report 

concerning the presence of toxic chemicals in Terenzi's 

body. DeVore's request was based on information from 

Korostynski that the chief toxicologist at the laboratory, 

Stanley Broskey, would testify at a trial that the 

chemicals in Terenzi's blood could have caused or con

tributed to Terenzi's death. A supplemental toxicological 

report was issued by the State Police Laboratory on 

November 10, 1970. This supplemental report confirmed 

the presence of phosphorous and strychnine in Terenzi's 

system. Although it offered no precise assessment of 

their potential for causing death, the report attempted 

to estimate the quantity of each substance. 

Prior to the issuance of the supplemental report, 

Korostynski said he had interviewed the State Police 

laboratory chemist, Broskey, and was told by him that 

the phosphorous and strychnine found in Terenzi's body 

. , 
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were "very toxic" and that "the amount present was 

enough to kill him." Broskey also informed I<orostynski 

that, contrary to an opinion among local and county 

authorities, he and other toxicological personnel 

were always available for testimony at jury trials 

but not at pre-trial, Grand Jury or other such preliminary 

hearings. Broskey acknowledged to an S.C. I. investigator 

that these statements had indeed been made. 

Since the supplemental report failed to assess 

precisely the potential impact of the chemicals found 

in Terenzi's body, the Camden County Prosecutor's office 

sought an opinion from Dr. Edwin Albano, then the State 

Medical Examiner, as to whether any poisons referred to in 

the supplementary toxicology report could have caused or 

contributed to the Terenzi death. Dr. Albano opined 

that, on the basis of the police reports made available 

to him, the death of Terenzi could not be attributed 

to strychnine poisoning. He would not comment on the 

positive phosphorous findings since the nature of the 

presence of this chemical in Terenzi's system was not 

precisely described (he was not sure if it was poisonous 

phosphorous). Although admitting that the case, as 

presented to him, contained "physical" inconsistencies, 

Dr. Albano in a letter dated December 4, 1970, reiterated 

Dr. Read's autopsy verdict that the death was due to 

broncho-pneumonia, presumably as a result of acute 

narcotic intoxication. Although Dr. Albano had stated 
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he could not give an opinion on the state Police Laboratory's 

phosp~qrous finding, no one ever sought a clarification of 
~ ... _/ 

that finding. The then-county Prosecutor A. Donald Bigley 

told the S.C.I. that the phosphorous aspect of this case 

was never really considered. Dr. Read, who received a 

copy of Dr. Albano's letter, never contacted the laboratory 

chemist to determine the exact nature of the phosphorous 

found to be present. Neither had Dr. Albano. The 

Prosecutor's office never requested any further analysis 

of the toxicological test results. While it might have 

been possible ~- in 1970 -- to retest the blood and body 

organs of Terenzi or to review tests performed by the 

chemist to clarify the poison issue, such retesting and 

reviews never happened. Today, more than ten years later, 

such physical evidence no longer exists and even expert 

recollection of the testing procedures employed are 

fragmentary. 

During the S.C.I.'s investigation, consultations 

with experts in the field, including Dr. Russell Fisher, 

Chief Medical Examiner of the state of Maryland, raised 

serious doubts about the efficiency of the original 

laboratory work in the Terenzi case, br. Fisher said 

that, based on the specimens submitted and the tests 

utilized, no one can be sure that heroin was taken by Terenzi 

on January 16, 1969. Only blood was submitted to the 
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laboratory for toxicological analysis despite the fact 

the bile and urine (which were available) are the best 

specimens for heroin detection. In addition, Dr. Fisher 

described the strychnine laboratory analysis as "essentially 

useless". He also found the reported blood pho,sphorous 

level extraordinary, but that, since the testing 

technique was not accurately described, the results 

were possibly attributable to a "false positive" 

reading of normal phosphates in the body. The 

absence or presence of pathological changes in the 

tissues of the deceased which would have resulted from 

phosphorous poisoning were not described in Dr. Read's 

autopsy report. 

Finally, Dr. Fisher stated that the finding by 

Dr. Read of acute broncho-pneumonia as expressed on the 

final death certificate was consistent with survival for 

a few hours after an overdose of heroin, a "hot shot," 

or salt shots. Dr. Read's finding was to Dr. Fisher 

"a misinterpretation of the medical facts in the case 

in that it is given as a cause of death whereas it 

probably wa~ an inconsequential side diagnosis." 

Dr. Fisher stated: 

"In general the unsatisfactory end result of the 

investigation must be laid to the pathologist who 

failed to submit the proper specimens for drug scanning 

to indeed shed ~ight on the heroin question and to the 
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i\ chemist for indecipherable results which were submitted 

only after several weeks with a recap more than a year 

later. The failure of the pathologist to complete the 

autopsy both in the gross examination and in the further 

examination of microscopy of the liver and other organs 

leaves a lot to be desired. Finally, the lack of full 

detail in the time sequence by the investigator in the 

early hours of this case suggests that better coordination 

between the medical examiner in terms of information he 

needed and the investigators who were interviewing 

witnesses would have been highlY desirable. One cannot 

always expect the investigator to know all of the infor

mation needed by the medical examiner but surely he' has 

the right to ask for it and the investigator the duty 

to obtain it and this record fails to show that either 

of these opportunities was utilized. Our overall con

clusions are that the manner of death should be left 

undetermined since it is unlikely that it was a true 

suicide and impossible to rule out a hot shot." 

As noted, Dominic M. Terenzi, Sr., had informed the 

State Police investigator that he thought his son was 

being used as a police informant. Detective Korostynski 

testified that he asked several fellow officers about 

the elder Terenzi's statement but came to no firm conclusion 

on it. Had he consulted the arrest reports and related 

materials on the younger Terenzi's March, 1968, 

arrest in a State Police narcotics case, he would 

have discovered a statement given by Terenzi implicatinq 
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Joseph Sleister as a "fence" for stolen goods. A further 

review of the case would have indicated that, apparently 

on the strength of Terenzi's statement, Joseph Sleister 

was indicted. The case was dismissed, however. in 

1969, several months after Terenzi's death. 

April, 

Although 

Korostynski's report had indicated a belief that Terenzi, 

Jr., had been murdered, the further corroboration that 

young Terenzi had indeed implicated c)ne of the Sleister 

brothers could have made a review of the case more 

compelling to the county Prosecutor's office. The 

combination of this statment and Terenzi's presence 

during narcotics purchases that led to the arrest of 

George Sleister may well have sufficed to generate 

the threats reported by Maute. 

After the 1970 activity, no official reference to 

the Terenzi death occurred until 1972. On May 30, 1972, 

the Camden County Grand Jury issued a "no bill" termination 

of its review of the charge against Robert Briggs that 

he failed to report a suspicious death when he abandoned 

Terenzi on North 28th Street on the morning of January 

17, 1969. 

In 1974 allegations were referred to the Camden 

County Prosecutor's office that three individuals possessed 

information about the Terenzi death. Two of these individuals 

were summoned before a Grand Jury and the third was inter

viewed in the field. One of the witnesses told the Grand 
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Jury she learned indirectly that Terenzi had been murdered 

because he had beenOtalking to the police. Tho other 

witness, who was the actual source of the information (and 

who was placed at the Driggs residence on January 16, 1969, 

b¥ Rose Patricia Phillips in her S.C.I. testimony) refused 

to repeat the story to the Grand Jury. In addition, this 

Grand Jury heard testimony by Rose Patricia and Robert 

and Elsie Briggs, after which the inquiry was concluded. 

The transcript of Briggs's testimony revealed that, although 

he could have been considered a suspect at the time, his 

interrogation was not prefaced by the customary constitutional 

warnings of the possible incriminating impact of his answers. 

Additionally, the transcript shows that when he hesitated 

in answering certain peripheral but potentially incrimina

ting questions, he was instructed that he faced no jeopardy. 

In the opinion of Philip Seaton, the assistant pro

secutor at the time, nothing "new" had been developed by 

the Grand Jury inquiry. He later testified before the S.C.I. 

that he did not assess prior findings of the Terenzi in

vestigation but only pursued avenues which had not been 

foreclosed by the past inquiry. For example, the possible 

impact of the phosphorous found in Terenzi's body was not 

considered by the Grand Jury, as it also was ignored in 

the 1970 probe. Dr. Albano's letter was considered the 

final word even though he had declined to consider the 

phosphorous issue. Apparently satisfied with the testimony 

presented to the Grand Jury, the prosecutor's inquiry 

went no further after polygraph tests were performed 
• 
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on Rose Patricia and Mrs. and Mr. Briggs -- the only 

original figures in the case who were questioned. The 

assistant prosecutor either ignored or was unaware of 

certain inconsistencies that marked the several state

ments made to the Grand Jury in 1974 and to the police 

on January 18, 1969, particularly by Robert and Elsie 

Briggs. In fact, Seaton concluded in a memorandum dated 

August 6, 1974, that the death was a suicide -- the first 

time such a theory was introduced in this case. 

The polygraph tests indicated that the Briggs and 

Rose Patricia were truthful. Th h ere were, owever, certain 

problems with, the procedures utilized by the polygraphists. 

Two examiners rather that a single examiner were used 

for the three examinations, a t' t prac ~ce s ronglydiscouraged 

by competent polygraph authorities. In addition, the 

number of specific issue questions exceeded that recommended 

by polYgraph schools the examiners had attended. Further, 

one examiner said he felt he did not have sufficient time 

to prepare for his test and he is now doubtful whether the 

test he performed was effective. 

In 19'76 the Terenzi case was reopened by the Camden 

Police Department as the result of which it was sub-

sequently brought to the attention of th S I e . C. • 

I 
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THE SUDDEN DEATH OF LYNN FULLER (1973) 

At some time prior to 5:37 A.M. on Friday, March 

30, 1973, Lynn Fuller, the wife of Stratford Borough 

Police Sergeant James Fuller, suffered a fatal gunshot 

wound in their Hi-Nella Borough apartment. The area's 

District 6 Police and Ambulance Dispatcher received a 

telephoned request for assistance and oxygen from 

Sergeant Fuller, a call that was logged at 5:37 A.M. 

Three police officers quickly responded, in separate 

cars, as well as the Stratford Ambulance Corps with 

a crew of three men. 

The first of the responding officers to arrive 

at apartment E-3 of the low-rise Hi-Nella Apartments 

was Police Sergeant Kirk Fleming of Stratford, who was 

Fuller's best friend. Fleming found the apartment door 

open. His first observation was of Fuller on the floor 

cradling the head of his unconscious wife. It appeared 

to Fleming tb~t Mrs. Fuller had bled profusely from 

the mouth and head and that she was already dead. 

The other responding officers were Lieutenant 

Harold Miller of Somerdale (another borough that, like 

Hi-Nella, adjoins Stratford) and, only seconds later, 

Stratford Patrolman Anthony Gianndrea. Miller and 

Fleming had been talking to each other while out on 

patrol when Fuller's call for assistance was relayed 

over the police radio. Although he followed Fleminq 
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to the Fuller apartment, Miller only watched briefly at 

the doorway. Gianndrea, who was on Miller's heels, went 

back to his police car to SU~non an ambulance bafore 

returning and entering the apartment. Of the first 

officers to arrive, Fleming assumed the most active role. 

Fleming stated that when he arrived at the scene 

Fuller yelled to him to get oxygen. Fuller was exho~ting 

his wife to pull through. Fleming ran to the apartment's 

telephone, which was off the hook and stained with blood, 

and called District 6 for an ambulance and asked that 

the hospital emergency room be notified that a gunshot 

victim was to be brought in. Fleming then returned to 

where Fuller was kneeling at the side of his wife, saw 

a gun lying near Mrs. Fuller's right side and, as with 

the telephone, picked it up without regard for the 

preservation of such evidence as fingerprints or blood 
stains. 

Patrolman Gianndrea recalled that when he 

returned and entered the apartment, Fleming handed 

him the revolver which Fleming had taken from the 

floor and placed on a towel. After storing the gun 

under a seat in a police car, Gianndrea returned 

again to the apartment. He recalled that Mrs. Fuller 

was lying on the floor about five or six feet inside 

the doorway, Fuller was kneeling by her right side, 

and Fleming was standing directly behind Fuller. 

, 
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When the ambulance crew arrived, they put compresses 

on the head of Mrs. Fuller and placed her on a stretcher. 

Fleming led Fuller away from the body to enable the ambulance 

crew to use the stretcher. As Mrs. Fuller was carried 

into the ambulance, Fleming escorted Fuller to his police 

car and drove him to the nearby John F. Kennedy Hospital. 

The ambulance left for that hospital preceded by 

Gianndrea, at which point Lieutenant Miller also left 

the scene to return to Somerdale. No one remained to 

guard the apartment. 

Mrs. Fuller was pronounced dead on arrival at Kennedy 

Hospital at 5:52 A.M. by Dr. Richard Rissmiller, only 

15 minutes after the initial call for help had been 

received by the District 6 Police and Ambulance Dispatcher. 

Medical testimony later established that, due to a massive 

injury to the brain which the bullet had penetrated from 

the roof of the mouth, death had probably been almost 

instantaneous. 

The pronunciation of death on arrival at the hospital 

did not surprise those who were first at the Fuller apart

ment. Fleming recalled that he thought Mrs. Fullt:~r was 

dead when he saw her lying on the floor. The three ambulance 

attendants also thought she was dead since they detected 

no vital signs of life. D~spite these immediate impressions, 

however, no effort was mado to diagram for investi~~ative 

purposes the position of the body on the floor before removal. 

~--~--- ----"---
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Later recollections by those who first arrived at 

the apartment as to what was said, and by whom, were 

vague and contradictory. 

Fleming said that when he arrived at the scene he 

either assumed what happened or did not have to ask 

what happened based on spontaneous remarks made by 

Fuller. Other officers who were there, however, could 

not recalal Fuller saying what had happened. In fact r 

these other officers later testified before the S.C.I. 

that there was no conversation at all about what had 

occurred. The ambulance attendants recalled that upon 

their arrival "somebody" said Mrs. Fuller had been shot 

or had shot herself, but none could identify the speaker. 

The hazy, conflicting recollections of what was 

said and done during the period in~ediately after 

Fuller's call to the dispatcher at 5:37 A.M. contrasted 

with more detailed evidence of Sergeant and Mrs. Fuller's 

movements up to 5 A.M. 

The evidence establishad that at about 9 P.M. 

Thursday, March 29, 1973, the Fuller couple went to the 

nearby apartment of a mutual friend, M~rcia Stoeffel, 

for drinks. This was co,nfirmed by Fleming, who was 

on patrol duty throughout the night and who brought 

cigarettes to her apartment while the Fullers were there. 

At about 1 A.M., Friday, the Fullers drove from the 

Stoeffel residence to the White Lantern Tavern, where 

Fleming again spoke to Fuller at the door\.,ay, at 3 A.M., 

~". ~} 
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when the tavern had closed. Having ordered additional 

drinks just prior to closing time, the Fullers remained 

at the tavern for about two more hours. This was known 

to Fleming, since he obser~ed that the Fuller car was 

still parked at the Nhite Lantern at 4:45 A.M. but 

was gone at 5 A.M. The Fuller apartment was only 

a few minutes' drive from the White Lantern Tavern. 

The official investigation never established what 

transpired between 5 A.M. and 5:37 A.M. 

It developed later during a canvass of Fuller's 

neighbors, by Prosecutor's detectives and local police, 

that two women reported they overheard Fuller remark to 

someone outside the apartment that he had had an argument 

wi th his wife. Their attent.lcil had been drawn to the 

area in front of the Fuller apartment by the presence 

of police cars and the ambulance. The statements of 

these two neighbors were never followed up by either 

local or county investigators. 

As M~s. Fuller was being transported to the hospital, 

the apartment was left empty, unlocked and unguarded until 
• 

approximately 5:55 A.M. At that time Patrolman Ronald 

Raynore of Hi-Nella arrived at apartment B-3. He found 

the exterior front door closed but not locked and the 

inner door to the apartment wide open. He looked into 

the apartment briefly and noted that it looked "like a 

fight took place." He specifically recalled that a '''lot 

of money" had been scattered around. As he then locked 
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the door and left, Hi-Nella Police Chief Glen Potts 

arrived. Without going inside, Potts proceeded with 

Raynore to the hospital, where they were told that Mrs. 

Fuller had died of a gunshot wound. 

The Hi-Nella police, who served part-time, operated 

under an understanding that Stratford police would "cover" 

their borough when there were no scheduled Hi-Nella patrols. 

Chief Potts had been awakened at horne by a telephone call 

from Distriot 6 at 5:46 A.M. about the incident and he 

had requested the District dispatcher to telephone Raynore. 

At the hospital, Chief Potts and Stratford Police 

Chief Francis Washart discussed the situation and agreed 

that the Camden County Prosecutor's Office should be 

called. The Hi-Nella police officers then returned to 

their headquarters. At 6:25 A.M. Potts disp~tched Raynore 

to guard the apartment. At 6:40 A.M. Potts contacted 

the office of Camden County Prosecutor Thomas J. Shusted 

to report the death of Mrs. Fuller. Prosecutor's 

Detective Luis Rodriguez called Potts back to instruct 

him to make sure that the hands of the dead women 

were covered to preserve them for a Neutron Activation 

Analysis (NAA) test. That test, which was performed 

later in the day by Prosecutor's Investigator 

~homas Steubing, ~ielded inconclusive results. No pro

tective effort had been made on Fuller's hands. The NAA 

test, by analysis of trace elements found in gun powder 

primer, might have indicated whether either Fuller or his 
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wife had recently fired a gun. 

Upon his return to the apartment, Raynore found the 

outside door to the apartment vestibule ajar and the door 

to the apartment that he had locked earlier again wide 

open. The bills of various dollar denominations that 

he had seen scattered on the living room floor shortly 

after 5:55 A.M., were now -- a half hour later -- stacked 

in a neat pile on the dining table in the main room of 

the apartment. In addition, what appeared to be a gun 

rack (later identified by Fuller as a knick-knack shelf) 

that had been on the floor next.to a chair was now on the 

chair. Wondering who had partly straightened up the place, 

Raymore also observed a pool of blood on the floor and 

blood on the baseboar~ and the wall. In addition, there 

was an open pocketbook on the floor near a couch. The 

patrolman examined the contents of the pocketbook, re

corded the amounts of a check and money it contained, and 

put it back on the floor. He noted a towel in the living' 

room and, on the floor, a comb, a newspaper and a container 

of fish food that had spilled near an aquarium. He observed 

blood stains on the telephone hand piece. In the bathroom 

the tub appeared as if someone had just used it since 

the inside was wet. He found the bedroom in darkness 

although the lights were on in the rest of the apartment. 

The bed was made and the bedroom itself was tidy, in 

contrast with the rest of the premises. Raynore 

thus busied himself at the scene until he was relieved 

by Palese of Hi-Nella. 

, 
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Palese waited at the place untJ.'l th e arrival of county 

detectives at about 7:30 A.M. 

Earlier at the ho~pital, after his wife was pro

nounced dead, Fuller was described in later testimony 

by Chief Washart as being "very distraught" and by 

Patrolman Gianndrea as "hysterical." Fuller was given 

at least one injection of a sedatJ.'ve d an Fleming was 

advised by a nurse that the sedative would make Fuller 

sleep. He also was permitted to wash up. Although 

it was evident to one of the officers who had initially 

responded to the apartment -- Fleming -- that Fuller 

had been drinking, his blood-alcohol level was not 

tested. 

Arrangements were then made by Fleming, and approved 

by Stratford Chief Washart, to allow Fleming to take 

Fuller to the Stoeffel apartment. h' W J.le a comfortable 

place was deemed necessary to permJ.'t Fuller to sleep, 

a more appropriate accommodation for rest and observation 

was immediately available at the hospital. At this time, 

about 6:00 A.M., Chief Washart telephoned Robert Fuller 

of Haddonfield in Camden County, a New Je~sey State 

Trooper who was the brother of J,ames Fuller, and told 

him what had taken place. 

After receiving notice of the sudden death from 

Chief Potts in Hi-Nella, the county prosecutor's office 

dispatched Detective Rodriguez and Investigator Steubing 

to the Fuller apartment to photograph the scene and to 
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sketch the apartment and its contents. His initial viewing 

of the interior of the apartment, according to Steubing's 

subsequent testimony, gave him the impression that there 

might have been "an argument or a tussle" in the living 

room. 

When !nvestigator Steubing returned later that 

same afternoon, he was "disturbed" to find that some 

items had been moved from their original place in the 

apartment by other police officers who had been there 

previously. Steubing was again annoyed to learn 

later that day that Fuller had refused to permit a 

Neutron Activation Analysis test on his hands, as 

requested by the Prosecutor's office. At that point, 

Fuller's brother, who was with Sergeant Fuller at the 

Stratford Police Station, informed the Prosecutor's 

investigator that on the advice of an attorney Sergeant 

Fuller would not take the test. Although Fuller had 

no legal right to refuse the test, his position was 

not challenged by the Prosecutor's staff or anyone else 

and he was allowed to leave the police station to see 

the lawyer. In fact, Sergeant "E'uller was never detained 

nor were his movements ev~r restricted even though he 

was the only witness to his wife's death. In addition, 

no effort was ever made by any of the investigative authorities 

to preserve his clothing as potential evidence nor did 

the local police ever ask him at anytime for his version 
I 

of what had occurred. 
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One early opportunity for obtaining Fuller's version 

of what happened was either missed or unrecorded. That 

opportunity arose after Flaming, with his Cf~~ef's per

mission, drove Fuller from Kennedy Hospital tD the Stoeffel 

apartment after Mrs. Fuller was pronounced dead. Details 

of Fuller's stay there were fragmented. 

Mrs. Stoeffel later said she was "shocked" when she 

noticed Fuller's shirt was splattered with blood, not in 

blotches but in specks that also appeared on his chest 

and an arm. Trooper Fuller and the Fuller brothers' 

parents also came to the Stoeffel apartment to see 

Fuller, at about 7:30 A.M., and persuaded him to take a 

shower and to rest. However, Fleming was worried about 

Fuller's condition, knowing he had been dri~king early 

that morning, that he had been sedated at the hospital, 

and because he now feared that Fuller had taken pills 

at Mrs. Stoeffel's. Fleming said this fear was prompted 

by the noise of pills rattling in a bottle of barbiturate 

pills while Fuller was in the Stoeffel bathroom. Fuller 

denied taking the pills when Fleming questioned him. 

Fleming subsequently drove Fuller back to Kennedy 

Hospital, from which the sergeant again was released, 

at 9:20 A.M. 

During the Fuller family's visit to the Stoeffel 

residence, Trooper Fuller, according to Fleming, left 

to drive to the Fuller apartment. There he spoke to 

one or two officers briefly and returned to Mrs. Stoeffel's 

home. 
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After Sergeant Fuller's second release from Kennedy 

Hospital, he was taken to stratford Police Headquarters 

by Fleming and his brother. Another chance to obtain 

Fuller's story apparently was missed by Fleming when 

he drove Fuller from the hospital to the Stratford police 

station. In fact, Sergeant Fuller was never officially 

asked during the entire day of March 30, 1973, about what 

had transpired at the Fuller ~partment just prior to 

5:37 A.M. Both Trooper Fulle~ and Sergeant Fleming 

assumed personal rather than ~rofessional roles with 

regard to Fuller, as they subsequently testified before 

the S.C.I. For example, after Fleming brought Fuller 

f~om th~ hospital to the Stratford police station, 

Trooper Fuller requested Chief Washart to contact a 

lawyer for his brother. The Chief did so, using a 

headquarters telephone. Since no formal questioning 

of Sergeant Fuller was contemplated, Washart permitted 

Fleming and Trooper Fuller to accompany the sergeant 

to the lawyer's office. 

Sergeant Fuller met with lawyer Thomas Higgins of 

Blackwood. The attorney advised him not to submit to 

a Neutron Activation Analysis test because of the lawyer's 

unfamiliarity with the test. Fuller also was 

advised not to give a statement that day, Friday but 

to wait until the following Monday. Fuller then was 
\1 
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driven to the office of Dr. M ' arv~n Herring in Stratford. 

There, according to Fuller, the d t oc or noticed, in 

addition to Fuller's d 4 straught dOt' ~ Con ~ ~on, a fresh 

nick at the hairline of his forehead. From the doctor's 

office Fuller was driven back to Stratford Police Head

quarters and then to his parents' home in Lindenwold. 

When he arrived at his parents' house, he told them 

to "get rid of" h' b ~s loodied clothing. They apparently 

complied. In any event those clothes were never examined 

by the investigators. 

Meanwhile, sometime after Hi-Nella Chief Potts 

had officially notified the Prosecutor's Office at 

6:40 A.M. of the sudden d th ea of Mrs. Fuller, 

Investigatur Steubing was dispatched to the Fuller 

apartment. He was instructed to photograph the 

scene and to check up on the requested Neutron 

Activation Analysis test of Fuller's hands. 

Steubing left after taking photographs 

that afternoon to diagram the physical 
but returned 

E!vidence he 

had observed scattered about the living room. 

However, he WclS "disturbed" upon his return to find 
that the apartment had been cleaned up, preventing 
him from full d' y ~agraming the original disarray he 

had observed on his earlier visit. He also noted 

that the position of Mrs. Fuller's b ody near the 
doorway had not been outlined. 

, 
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After responding with Steubing to the Fuller apartment, 

County Detective Rodriguez contacted his superior, 

Detective Sergeant Jerome Banks, who then went to 

the scene. Banks later recalled he was "angered" 

when he learned not only that the physical evidence 

in the area of the sudden death had been moved but 

also that the apartment had been left unlocked and 

unguarded for some time. While the disorder in the 

, 1" room suggested merely sloppy house-apartment s ~v~ng 

keeping to him, Banks nonetheless said he was "dis

turbed" enough by the effort to set the place straight 

to complain to his superior, Prosecutor's Lieutenant 

William Reeves. He emphasized in this complaint his 

irritation over what he felt was a lack of cooperation 

f d l ' Banks, the senior Prosecutor's by Strat or po ~ce. 

detective in the case, subsequently testified that he 

never believed that Mrs. Fuller was a;;uicide. He 

said his assertions to his sup~riors in the Prosecutor's 

detective section -- that Mrs. Fuller did not fit the 

~rofile of a person likely to commit suicide -- went 

unheeded. 

The Camden Prosecutor's office, having begun an 

investigation on the day of the incident, failed to 

follow through ~n certain key aspects of the case, 

including statements by the two neighbors who said 

they had overheard Fuller remark outside the apartment 

i, 
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that he had an argument with his wife. In addition, 

in a statement given to the Prosecutor's detectives 

on April 10, 1973, Sergeant Fleming had made the 

unsolicited assertion that there was no argument 

but he was never called upon to explain the discre

pancy. Years later in testimony be fora the S.C.I., 

Fleming admitted that Fuller told him the day after 

the incident that there had been an argument. Fuller, 

on the other hand, consistently deniod that there had 

been an argument although he admitted for the first 

time at the S.C.I. that he had. engaged in a discussion 

with his wife about ~~me purchases after their return 

from the White Lantern bar. He said that his wife was 

upset and that he may have raised his voice during this 

discussion. These contradiction~ concerning an argument 

were not assessed during the investigation nor wore 

they presented a year later to the County Grand Jury. 

The investigation also failed to evaluate the 

potential revelations at the scene of the sudden death. 

Although the Prosecutor's photographs showed that numerous 

items were ~ut of order in Fuller's apartment, and several 

officers had thought privately that there may have been 

some sort of a struggle, this point was never clarified 

in the case reports. There was no direction from the 

higher ranking Prosecutor's detectives to obtain answers 

to critical questions. 
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During the brief period in which the Prosecutor's 

Office initially investigated the case, ~ friend of 

Sergeant Fuller reported ~hat several months prior 

to her death Mrs. Fuller had fired her husband's gun 

in an attempt to kill herself. This woman later 

stated to the S.C.I. that she thought Mrs. Fuller 

had attempted to kill herself or to scare Fuller. 

Such statements contrasted sharply with later testimony 

and interviews of others who knew Mrs. Furler's personal 

characteristics, including Sergeant Fuller -- none of 

whom could imagine that she would kill herself. 

Il'he Prosecutor's file on the (:ase became inactive 

within about two weeks, based on a conclusion, bolstered 

by the autopsy report, that the death was a 

suir:ide. 

A post-mortem examination of Mrs. Fuller's body 

was conducted at 10:30 A.M. Friday by Dr. Richard 

Schiffman, an Assistant Camden County Medical Examiner. 

His report listed the cause of death as a self-inflicted 

gunshot. Since thi~ appeared to him to be so obvious 

a suicide, he made his conclusion without conducting a 

full autopsy of the head. The entrance wound caused by 

the .38 caliber bullet at the roof of the mouth was not 

closely inspected, Dr. Schiffman said, and he concluded 

that the weapon was actually inside the Trtbuth when the 

shot was fired. Evidence, if any, of powder burns, 

l' t 
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tatooing or charring, which might have indicated the 

distance of the gun from the victim, was not mentioned. 

Details of physical surroundings of the death scene wore 

not made known to Dr. Schiffman. There was no inspection 

of tho death scene by him. No analysis was made of a 

recent scratch on the victim's chest or of a recent 

gash on the pad of the victim's thumb. Although the 

presence of the scratch and the gash was noted in the 

post-mortem report, the doctor, when subsequently 

questioned about these wounds, could not recall them. 

No photographs of such cuts were taken -- a step 

regarded as essential by many pathologists and which 

could have helped to refresh the recollections of the 

doctor as to the possible significance of the wounds. 

No effort was made by medical analysis to date the 011Set 

of these wounds. 

In July, 1973, the investigation of Mrs. Fuller's 

death was reactivated by the Special Investigation Unit 

of the County Prosecutor's Office. This second investi

gation continued for about four months, until the file 

was reassigned or closed. At about this time the unit 

was disbanded. 

Nhen subsequent Grand Jury proceedings took place, 

the investigator from the Special Investigation Unit 

was not called to testify. The original Prosecutor's 

detective in charge, Banks, had been removed from the 
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inquiry soon after its inception and was never consulted 

thereafter concerning it. Steubing also did not testif~. 

In June, 1974, during the county Grand Jury review 

of the death, the Prosecutor's office failed to submit 

relevant evidence. For example, the inquest heard 

testimony from certain police officers who had never 

been fonnally interviewed by the Prosecutor's staff 

but several of the prosecutor's detectives who were 

at the scene and had the most direct initial involvement 

in the investigation were not called to testify. One 

of those who was a part of the Prosecutor's initial 

inquiry, Luis Rodriguez, was questioned before the Grand 

Jury only peripherally concerning the sudden death. 

He (Rodriguez) was questioned only as to certain 

events which occurrt':ld during the course of the 

investigation but not about the results of the in

vestigation or concerning any of his conclusions. 

Sergeant Fuller's version of what took place 

between the time he left the White Lantern Tavern 

and his telephone plea for assistance at 5:37 A.M. 

Friday, March 30, 1973, was never explored by the 

Grand Jury. The fact that he ".;as called before the 

Grand Jury by Assistant Prosecutor George Stillwell, coupled 

with the absence of constitutional warnin9s prior to 

his testinlollY, indicated he \~as not considered a 

suspect. 
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As to what happened during those 37 minutes, Fuller 

Y0nrs later testified before th0 S.C.I. that when h~ 

uml Mrs. Puller arrived hom", hn WOllt to the bedroom to 

l'l('C l~(~ndy for bed by emptyinq hiG pocKets. Defore 

c0tering tho bedroom, Full~r stated that he put his 

porsonnl, off-duty revolver on a table in the living 

room (where the fatnl shot was fired) but left the 

holster on his belt. Mrs. Fuller, he testified, said 
. 

hm didn't love her and that she had his gun. Fuller 

said he responded "'knock yourself out l ~r something to 

that effect" and that seconds later he heard a shot. 

When he went back into the living room, Mrs. Fuller 

was on the Floor. He immediately called the Police 

lltld Ambultt co Dispatcher. Fuller also said that hQ 

and Mrs. Fuller were in the apartment 20 to 30 minutes 

before that incident. But, at the time she was mortally 

injured, Mrs. Fuller was woaring a topcoat over her 

street clothes. Bloody keys and a purse were on the 

floor, the door was ~jar, and the apartment was in 

disarray whon the police ar.rived. 

Such details as those were never explored or 

questioned at the Grand Jury proceedings. 

Fuller also told the S.C.I. that he always kept 

his pff-duty gun fully loaded. When the gun was 

examined after the shooting, ho\.;ever, it was found 

to contain an empty chamber in addition to tho one 

fron, which the fatal bullet was discharged. He 
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could not explain -- nor was he ever asked by any 

investigators -- how this could 'h In ,ave·9ccurred. 

additi,on, a bloodstained, live bullet was found at 

the scene underneath the baseboard heater. The base

board, as previous]:'}' noted, was smeared with blood. 

This area where the bullet was found was some dis

tance from where the body of Mrs. Fuller was found. 

These additional facts were never presented to the 

1974 Grand Jury inquiry into the sudden death. 

In fact, Fuller's direct testimony before the 

Grand Jury consisted of only 2 1/2 pages of transcript. 

In summary, up to this point, at no time after 

Mrs. Fuller' s~death during the initial investigation, 

its renewal in July, 1973, or the G d ran Jury proceedings 

in mid-1974 was there any recorded evidence that 

either th~ local or pounty law enforcement agency ever 

to~k full control of the death scene or directed an 

or~erly, professional course of inquiry. 

c~Stratford Police Sergeant Fleming conceded his own 

conduct at the scene was not standard police practice 

for a sudden death ihvestigation, since he had moved the 

gun and had not marked the position of the body. None

theless, he t~stified before the S.C.I. that he would 

act the same way again, except for transporting Fuller 

from Kennedy Hospital to Mrs. Stoeffel's apartment. 

~: he explCli.ned later, F~,(§m6ng "did' not have one thought 
,::::: 

9f destroying evidence ••• on a crime scene because I 

didn't think anything was wrong 
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he said, because he "personally thought she shot her

self." He further stated that "I really don't think 

that piece of evidence. that everybody thinks I destroyed 

on purpos(:\l was valuable to that investigation." 

Fleming, upon assuming command of the initial 

inquiry, had made no effort to preserve immediately 

the physical evidence at the death scene. He later 

explained ~hat he moved the weapon lying near the head 
\' 
\\ 

of dying Mrs. Fuller to prevent Fuller from possibl\y 

using the gun on himself, even though two other·PQ~lce 

offioers were immediately av,ailable to escort Fuller 

from the scene. After the body was moved to the hospital, 

all of the police then left the apartment unsecured and 

unattended, despite the fact that the Hi-Nella police 

had not yet appeared. 

Once at the hospital, 'Puller, after his wife was 

declared dead, was cleaned up by a nurse and sedated. 

No instructions were given to hospital personnel not 

to alter Fuller's physical condition, such as preventing 
,I 

him from washi~g his hands in preparation for a Neutron 

Activation Analysis test. ' Nor was he questioneq, prior 

to rece~\ing sedatiqn, abou.t what had happened at~tus 
~ 

apartrnen£~ In fact, none of the local po,lice at the 
'.\ 

scene, including the Chiefs of police of Hi-Nella and 

Stratford, ev~r officially questioned Fuller as to what 

had taken place. Yet, it had become quickly apparent 
\\ 

that Fuller 'was at the very least the c;mly material 
(: 
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witness to whatever had happened. There had been an 

almost immediate conclusion, based on someone's statement, 

swiftly backed up by an incomplete autopsy, that Mrs. 

Fuller shot herself. Thus, the consensus beqame fixed 
(r l,i ~ 

that the death was a suicide and that no sd~stantive 
inquiry was essential. What follow-up investigation was 

made was a perfunctory one; potential leads evaporated 

due to failure to pursue them. 

other examRles of an inadequate investigation 
\} 

develop~d later that day of Friday, March 30, 1973, 

further compounding errors which had already been ~ade. 
Someone picked ~p the loose bills from the floor and 

made a neat pile on the dining room table. A Hi-Nella 

police officer handled the evidence prior to receiving 

any clearance from the prosecutor's office. II 'd The ev~ ence 

was not catalqgued and tagged at the scene for identi

fication and other investigative purposes. 

Regarding the requested use of the Neutron Activation 

Analysis, it should be noted that since Mrs. Fuller's 

death in 1973 this test came to be considered inconclusive. 
1 

Nonetheless, the conduct of the investigators should be 

measured by what they did to assure the validity of 

a procedure which was regarded at the time to be viable. 

The investigative steps were highly inad~quate in this 

regard. For example, no effort was made to preserve 

the condition of Fuller's hands after 5:37 A.M. for 
'~l )) (Q c~ 
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submission to such a test -- a test which could well 

have been undertaken in his own best interest. By 

contrast, there was an effort to cover Mrs. Fuller's 

hands so such a test could be performed on her. 

As for other ,investigatory improprietie~! there 

remained unsolved ,the mystery of a comb that was found 

on the floor of the Fuller living room. While it was 

later catalogued as evidence, for some unexplained 

reason it was not ~en"b"by any local or county inves

tigators to the State Police Laboratory for analysis. 

This comb was re-discovered by an s.c.r. investigator 

about 3 1/2 years 'after Mrs. Fuller's death in storage 

at the Hi~Nella Police Department. The s.c.r. requested 

a State Police test to determine if it contained any 

matter that might have provided clues to what had 

taken place in the Fuller apartment prior to 5:37 A.M. 

on the day of Mrs. Fuller's death. When tested, after 

such a long lapse of time, the presence of human blood 

was verified but the specific blood type could not be 

ascertained. Almost all key evidential material was 

either disturbed by the police or by anyone else who 

might have entered the unsecured apartment. Whether 

this potential but mishandled evidence would have been 

incriminating or exculpatory, it had lost its efficacy 

for any tests, analytical deductions or conclusions and 

other requirements~of an investigation~ 
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During the course of the subsequent S.C.I. inves

tigation, the then-Chief Medical Examiner of New Jersey, 

Dr. Edwin Albano, testified in 1977 that the original 

autopsy performed in the Fuller death was incomplete. 

Therefore, the state Division of Criminal Justice, at 

the request of the S.C.I., obtained from Superior Court 

an order for the exhumation of Mrs. Fuller's body, 

hoping that a re-autopsy might possibly clarify the 

manner of her death. In the opinion of the Chief 

Medical Examitler, there had been an insufficient ex

amination of the deceased on which to base an opinion 

that the gunshot had been self-inflicted, an opinion 

that nevertheless was officially accepted less than 

six hours after the death. The original autopsy was 

confined to the head. Even considering the limited 

scope of the first autopsy in the area of the gunshot 

wound, the wound itself was not probed for evidence, 

if any, of charring, tatooing or powder smudging which 

could have indicated the distance at which the gun was 

held from the victim. There also had been no effort 

during the initial autopsy to ascertain whether the 

victim's mouth had sustained any damage from the 

recoiling of the gun. 

At the time of the second autopsy, performed February 

§ 15, 1977, almost four years after Mrs. Fuller was buried, 

it was impossible to getermine the existence of \~,UCh trauma. 
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Although the re-autopsy revealed a fracture of the lower 

jaw, which had not been previously detected, it was again 

concluded that the gunshot wound was self inflicted. This 

conclusion by Dr. Albanots office was based on the finding 

that there was no damage to the tongue. This finding, 

according to Dr. Albano, rendered the death a suicide 

according to reasonable medical probability. Although 

Dr. Albano, who had presided over the second autopsy, 

later testified that there was a slim chance that the 

wound was not sUicidal, he contended that'none of the 

many related circumstances, conditions and findings 

amassed by the's.c.I. investigation would alter a ver

dict based only on the second autopsy. 

At the completion of Dr. Albano's testimony, the 

S.C.I. sought further expert counsel, an established 

forensic pathologist who told the S.C.I. that a verdict 

of suicide was untenable. This expert was Dr. Frederick 

T. Zugibe,"the Chief Medical Examiner of Rockland County, 

New York. After studying the investigative reports on 

the Fuller death at the S.C.I.'s request, he observed that 

there was ":po history of depression, suicidal tendencies 

or other significani psychiatric behavior and no written 

or verbal evidence of intent." Dr. Zugibe also stated 

that not only was the first autopsy incomplete but Dr. 

Albano's conclusion of suici&e based on the second autopsy 

was without firm\\foundation since neither homicide nor 

accidental death was ruled out. The absence of trauma 
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to the tongue, he added, would not in itself be conclusive. 

Dr. Zugibe stated that the cause of death should have been 

listed as a "gunshot wound to head, pending further in

vestigation." considering the numerous grounds for 

suspicion in this case -- the disarray in the living 

room, the blood splatter on Fuller's shirt, the wound 

on the victim's index finger, the denial of an argument 

with contradictory statements by witnesses -- the 

possibility of death by a cause other than suicide 

remained a question that has yet to be resolved. 
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THE SUDDEN DEATft OF 'WILLIAM BEELER (1975) 

The body of William Beeler, 24, was found at about 

1:50 A.H. Sunday, January 19, 1975, beside the rear 

concrete block base of an unoccupied bungalow-type 

dwe+ling at 319 North lOth Avenue, Lindenwold -- about 

100 feet from Beeler's home at 309 North 10th Avenue. 

He had suffered a fatal gunshot wound of the head. 

According to his wife, Jane, he had left by the flront 

door of their house to.$earch for a prowler.whose 

presence was believed to have caused the family dog 

to bark. Although the weather was cold -- the temperature 

was only a few degrees above freezing -- and the night 

was.misty, Beeler had left the house wearing only a 

sleeveless undershi.r.t, pajama bott'oms and slippers. At 

horne at the time, in addition to Mrs. Beeler, were 

the Beelers' two children, ages 6 and 1, Mrs. Beeler's 

parents, Harold and Wilhemina Lavala, and their daughter, 

Pat~icia, 14. The Beeler and Lavala families shared 

the 309 lOth Avenue horne. 

Mrs. Beeler later recalled that she had resumed 

dozing when Beeler left the house but awakened after 

about 20 minutes. Worried because he had not returned, 

she arose and hurried to the front door. When she 

called out to him and received no response, her concern 

increased. She awoke her parents and per mother telephoned 

the Lindenwold Police D.epartme11t -- at 1: 03 A.M., according 

to the police record. 
, 
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A Special Officer, Joseph Taunitis, arrived at the 

Beeler home at about 1:25 A.M. He spoke briefly to 

Mrs. Beeler, scanned the adjoining grounds, and then 

drove around the block in an unsuccessful attempt to 

locate Beeler. Upon returning, he put out a radio 

call for assistance. Sergeant Lowell Burlap and 

Patrolman John Davenport of Lindenwold police responded 

within 10 minutes of receiving Taunitis's call at 1:40 

A.M. They proceeded to search on foot for Beeler through 

the yards and grassy lots around the Beeler home. In 

a short time, Burlap found Beeler on the ground at 

the rear of the empty bungalow and summoned Davenport. 
II 

Beeler was lying on his left side. A .38-caliber Colt 

revolver was on the ground behind his legs. The police

men checked Beeler's pulse but detected no sign of life. 

A radio call was if$sued that there had been an apparent 

shooting and an ambUlance was surrunoned. 

Detective Michael McCarthy next responded to the 

scene. Although a three-year member of the Lindenwold 

Police Department, McCarthy'was inexperienced as a 

detective, having been promoted to that rank only 19 
r, 

days earlier, on January 1. Upon his arrival, about 

five minutes after the body was found, he inspected the 

area. He noted certain details, as had Burlap and 

Davenport -- of the posltion of the body on the ground, 

of the location of the weapon, and of an ashtray con-
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taining an extinguished cigarette on a large woodon box 

noar th~ body.' ;/He also observed a large pool of blood 

ncar Beeler's head and shOUlders and that the blood was 

beginning to congeal. Although blood had splattered 

the bas~~f tho house where the body lay (as indicated 

in photographs) ~ this prompted no investigative effort. 

(McCarthy later would draw a diagram of how he recalled 

the position of the body with Beeler's hands in front 

of it and the revolver behind it. This diagram was 

the only accurate attempt by any investigators to specify 

where the body was relative to the weapon. The position 

of Beeler's body on the gr~und was not traced before its 

" remova 1) . 

Before the ambulance arrived, at 2:09 A.M., another 

newly appointed Lindenwold poliop detective, Barry McCutcheon, 

interviewed members of the Beeler family. They told 

him that indications of a prowler aroun'd the house had 

caused Beeler to leave the ho~se. The family confirmed 

that the revolver found by the bodY-belonged to the 

deceased. 

~An unsuccessful effort was made, before the ambulance 
f ere,., removed the body, to photograph tHe scene wi th a 

department camera that MCCarthy had brought with him. 

None of the Lindenwold policemen knew how to operate the 

camera so a special police officer from nearby Laurel 

Springs, Jay Wilkins, who had resp~nded to the sudden 

, . _____ --:.......o.----.:....:------~-----------------~~- .. '.--. ---
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death radio calls, was asked to photograph the body and 

its surroundings. Although Wilkins was a professional 

photographer, he testified later that his camera work 

was rendered useless by an improper setting of the 

camera's st~obe mechanism. 

Beeler was pronounced dead on arrival at John F. 

Kennedy Host;:lital in Stratford at about 2:30 A.M. by 

Dr. Julius Mingroni of the hospital staff. There 

Wilkins made ~ more succ~ssful series of photographs 

depicting the bull~t wound in Beeler's right ear and 

indicating blackish discolorat~ons on his right th~~b 
. ) 

and index finger. Also at the hospital, at the 

telephoned request of Assistant Camden county Medical 

Examiner Harvey Bellin, who was to conduct the autopsy, 

Beeler's head ~as X-rayed to help determine later the 
II 

\\ i; 

course J and location of the bullet. The bod~) was then 
! moved to t~ Camden County Medical Examiner's Morgue 

for an autopsy. 

By this time all of the police officers engaged 

in the case -- at the scene and at the hospital -

were convinced that Beeler had shot himself to death. 

This early surmise, primarily generated by the fact 

that Beeler's personal gun was found by his body, 

quickly became a rigid theory of sUicide that remained 
c:) 

unchan~ed throughout subsequent local and county inves-

tigations. 
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Dr. Bellin's autopsy was limited to Beeler's head 

and brain. He concluded that death was caused by a 

bullet wound of the right ear. The horizontal trajectory 

of the bullet cQused extensive destruction of brain 

tissue. The doctor's post-mortem report also noted 

a recent half-inch oval~shaped abrasion on the forehead 

just below the hairline, which he assulned was the result 

of a fall. During the autopsy, Detective McCarthy took 

six photographs, which turned out to be of poor quality. 

Nhy a more experienced official photographer who attended 

the autopsy was not as~igned this task was never clarified. 

Dr • Bellin later testitied before the S.C.I. about 

his autopsy and report on Beeler. After examining the 

head, he did not scrutinize the remainder of the body 

for other injuries, including bruises which could have 

raised questions about an immediate verdict of suicide. 

The discolorations of Beeler'S right thumb and index 

finger, which Special Officer Wilkins had taken pains 

to photograph at the hospital, were not mentioned in 

the post~mortem report. Dr. Bellin acknowledged that 

discolored fingers should have been thoroughly inspected, 

microscopically if necessary, in order to shed more light 

on the position of Beeler's hand when the revolver was 
,.1 

fired. (Personnel at the funeral home from which Be~ler 

was buried testified later that the discoloration of the 

fingers could not be removed by washing and heavy make-up , , 

was necessary to cover it). Dr. Bellin also told the S.C.I. 
, 
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that he should have examined more closely the abrasion 

on Beeler's forehead, conceding it was well above the 

area that would more likely be damaged by a fall. 

Dr. Bellin cEI.ndidly admitted in his s.e. I. testimony 

that he might have been subconsciously conditioned for a 

suicide decision. Prior to the autopsy, he recalled, the 

Medical Examiner's investigator, Thomas Daley, had 

telephoned Kennedy Hospital to arrange for the autopsy 

and had reported back that the Beeler death was an 

apparent gunshot suicide. The police officers who 

attended the autopsy, Dr. Bellin said, had concluded 

in advance that the gunshot was self-inflicted. As 

a result, Dr. Bellin conceded, his professional reaction 

might have been influenced "subliminally" to the extent 

that his examination was less thorough than it should 

have been due to the prevailing consensus that suicide 

would be the ultimate verdict. Dr. Halbert Fillinger, 

an assistant Philadelphia medical examiner, who reviewed 

several sudden death cases at the request of the S~;C.I., 
i? 

described this post .. mortem report as "grossly inad~~guate. II 

For e~cample, there was no indication of the presence or 

absence of gunpowder tatooing, which might have indicated 

how close th~)weapon had been to Beeler's head. There 

was no examination of the rest of the body 1 nor did Dr. 

Bellin submit a skin sample sufficient for a state Police 
, " 

laboratory gunpowder test. 

, 
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No representative of Prosecutor Thomas J. Shusted's 

staff arrived at the death scene until almost an hour 

after Beeler's body was found. The first Prosecutor's 

detail to reach the scene was a mobile crime laboratory 

van. This unit arrived at 2:45 A.M., by which time 

Beeler had already been removed to Kennedy Hospital. 

Members of this detail photographed the area and gathered 

blood samples. So~e time later at the hospital, laboratory 

Detective Michael Scarduzio performed a Neutron Activation 

Analysis (NAA) test on Beeler's hands, but made no notes 

of his observation or the time of his test. A subsequent 

analysis of this test, conducted by a private laboratory 

employed by the Prosecutor'n office, produced a negative 

report. However, because of the lack of any notations 

by Scarduzio during the swabbing procedure on which the 

analysis was based, it was not known whether Beeler's 

hands had been dampened by mist or rain while the body 

was lying on the ground. Such a dampening, along with 

the passage of several hours, could have erased 

gunpowder primer residue from the hands. In any event, 

the existence of a negative Neutron Activation Analysis 

was never addressed in the Prosecutor's staff reports. 

This oversight raised further question about the possible 

dismissal of any element in the case inconsistent with 

the premature conclusion of suicide by the initial 

investigator$ . 
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As noted, photographs were taken of the blood-stained 

wall beside which the body was found. Neither Lindenwold 

Detective McCarthy nor Prosecutor's Detective Scarduzio 

examined these stained areas for clues as to whether 

Beeler was standing, sitting or lying on the ground at 

the time of the fatal gunshot. According to $carduzio, 

he had never considered blood stains as an evidential 

element in any previous case. Detective MCCarthy, 

testifying about these blood stains at the S.C.I., said 

merely that "it wasn't considered becau~e it wasn't noted." 

Scarduzio also told the S.C.I. that he remained at 

or near the death scene from 2:45 to 4:15 A.M., after 

11Which time the place was left unguarded -- despite the 

need, as dawn approached, for further examination of the 

area by daylight. If Scarduzio is correct, the NAA 

test vias not performed until some time after 4: 15 A.M. 

At no time during the hours immediately following the 

shooting did Scar'duzio or any other Prosecutor's personnel 

gather and catalogue physical evidence, other than 

blood samples. This overall responsibility 

was left to the Lindenwold police, primarily Detective 

MCCa~thy, who had never before undertaken such tasks. 

McCarthy reported he took custody of the weapon and ashtray 

at the scene. Subsequently, the gun and the ashtray con

taining a cigarette butt were taken to the hospital. No 

one noted who transported these items from place to place 

or what specific precautions, if any, were taken to 

preserve their evidential value. Only the ashtray 

r f 
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was photographed at the hospital. 

The .38-caliber gun was a IIpolice special" regis

tered in the name of Beeler's late father, a former 

Lindenwold police officer. A report compiled by 

Prosecutor's Detective Joseph Alesandrini on the day 

of Beeler's death noted that the weapon contained four 

live rounds, one spent shell under the firing pin and 

an empty chamber. His report did not say who opened 

and examined the gun chambers. Another report written 

the next day, Monday, January 20, 1975, by the same 

detective -- who had not appeared at the scene until 

after the body and weapon had been remov~d -- contained 

such erroneous statements as "the revolver was laying 

about a foot from the body just below the right arm" 

and "there were no other marks or wounds on the victim" 

(aside from the bullet wound) . 

The former comment was contrary to the diagram 

prepared from memory by Lindenwold Detective McCarthy 

who said Beeler's hands were in front of the body and 

the gun was behind it. The latter comment was incon

sistent with the autopsy report of the abrasion observed 

by Dr. Bellin on Beeler's upper forehead and with the 

police photographs of severe discoloration on two of 

Beeler's right hand fingers. 

No test was ever performed on the gun for finger

prints after Detective McCarthy took possession of it 

at the scene. McCarthy said he was not asked to make 

such an examination. According to the Prosecutor's 
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crime laboratory detective, Scarduzio, he never saw the 

gun and was never asked to examine it for potential 

evidence. The ashtray and cigarette butt also were not 

examined for fingerprints despite a theory reached 
\ 

by the initial investigators that Beeler, after going 

out into the cold night skimpily clothed, had smoked the 

cigarette and extinguished the butt in the ashtray before 

putting the gun to his right ear and firing it~ 

The day after Beeler's death, available physical 

evidence such as the gun, the ashtray and cigarette butt, 

blood samples and Beeler's clothes were taken to the 

state police Laboratory in west Trenton for analysis. 

The state police gun test simply confirmed that the 

bullet which kill~d Beeler came from his revolver. The 

analysis of the cigarette butt, however, compounded the 

investigative confusion. The state police determined 

that the cigarette had been smoked by a blood-type 0 

"secretor."* Since Beeler's blood type was 0, this finding 

bolstered the theory of the local q.nd county investigators 

that he had smoked that cigarette while contemplating 

suicide. No one involved in the inquiry had sufficient 

interpretive knowledge or inquisitiveness to realize 

the cigarette test result was inconclusive without a 

further determination that Beeler also was a "secretor." 

*A "secretor" is one whose body fluids other than b:ood (here~ 
saliva) can be analyzed to determine, (by examinat10n of sal1vB 
residue on the cigarette butt), the blood type of the actual 
smoker. Not all people are secretors, however. 
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It was never determined whether Beeler was a "secretor" 

since no saliva sample, had been sent with the cigarette 

butt to the state Police Laboratory for a complete test. 

Other significant factors in the Beeler death the 

frequently reported presence of prowlers in the area 

of his home, the possibility of family discord or 

financial difficulties, and observations or reactions of 

neighbors to the gunshot death -- were inadequately 

investigated by both local and county officials, all 

of whom appeared to be convinced beyond any doubt that 

the case was an obvious suicide. Assistant Medical 

Examiner Bellin had marked on Beeler's death certificate 

that the manner of death was by a self-inflicted gunshot 

wound and the State Poli~e analysis had shown that the 

fatal bullet came from Beeler's own .38-caliber revolver. 

Interviews with neighbors and co-workers were followed 

by investigative reports that emphasized negative'rather 

than positive or neutral versions of what anyone knew of 

Beeler as a person. 

From the outset, however, Mrs. Beeler and other 

members of the family opposed the official belief that 

Beeler had killed himself and their protests caused 

arguments with the authorities, resulting in deteriorating 

communications and estrangements. Since Mrs. Beeler and 

her mother, Mrs. Lavala, had been insisting that no 

family problems existed, the Prosecutor's staff decided 

.. , 
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to check Mrs. Beeler's statements by means of a polygraph 

examination on January 27, 1975. Almost two months 

later, on March 19, 1975, Mrs. Beeler's brother-in-law, 

Francis Knowles, also was given a polygraph test to 

determine the truthfulness of his assertion that he 

was not aware of any domestic problems involving the 

Beelers. The test of Mrs. Beeler was taken by Prosecutor's 

Detective Gus R. Balzano, a certified polygraphist. 

The Knowles test, was conducted by Prosecutor's Detective 

T. James Conroy, who had been schooled in the procedure 

but had not been certified. 

Balzano asked Mrs. Beeler whether she and Beeler 

had discussed the possibility of divorce and if, on the 

night of his death, they had argued. Balzano construed 

h~r responses to two key questions in these areas to 

be false. When questioned later by the S.C.I., he 

conceded that her physiological reaction of deception 

to one of these questions was ascertained only once in 

three separate but identical sequences and that the other 

key question brought two reac J.ons, 0 t ' ne of deception and 

t Despite Balzano's polygraphic training and one no • 

experience, he would not alter his opinion in the face 

of admitted test response variations that should have 

dictated at least an J.nconc uSJ.ve . , l' result When Conroy 

whether Beeler enJ'oyed a good relationtested Knowles on 

h ' famJ.'ly, hJ.'s positive answer was ruled as ship with J.S 

false. Again later, when Conroy was asked by the S.C.I. 
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to re-interpret his test charts, he conceded that Knowles 

may have been telling the t~uth since he could not point 
\ 
" to any definitive physiological react,idns. Both of 

the Beeler-Knowles test conclusions -- that they lied 

about Beeler's family relationship -- were considered 

by the prosecutor's staff as further evidence of pro-

bable sUicide. (Later polygraph tests conducted by the 

S.C.I., centering on the same family relationship 

topics, produced no conclusive findings). 

As for the Beelers' financial situation, it was 

known that Beeler earned $5.42 an hour at his regular 

job at the Bordentown National Guard Armory, buttressed 

by $750 a year for participating one weekend each month 

in National Guard drills and by his wages, which averaged 

$139 per w~ek, at the United Parcel Service (UPS), where 

Beeler held another job as a driver. No clear picture 

of Beeler's financial circumstances was ever obtained, 

although Prosecutor's Detective Alesandrini made inquiries, 

including a visit to the UPS office. It was not noted 

in the prosecutor's staff reports whether Beeler had 

either debts or savings of any substance or what his 

general housing, clothing and food costs were. His 

family would later tell the S.C.I. that he was in the 

process of shopping for a home in the Bordentown area. 

In one of the county detective's reports, the 

comment by a co-worker at UPS that Beeler had requested 

more work so he could make more money and "get away from 

it all" was emphasized, although that same report also 
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contained a statement by a close family friend, Charles 

Ellis, a former Lindenwold police officer, that he knew 

of no problems at the Beeler-Lavala home. The S.C.I. 

learned as recently as 1978 from a neighbor, Andrew Yiller, 

that Mr. and Mrs. Beeler had walked arm-in~arm to and 

from the Yiller home the day before the death. An 

investigation independent of the police inquiry established 

that Beeler was attending religious classes in order to 

convert to Catholicism and have his marriage blessed by 

the Catholic Church. 

One of four co-workers Alesandrini interviewd at UPS 

said Beeler "was having problems with his wife and in-laws" 

t The other three UPS co-workers and wanted to move ou . 

said they were not aware of any domestic difficulties. 

None of Beeler's superiors could report any problems with 

his job performance at any place of employment. 

During the separate investigative efforts by local 

police and county detectives, there was no effective, 

continuous coordination of their individual investigative 

findings. The only common thread that extended through

out their inquiries was the tendency to accept statements 

that supported the initial suicide theory and to ignore 

contrary views. This was particularly true of the field 

work that ensued, including the questioning of co-workers 

and family members about Beeler's home life and his 

k Some of th~s questioning by Alesandrini personal outloo • ~ 

d d ~nclud~ng one group of seven of was con ucte ,en masse,. • 

Beeler's various co-workers. When the S.C.I. questioned 
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these individuals soparately, several of their responses 

differed from tho responses Alesandrini said they made 

to his questions. 

There was a misunderstanding about whether winding 

up the investigation was a local or a county responsibility. 

On February 7, 1975, Alesandrini recommended in a 

memorandum to his superiors at the Prosecutor's office 

that the case be "filed" as a suicide. Lindenwold DetectiVe 

McCarthy, shortly after he was told by Alesandrini that 

a final disposition in the Beeler case had been made and 

"therefore the case is closed," also closed the 

Lindenwold file. McCarthy later testified before the S.C.I. 

that it was his understanding Lindenwold police were to 

remain active on the case until the Prosecutor's office 

closed it out. However, Alesandrini, in his later 

testimony at the S.C.I., contended that the role of the 

Prosecutor's staff was to assist rather than direct the 

local police inquiry. As McCarthy's action had illustrated, 

the county detective said he "imagined" that the Lindenwold 

Police Department would disagree with his characterization 

of the county role as a subordinate one. Although 

Alesandrini placed final responsibility for the inves

tigation on Lindenwold police, he conceded in his testimony 

that a problem existed if neither agency recognized 

actual responsibility and believed, instead, that each 

was supposedly assisting the other. Af.ter reviewing the 

Lindenwold pol~ce file, Alesandrini told the S.C.I. the 

file suggested to him that "McCarthy is making me the 
, 
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person in charge of the case." 

Whatever the case-closing situation was on or about 

February 7, 1975, the Beeler death continued to receive 

investigative attention. Reports of prowlers in the 

vicinity of the Beeler home before, after and on the 

nigpt of Beeler's death were a subject of further 

inquiries. 

In March, 1975, Mrs. Lavala, mother of Mrs. Beeler, 

notified both Lindenwold police and the Prosecutor's 

office that she had recognized an individual she had 

seen prowling about the Beeler-Lavala home. 

After receiving Mrs. Lavala's statement that she 

had recognized an alleged prowler, Lindenwold Detective 

McCarthy located that person and obtained a brief formal 

statement from him. His reason for being in the area 

of the Beeler-Lavala home w_ that he was going to a 

fire -- was accepted without question by the authorities. 

It subsequently turned out that the individual's story 

was untrue. This segment of the investigation was marked 

by a number of inadequacies, including failure to sub

stantiate the alleged prowler's alibi and an insufficient 

check to determine whether he had a criminal record. At 

least one other person, one of Beeler's co-workers, told 

Alesandrini that Beeler said he had chased a prowler from 

his yard on the Wednesday prior to his death. 
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Dissatisfied with progress of the official investigation, 

Mrs. Beeler and the Lavalas negotiated with a private detective, 

John Troutman, a former Camden city detective, to conduct 

an independent investigation. Troutman eventually compiled 

a ISO-page dossier of interviews and reports detailing 

his investigation. This file was subsequently read and 

dismissed by the Prosecutor.'s staff. However, it may 

have ~dvanced a legal suit filed by the Beeler family 

against the office of Camden County Medical Examiner 

William Read. This suit challenged Dr. Bellin's verdict 

of a "self-inflicted gunshot wound" on the Beeler death 

certificate. 

The Troutman investigation developed certain angles 

of potential significance in the Beeler case that local 

or county authorities had either not uncovered or had 

considered but dismissed as having little or no relevance. 

For example, Troutman interviewed three neighbors 

who recalled hearing two shots in the area of the Beeler

Lavala home early in the morning of January 19. Only one 

of these three individuals, Irene Haines, was ever inter

viewed ~- but there apparently was no follow-up report 

assessing her statement. In addition, during Troutman's 

canvass of the neighborhood, he learned that other 

residents in the' vicinity of the Beeler-Lavala hom@ 

had complained of hearing or being annoyed by prowlers. 

Seve~al stated they had chased a prowle:r. and one said 

she had taken a shot at him • 
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At Mrs. Beeler'~ request, Troutman on October 31, 1975, 

submitted a copy of his Beeler file to the Medical Examiner's 

office as part of her attempt to change the Wording on her 

husband's death certificate. Prosecutor's Detective Sergeant 

Robert DePersia was assigned -- as he later testified at 

the S. C. I. -- to compare Troutman':8 findings with those 

of the official investigation. He noted "some discrepancies." 

No one later questioned by the S.C.I. was ever able to 

clarify whether the Prosecutor's staff or the Lindenwold 

police made any effort to double-check new or expanded 

evidential material in the private investigator's report. 

DePersia submitted to Assistant Prosecutor Philip seaton 

a four-page review of Troutman's file, the emphasis in 

which was that the file added nothing of valua to the 

investigative efforts that had preceeded and followed 

the Assistant Medical Examiner's suicide verdict. DePersia 

said certain aspects of the investigation by the Pro

secutor's staff were "deliberately being clouded" by 

Troutman. Although he told the S.C.I. that "I could picture 

Troutman trying to do everything right for his client in 

every direction possible," DePersia also conceded that 

th~ ~~eler death should have been classified as an unsolved 

dea1.~h. 

Detective Mccarthy had heard that Troutman-s extensive 

report indicated investigative inconsistencies but did 

not read it because his file on the case was closed. He 

read only what he characterized as Detective DePersia's 

• 
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"rebuttal." McCarthy subsequently told the SCI h • • • e was 

satisfied that the Beeler investigation had been "complete 

and thorough." 

since no cause other than suicide was even considered 

by local or county investigators, no effort ever was made 

to examine other possible versions of the Beeler death. 

Although the Beeler case contained certain characteristics 

of a suicide -- the gun was owned by the victim and the 

wound was in the area of the temple and was probably 

a contact wound -- there were other indi~ations. For 

example, the blackish discolorations on Beeler'S fingers 

could have been gun powder discoloration that might have 

revealed whether Beeler or someone else fired his gun. . 
But these blackish marks were never examined. In addition, 

other blackish material remov~d from Beeler's ear and 

presume~ by Dr. Bellin to be soot was not identified as 

such by the state Police Laboratory. 

In order to clarify certain other factors in the 

Beeler probe, the Commission consulted Professor Herbert 

MacDonell, an adjunct professor of criminalistics at Elmira 

College and a nationall.y known bloodstain analyst. Professor 

MacDonnell reviewed the photographs of the victim's body 

and also photographs of the scene taken after Beeler had 

been removed to the hospital. These photographs were 

interpreted on the basis of Detective McCarthy's dia-

grammed description of the location of the body and of 

the Beeler gun. They indicated to the professor that 

Beeler could not have been alone at the time the shot 
I 
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was fired. He stated that the position of the weapon 

where it was found on the ground by police was incon-

9iste,~lt with the diagrammed position of the body. 

Accorqing to th~ location of the blood stains found 

on the wall of the bungalow, he concluded that Beeler's 

head was three feet from the ground when the fatal shot 

was fired. In addition, the photographs taken of 

Beeler's body at the hospital indicated to MacDonell 

that whole drops of blood may have fallen on it, 

suggesting to MacDonell that another person may have 

stood over Beeler's body immediately following the 

shooting. Had investigators of the Beeler death 

attempted to reconstruct the position of his body at 

the time ·the fatal shot was fired, such a procedure 

might have at least raised a serious question about 

whether this case was actually a suicide. 

Since personal appeals by the Beeler family to 

strike the suicide reference from the Beeler death 

certificate had been unsuccessful, they filed a suit 

against Medical Examiner William Read on January 12, 1976. 

This suit even'tua1ly resulted in a settlement by the Camden 

County Medical Examiner's Office. Under a judgment dated 

December 17, 1977, Dr. Bellin's reference on the certi

fi6~t.e to the manner of death -- "by a self-inflicted 
\\ 

t d I ~ts place was left gunshot wound" -- wClrs dele e. n .... 

a blank space, which remains today as a silent rebuke 

of the Beeler death investigation. 
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THE SUDDEN DEATH OF WILLIAM ROHRER, 3rd. (1975) 

At 8:40 A.M. on May 28, 1975, Patrolman Henry Voigtsberger 

monitored a call for assistance at 730 South Park Drive, 

Haddon Township, the residence of then-Mayor William G. 

Rohrer and his family. Mrs. Rohrer had called the police 

dispatcher, Henry Gannon, saying that the Rohrers' recently 

adopted child, William (Billy), 3rd, 2 1/2, had hit his head 

and was unconscious. (Billy, born in E1 Salvador in Central 

America, had been adopted by the Rohrers in February, 1975). 

voigtsberger, who had been patrolling nearby, recalled that 

he arrived "within a minute." Mrs. Rohrer ran toward him with 

the child in her arms as he drove up the driveway. The officer 

felt the boy's neck and thought he perceived a slight pulse. 

He also observed dried blood around the boy's nose. Rather 

than wait for an ambulance to arrive, the patrolman took mother 

and child directly to OUr Lady of Lourdes Hospital in Camden. 

voigtsberger testified subsequently before the S.C.I. that he 

asked Mrs. Rohrer what happened and was told the boy IIfe1l out 

of the high chair." (His only report states that Billy "had 

struck his head"). During the trip to the nearby hospital, the 

child remained unconscious. 

The hospital had been notified by the dispatcher that the 

child was being brought in and was apparently in danger. The 

patrolman escorted Mrs. Rohrer into the emergency room where 

Billy was examined and pronounced dead. Sgt. George Harris 

of Haddon Township, who had followed Voigtsberger to the 

hospital, tried to assist Mrs. Rohrer regain her com

posure. Meanwhile, at Harris's request, Voigtsberger asked 

the dispatcher to find the mayor and to call .a detective to 
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the scene. Voigtsberger, who ~ad no further participation 

in this sudden death case, later recalled in S.C.I. testimony 

that he commented to the dispatcher on his return to police 

headquarters that "something just didn't seem right to me." 

The child was pronounced dead at 8:47 A.M. by the 

hospital's emergency room physician, Dr. Albert Jurecic. As 

Harris had request,ed, a township detectiv:~, Harold Armstrong, 

was assigned to investigate the death. Harris, who remained 

at the hospital only 15 or 20 minutes, until Mayor Rohrer 

arrived, made no report on his activities. 

Detective Armstrong was assigned to the case at about 

9:00 A.M. When he arrived at the hospital, he learned that 

his fellow officers and Mayor and Mrs. Rohrer had departed. 

He did not see the child's body. He returned to headquarters, 

where he was told that the Camden County Prosecutor's office 
. 

had been notified about the sudden death. He then proceeded 

to the Rohrer home -- arriving only 20-30 minutes after he had 

gone to the hospital. At the house, the detective asked the 

Rohrers what happened to Billy. He said Mrs. Rohrer told him 

the boy had been throwing his head back in his kitchen high' 

chair, had hit his head a couple of times and then slumped over, 

and also that Billy had fallen downstairs and bumped his h~ad 

earlier that morning on his way to breakfast. Mrs. Rohrer said 

she became worried when she went over to him in the high chair, 

saw blood corning from his nose and felt that his pulse was 

weak. She added that the child fell down frequently and that 

she believed he was retarded. Rohrer told Armstrong he had 

nothing to add since he had been in the bedroom or his office 

. , 
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in the home at the time of some of the incidents his wife 

described. 

Meanwhile, the Camden County Prosecutor's office had 

assigned homicide Detective Joseph Alesandrini to investigate 

the death. He and Prosecutor's Investigator Edward Bandoch 

first went to the hospital and spoke to Dr. Jurecic, who 

recalled the mother saying the child had been banging his 

head on the high chair. Bandoch took photographs of the body. 

Bruises were noted on the body at the time bot were apparently 

not questioned by either of the detectives or, in the detectives' 

view, by the doctor himself. Nonetheless, Dr. Jurecic later 

testified before the S.C.I. that he thought that the death 

was ilsuspicious" and "puzzling" and probably the result of 

violence. He testified that it was "unlikely" that the child 

could hurt himself "in this way." 

At approximately 10:00 A.M~ the county investigators 

left the hospital for the Rohrer home, where they met Township 

Detective Armstrong and then questioned the Rohrers. Alesandrini 

and Bandoch testified later at the S.C. I. that Mrs. Rohrer 

told them she believed the boy had fallen down the steps 

and hit his head on the bannister but that she had not witnessed 

such an incident. No blood was found on or near the high chair_ 

in the kitchen. Mrs. Rohrer stated she had wiped up a small 

spray of blood on the kitchen wall, but no effort was made to 

check thi~ statement. Photographs of the interior of the Rohrer 

home were taken by Bandoch. Armstrong remained at the Rohrer , 
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house while Alesa,ndrini and Bandoch continued questioning the 

Rohrers into ~he ~otning. 

Armstrong ahd other investigators next attended the 

autopsy Qonducted at 11:47 A.M. by Camden County Medical 

E}Ij,ami.o,er t.villidih\ T. Read, Jr. During that procedure, Armstrong 

said he .learned that the Prosecutor's office had indicated 

to Dr. Read a belief that Billy's death was accidental or 

self-inflicted. Th~s b l' f ' 'd • e ~e. co~nc~ ed with Armstrong's 

final opinion at the autopsy. Alth h h oug e told Dr. Read 

of Mrs. Rohrer's various statements (that Billy apparently fell 

down a stairway, banged his head against the back of the high 

chair -- and was retarded and "self-destructive"), Armstrong 

did not submit a written investigative report to the medical 

examiner. 

Dr. Read's autopsy report listed the cause of death as 

"severe contusions of the brain with subarachnoid hemorrhage." 

Numerous bruises scattered over Billy's body were obseryed 

during the autopsy but X-rays were not taken. Dr. Read in later 

testimony before the S.C.I. confirmed the absence of X-rays 

and conceded that X~rays would normally be taken if child 

abuse were suspected. In dd't' I a ~ ~on, a though the autopsy report 

did not indicate the manner of death, the cover sheet of the 

report contained the additional notations: "Self-inflicted 

.. i-iijuries to the head and body" and "had been ~n ... Philadelphia 

hospital for self-inJ'Ury." 0 R d t' r. ea s ~pulated the death as 

Sielf-i.nflicted on the death certificate, a stipulation that 

also went beyond the inconclusive contents of the autopsy 

report itself. 
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Prior to the autopsy, Township Detective Armstrong had 

suspected a possibility of child abuse after questioning 

Mrs. Rohrer. He telephoned Dr. Robert P. Barroway of 

Cherry Hill, the family's pediatrician, and Dr. Eliott J. 

Gursky of Philadelphia, a psychiatrist who also had been 

consulted by the Rohrers. They reported the child was 

normal but had found it difficult to adjust to his new 

environment so soon after being brought from El Salvador. 

According to Armstrong, these doctors also reported a 

relationship problem between mother and child and that 

treatment was recommended. They had observed, however, 

no evidence of child abuse. Although Armstrong never 

clarified or attempted to clarify in these telephone 

conversations the contradiction between the doctors' 

statements that Billy was normal and Mrs. Rohrer's statement 

that he was self-destructive and retarded, he included 

in his final investigative report a comment attributed 

to Dr. Barroway that the child needed fUrther help for his 

own safety. Dr. Barroway later denied making that statement 

to Armstrong. The detective later testified that his con

versations with the doctors had finally caused him to con

clude that the child was a victim of self-destructive 

tendencies rather than of abuse by others. 

In the afternoon of the day of Billy's death, after 

attending the autopsy, Detective Armstrong ended the municipal 

police inquiry even though (as he later testified) he believed 

that the Haddon Township Police Department was the dominant 

investigative agency in the ~udden death case. He wrote , 
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a two-page report stating his assumption that no foul play 

had occurred and that the case therefore was closed. Thus, 

the local investigation was suddenly ended by an officer who 

had been a detective for less than a year and a half, who 

had never investigated a child abuse case, and who, although 

making an assumption of the county investigators' initial 

findings, had never checked on such findings at the 

Prosecutor's office. 

From that time on there was no further documented 

communication between Haddon Township police and the 

County Prosecutor's staff regarding the death of the 

Rohrers' adopted son. 

Under the sole direction of the Prosecutor's office, 

the investigation was hampered by failures to resolve 

discrepancies in statements by Mrs. Rohrer, by inaccurate 

and incomplete reports by detectives, by confusion over the 

county medical examiner's inadequate performance, and by 

tardy and Unprofessional interrogation of witnesses. As 

with other sudden death cases reviewed by the S.C.I., the 

inquiry into the Rohrer baby's death was handicapped at its 

outset by a premature consensus among the investigators 

in this case, that the death was accidental or self-caused. 

No concerted effort was made to double-check the investiga

tive inconsistencies that marked the case even as the local 

police withdrew from it immediately after the inconclusive 

May 28 autopsy. 
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county Detective Alesandrini, by his own admission, pro

ceeded with his investigation without a thorough reading of 

Dr. Read's autopsy report. He later told the S.C.I. that 

he never spoke to Dr. Read and that he gave the autopsy findings 

only cursory consideration. He testified he "just looked over 

the autopsy," that he did not "review it, go into it." 

In addition, Alesandrini never met face-to-face with the 

doctors involved in the case. He talked with them only by 

telephone -- Dr. Barroway, the pediatrician, on May 28 , the 

day Billy died, and Dr. Gursky, the psychiatrist, on May 30. 

No direct investigative i~terview with Dr. Gursky, other than 

by telephone, ever took place despite a request personally 

signed by Prosecutor Thomas J. Shusted on June 2, 1975, that 

Dr. Gursky be questioned. 

Alesandrini filed a report with the Prosecutor's homicide 

unit on June 3 in connection with his telephone talk with Dr. 

Gursky (who was affiliated with the Child Care Center of 

Children's Hospital in Philadelphia). Dr. Gursky in later 

testimony before the S.C.I. said Alesandrini inaccurately 

described the conversation in his repo~t. The June 3 report 

stated that Dr. Gursky said Billy had been finding it difficult 

to adjust to "his new way of life in the United states" and 

that the child's background, "being born and raised in a 

prison in Central America, was a contributing factor." 

Alesandrini's report continued: 
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"I then a~ked Dr. Gersky (sic) if he felt in his 

personal and professional opinion if 'Mrs. Rohrer was 

capable of beating this child. He answered that since 

he has been working with her and knowing her background 

and position, he stated definitely not. Dr. Gersky 

also stated to me that Mrs. Rohrer explained to him 

exactly wh~t the child' would do as far as throwing 

himself against objects and trying to hurt himself 

when she first took him to his office. Dr. Gersky 

sta'ced that Mrs. Rohrer was very, v«7ry concerned about 

this and she wanted help. He stated that he felt what 

he was doing would sooner or later correct this condition." 

A1esandrini concluded his report by "recommending 

at this time that this case be filed as a sudden death 

in which William G. Rohrer (Jr.) did in fact beat his 

head against the high chair causing a wound that (led) 

to his death." 

Meanwhile, Frank Senatore, director of detectives 

at the Prosecutor's office, learned that Mrs. Rohrer had 

undergone "some kind of psychiatric treatment years before." 

Further, the Prosecutor's office had been informed that the 

Rohrers had been having family problems and that some 

family members believed Mrs. Rohrer might have harmed 

Billy. Instructions were issued to the detectives assigned 

to the case to interview the Rohrers again, particularly 

about their family life, and to contact neighbors about 

conditions in the Rohrer household. 
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This re-interview of the Rohrers took place on June 

13 at the Rohrer home in the presence of 
Alesandrini, 

Bandoch an4 Lieutenant Anthony DiMaggio, COmmander of 

the Prosecutor's homicide unl.'t. I 
n a report on this 

interview, dated June 17, Alesandrini said DiMaggio "did 

the questioning, asking Mrs. Rohrer if she had struck 

her son the evening before, causing her husband to get 

angered and J_eave the house to return the next morning," 

and also if "she had ever abused the child." The June 

17 report continued: 

"She stated no, but d ' a ml.tted bit~ng her son on the 

head and cheek to see if he felt pain. She stated he 
never cried. 

Mr. Rohrer stated the child was spanked 
by him, but not abused. ~1 R h 

vrs. 0 rer kept insisting that 

she wanted the best doctor to see her son and when she 

finally went to Dr. Gerski, he treated her and her husband, 
not the child ••. 

"We also asked about the chl.'ld 
being left with friends 

for two weeks because she could not handle him. She stated 
that was a lie. 

"She had let her son go with Mr. & Mrs. Baker of 

Mickletown, New Jersey for two days. She stated Mrs. Baker 

was a good friend of hers and a nurse and felt she would 
like to see l.'f h 

s e could help the child. Mrs. Baker was 
also trying to adopt from the " 

same ml.SSl.on as Mrs. Rohrer 
did. II 
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Although Alesandrini and his colleagues had been in

structed to question neighbors about the Rohrers, this 

assignment was never carried out. Alesandrini subsequently 

told the S.C.I. that he did not think it would be productive, 

that neighbors of the Rohrers "are quite far apart in that 

area •••• I don't think you can look into one another's yard 

or houses." Later investigation, however', \'lould show 

the contrary. 

At some point during June, 1975, Assistant Prosecutor 

Philip B. Seaton was assigned to take charge of the investiga

tion. One of his first steps in this assignment was to discuss 

with First Assistant Prosecutor Joseph F. Audino and Detective 

Alesandrini the possibility of a child abuse prosecution, 

~articular1y in light of discrepancies ill statements made by 

Mrs. Rohrer that Seaton himself had noted. Seaton also 

discussed various aspects of the case with Medical Examiner 

Read, including Billy's background and Dr. Read's findings 

during the autopsy. 

One essential interview in the investigation by 

the Prosecutor's staff did not take place until almost 

three weeks after Billy's death. That was the in

terrogation of William K. Lovell, a partner and the 

general manager of Rohrer chevrolet, who by coincidence 

was inside the Rohrer home before local police responded 

to Mrs. Rohrer's call at 8:40 A.M. on May. 28. Alesandrini 
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did not interview Lovell until June 17, but the questioning 

produced few additional details nbout the sudden death. Lovell 

tol.d the detective he went to tIle! house at 8:30 A.M. according 

to pre-arranged plans for both him and Rohrer to attend a 

General Motors meeting in Cherry Hill. He told the investigator 

Mrs. Rohrer answered the door bell ring with Billy in her arms 

but that he did not observe whether the child was hurt. After 

about 10 minutes, according to Alesandrini's report, Lovell 

saw Mrs. Rohrer leave the house with the baby and drive off 

in a police car. Close to 9 A.M •• Roh~~t ~ppeared in the 

living room, saying he had not known that Lovell was there. 

Rohrer then answered the telephone, after which he told Lovell 

ha was wanted at the hospital and that Lovell should go on to 

the meeting alone. Later, Lovell said, Rohrer came to the 

meeting and told him Billy had died. Lovell also told 

Alesandrini he had never seen the Rohrers abuse Billy. Lovell 

later told a similar story at the S.C.I., except that he was 

not sure if Mrs. Rohrer had responded to his ringing of the 

door bell or had discclvered him at the doorway by accident. 

He recalled that Mrs. Rohrer did not say anything to him. 

When Rohrer discovered his presence, he told Lovell the 

"boy had fallen." Lovell testified that the house was in 

a state of confusion. 

As noted, Assistant Prosecutor Seaton questioned Medical 

Examiner Read sometime after taking charge of the inquiry into 

Billy's death. On June 27, Dr. Read in a letter to seaton 
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briefly reviewed some of his autopsy findings and his 

views about them. This letter concluded that the origin of 

the contusloons on , Blo'lly' s body "was thought to be self 

C"'n be found lo'n, L esch-Nyham Syndrome"* administered as ... 

but that, since the autopsy did not distinguish between 

self-inflicted injuries and inj'~ries inflicted by another 

" h eVlo'dence would be necessary to establish person, ot er 

the mechanism." The Doctor's letter appeared to suggest 

, , Nonethelesr.:. the "other evidence" further investlogatloon. _, 

Dr. Read said was required to establish whether the child's 

injuries were inflicted by some on~ other than the boy 

himself was never sought with any vigor. This ''las yet 

another investigatory deficiency, whether such evidence was 

available or not. 

Two weeks prior to his death, Billy was placed by the 

Rohrers for three days with Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Baker of 

Mickleton, N.J. Temporary custody of Billy by the Bakers 

was arranged after Mrs. Baker, who also wanted to adopt a 

child from a foreign country, had learned by chance that 

the Rohrers adopted Billy from El Salvador and had contacted 

Mrs. Rohrer. The arrangement was approved by the child 

psychiatrist, Dr. Gursky, who felt Billy should be in 

another environment for a brief period while the Rohrers 

worked on their marital relationship. 

*A rare kidney malfunction resulting in self-destructive 
activitie&, usually to the mouth and fingers. 
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On July 9 County Detective Timothy MCCarthy of the 

Prosecutor's homicide unit questioned the Bakers about 

thuir observations both of Billy while in their Care and 

of thu Rchrors. Mrs. Baker, a nurse who had some know

ledge of the, Spanish languago, said Mrs. Rohrer brought 

Billy to her 011 the evening of May 11 and that Rohrer 

took the child back home the following Wednesday night. 

According to MCCarthy's report, Mrs. Baker said the 

child appeared healthy, alert and well clothed and 

showed no signs of abUse. McCarthy also reported Mrs. 

Baker as saying that Billy "showed no signs Whatever 

of being retarded nor did he subject himself to any 

physical pain (such as throwing himself down or into 

other objects) ," that he was a normal child, and 

that, based on her telephone conversation and two 

meetings with Mrs. Rohrer, she found Billy's adoptive 

mother to be stable and "very concerned with belong 

a good mother." Mrs. Baker also recalled Mrs. 

Rohrer asking her for a recommendation 011 where to 

"seek treatment for an autistic child (one who refuses 

to adapt to the environment) ," according to MCCarthy's 
report. 

On July 21 Alesandrini submitted a report on a 

background check of Mrs. Rohrer. Among other details, 

the investigator reported that she was 3t1 years old, 

had been married to Rohrer for a year anci a half, and with 

Rohrer had adopted Billy as well as another younger child, 
Lisa, from Central America. 

, 
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Not until August 26, 1975, were formal statements 

taken under oath from Rohrer and his wife. The questioning 

took place in the Prosecutor's office in the presence of 

Assistant Prosecutor Seaton, Detective Alesandrini and 

lawyers for the Rohrers. Although the statements to be 

taken were potentially incriminating (the Rohrers' 

appearance had been preceded by the issuance of Grand 

Jury subpoenas), no constitutional warnings were given 

to either of them. 

In separate interviews, the Rohrers described their 

visit to El Salvador in February, 1975, when they arranged 

for the adoption of Billy and Lisa through a church 

mission. Rohrer recalled that Billy had just been trans

ferred from a jail to the mission and that, while Lisa 

"adjusted very well," the boy was "stubborn and bullheaded." 

Rohrer, who had four daughters by a previous marriage, 

was asked to describe Billy's behavior from the stand

point of his experience with his other children. Rohrer 

said Billy "would get in the corner and he would stand 

there for hours, which is more likely the punishment they 

gave him in jail, if he didn't do something right. I don't 

know, 1 said to my wife, I don't know how a man or a kid 

can stand there for hours, but he would do that. Of course 

he had trouble. I mean if he just felt like eating he would, 

if he didn't he wouldn't. I couldn't talk to him about it 
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or force him to eat, if he wanted to eat he did, and if he 

didn't •.• " Mrs. Rohrer said they had hoped Billy would 

respond to his new environment when the family returned 

to the United states but that, while Lisa did adjust, 

Billy "didn't play with anything, he didn't look, he 

didn't want anything, he didn't like anything." Rohrer 

said his wife had difficulty controlling Billy while he 

was at work, that when he came home Mrs. Rohrer would 

complain that she "had an awful day with Billy." Rohrer 

said the boy would "just throw himself on the floor and 

carryon, he would cry" and that, during the two or 

three weeks before Billy1s death, Mrs. Rohrer told him 

the child had thrc)wn himself down a staircase in the 

Rohrer house "I didn't see any results of the fall," 

Rohrer said, "although I didn't feel over his body and 

see if he had any bumps on the head or anything." 

In response to Seaton's questions, Rohrer gave 

this version of what occurred at his home just before 

Mrs. Rohrer and Billy were taken to the hospital: 

He awakened late that morning and was eating 

cereal in the kitchen when Mrs. Rohrer "brought Billy in 

and said here, he's acting up again." Mrs. Rohrer put 

Billy on the table "and he didn't move," Rohrer said, 

and "I said to her, well, he's not moving, and she said well, 

he's pulling that playing possum, he won't move .•. " Mrs. 

Roh~er then took Billy upstairs to test his blood pressure, 

after which "she said it didn't show no blood pressure or 
" , " 
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pulse." He suggested that they call a nearby doctor but 

Mrs. R6hrer "wanted to rush him to the hospital." She 

persisted, however, and ~he "next thing you know she called 

the police." Rohrer then found his general manager, Lovell, 

sitting in the living room and, "well just then the phone 

rang and I answered the phone and they said well, come to 

the hospital, your boy is dying." He recalled he had pre

viously seen "some black and blue marks on his (Billy's) 

fanny a couple of times" but he regarded them alS "just 

kids'b~uises, and I didn't even take it seriously." He 

said he didn't notice any blood on the high chair or any 

other area of the kitchen but that "I didn't look for it 

either." 

Seaton next questioned Mrs. Rohrer, separate from her 

husband, about her recollection of the events preceeding 

Billy's death: 

After dressing the child before going down to the 

kitchen, she said she next "saw him at the bottom 

of the steps" in a "slightly bent position." However, 

she thought Billy was following his usual custom -- Il'if 

he was mad at you for some reason he would go down fi,ve 

steps or so and stop, and then you would have to say 90 on 

further." She then went down the steps and said "okay, 

let's keep going, get in the high chair." After she put 

him in the chair, and while she was getting him some bl~ead 
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and jelly, "he was banging around in his chair hitting his 

head on the back of the chair." She went to the high chair 

"to make him stop if :r could" and "just as I got to him he 

just swooned over." She "thought he was faking," she said. 

She then recalled that earlier, while she was dressing Billy, 

"he threw himself back and hit his head" either on the bath-

room sink or "on the floor or on the rug." 

Back in the kitchen, after Billy swooned, Mrs. Rohrer 

said she "laid him down in front of my husband on the table," 

telling Rohrer that "he was faking and didn't want to eat." 

She went upstairs at that point. Returning to the kitchen 

in about five minutes, she said, "I went to the table and 

picked up the little boy, and he felt looser than he had 

before, in other words, when he was faking before, he was 

always rigid." She next took the child upstairs and checked 

his-blood pressure "and couldn't get a reading." Mrs. 

Rohrer said she "ran downstairs with him on my arms," laid 

Billy on the kitchen table and "tried to give him artificial 

respiration." When her husband told her to summon the doctor 

who lived in their neighborhood, "I said no, and I picked 

up the phone and called the operator, and I said get me an 

ambulance." She also recalled seeing blood on Billy's nose 

but "it wasn't running enough" to wipe. She said that after 

she returned from the hospital she "noticed some blood on the 

wall" of the kitchen, in back of the high chair, "a little 

l:>it of a spray" which she wiped off. 

, 
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Mrs. Rohrer told seaton she had noticed b~uises on 

Billy's body on previous days but attributed these injuries 

to his habit of "throwing temper fits" tantrums." She recalled 

that during the day before Billy's death she decided to see 

if the child felt any pain and "I bit him on the side of 

the face and made a bruise." However i she continued, "a 

little bit later I waited a while and bit him right directly 

on the top of the head where he couldn't ~ee what I was doing, 

and then I talked to him and I said ouch, ouch, and nothing, 

so I put my hands in his mouth and I made him bite down on me, 

and I said ouch, and tried to communicate that I had done the 

same thing to the top of his head. He didn't feel anything." 

The interrogation of the Rohrers was followed by inter

views with oertain individuals with whom Mrs. Rohrer said 

she had discussed Billy's behavior. These interviews~ all 

by telephone, were conducted by Detective Alesandrini with 

Mrs. Rohrer's brother, David Mangello, and her best friend, 

Rita Urivit21 of Philadelphia, on August 27, and with the 

Rohrers' part-time housekeeper, Cora Thomas of Woodbury, 

on August 28. He asked them if they had any knowledge 

of Mrs. ~ohrer mistreating Billy and each reported they 

knew of no such activity on her part. Of the three, only 

the housekeeper had more than minimal contact with the 

child. • 

On September 17, 1975, Seaton gave to First Assistant 

prosecu~or Audino the case file on the Rohrer babyrs 

death and a note requesting comments on it and recommending 

, , 
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that fUrther investigation be ended. Seaton's note stated: 

"I see no criminal violations at this time that are supported 

by any factual evidence." On September 29 Audino referred 

the file to Prosecutor Shusted with a memo stating he agreed 

with Seaton's jUdgment "in that there is no evidence to 

support a criminal prosecution and therefore II] am recommending 

at this time that we terminate any further investigation 

and close the file." 

The S.C.I. subsequently included the case in its 

general inquiry into the handling of sudden death investi

gations. The doctors and local and county officials who had 

participated in the case were questioned by the S.C. I. under 

oath. These interrogations confirmed a lack of professionalism 

throughout the investigation in that reports on interviews 

by police and detectives were not accurately compiled and 

investigative leads either were not recognized or were not 

followed up. Particularly inept were interviews by in

vestigators of the physicians -- those who immediately tended 

to the child upon arrival at the hospital on May 28, 1975, 

as well as the specialists who had been treating the Rohrers 

and Billy prior to his death. 

Dr. Jurecic, who had pronounced the child dead at the 

hospital, testified before the S.C.I. that he found the death 

"puzzling" since no single external sign of violence appeared 

to have caused it. Although the skull was intact and no 

fractul:es were apparent to h~m, Dr. Jurecic expressed an opinion 

that the child had met with a violent death. However, he 

neither made his opinion known at the time nor did he recall 
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speaking to any investigator who asked any questions concerning 

the possibility of child abuse. 

The medical examiner's investigator, Jeffrey Brown, 

recalled writing on his investigating slip the statement: 

'tBaby banging head against wall. Passed out." According to 

Brown, he obtained the information on t-lllibh those statements 

were based from an emergency room nurse at Our La~y of 

Lourdes Hospital. The nurse~ Linda Dugan, testified before 

the S.C.I. that, although ne~ther of those statements appears 

on the emergency room record, she made those remarks to Brown 

by telephone. She testified that Mrs. Rohrer had supplied 

the information. 

Dr. Barroway, the pediatrician, testified at the S.C.I. 

that his f.irst meeting with Billy was on February 17, 1975. 

The boy was treated by him that day for a skin rash and 

for diarrhea but otherwise appeared to be in good condition. 

Billy was again fully examined on March 5, 1975, at which time 

he appeared to Dr. Barroway to be normal. Neither bruises nor 

signs of emotional disturbance were noted. The doctor recalled 

that the mother rather than the child may have been depressed. 

Since Mrs. Rohrer had stated to him that the child hated her, 

he said, he perceived a relationship problem and accordingly 

referred the mother and child to Dr. Gursky, the psychiatrist. 

Dr. Barroway testified he felt that Mrs. Rohrer needed the 

counseling of a psychiatrist ;in "straightening out" the 

mother-child relationship. Dr. Barroway said Billy did not 

exhibit symptoms of the Lesch-Nyham Syndrome. He also said 
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he did not find the child to be autistic.* Dr. Barroway in 

his testimony denied ever stating that Billy needed further 

help for his own safety, as Armstrong had reported. This 

alleged inaccuracy was later interpreted by Assistanb 

Prosecutor Seaton to be hr. Barroway's verification of 

the danger of self-trauma, and Seaton so testified before 

the S.C.I. 

The psychiatrist, Dr. Gursky, testifi~d at the S.C.I. 

that he held the first of three sessions with the Rohrer 

family, including Billy and two-year-old Lisa, on May 2, 

1975. He said Mrs. Rohrer wanted an evaluation of Billy 

to see if he was normal, adding that Mrs. Rohrer "certainly 

had a negative attitude towards this child" and he "was 

concerned about the possibil~ty of her harming him emotionally 

or physically." After the first consultation, a telephone 

call from Mrs. Rohrer led Dr. Gursky to conclude that a 

foster placement for Billy was necessary. At the next 

meeting with the family, the idea of a foster placement was 

explored with Rohrer. Dr. Gursky received a call from Mrs. 

Rohrer three days later confirming that the Bakers would take 

Billy temporarily while Mr. and Mrs, Rohrer tried to resolve 

marital difficulties. He said it was his understanding that 

"if things didn't work out," Mrs. Rohrer would permit the 

Bakers to adopt Billy. 

Dr. Gursky last saw the Rohrer family on May 16, two 
.. 

days after Billy's brief stay with the Bakers. On the last 

. . t D Gursky testified, IIMrS. Rohrer seem~~d more together" vJ.sJ., r. 

.Subject to self-centered mental activity~ ~uch as day dreams 
fa~tasies, delusions, especially when accompanied bv ~ith~rR~~l 
from reality. 

• 
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and "easier with Billy." He said the Ronrers expressed a 

desire for another consultation two weeks later. The next 

contact the doctor had with regard to the Rohrer family was 

a call from Detective Armstrong on May 28 notifying him that 

Billy died of a subarachnoid hemorrhage that day. Armstrong 

told Dr. Gursky that the child was reported by the family 

to have hit his head on the high chair "to attract attention." 

The doctor reportedLy told Armstrong that Mrs. Rohrer was 

having difficulty with her new role as a mother but that 

there had been no direct evidence of child abuse. A day or two 

later Dr. Gursky gave the same information to Alesandrini, 

who told the doctor there was no evidence of foul play. 

When Dr. Gursky was shown Alesandrini's report of their 

telephone conversation at the S.C.I. hearing, he observed 

that only those portions dealing with Billy's background 

and the child's difficulty in adjusting to his new life 

in the United states were accurate. But what Alesandrini 

wrote regarding Dr. Gursky's manner of treatment was "not ... 

altogether accurate," the doctor testified. He said he 

never delved into Mrs. Rohrer's "bclckground and position," 

as stated in Alesandrini's report, nor did he tell Alesandrini 

that Mrs. Rohrer was "definitely not" capable of beating 

the child. The doctor said he told Alesandrini only that 

he did not think the mother would physically abuse the child. 

Although the doctor confirmed to Alesandrini that Mrs. Rohrer 

had said the child had self-destructive tendencies, he also 

said he found the child to be normal and thought Mrs. Rohrer 

, " 
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was alluding to normal rough-and-tumble play activities. 

However, Alesandrini's report was so worded as to indicate 

that the doctor had verified the complaints made to him by 

Mrs. Rohrer. As noted, Dr. Gursky had diagnosed that Mrs. 

Rohrer rather than the child needed treatment. The doctor 

in his testimony also recalled that Billy exhibited no 

symptoms of the Lesch-Nyham Syndr~~e. Having viewed photo

graphs of Billy taken the day of his death and having read 

the autopsy report, Dr. Gursky stated that the cause of death 

and the numerous bruises of varying age on the boy's body 

"raise an index of suspicion of child abuse." Dr. Gursky 

said he tried to contact the Rohrers but never again heard 

from them after Billy's death. 

Assistant Prosecutor Se?ton testified before the 

S.C. I. that the issue of the Lesch-Nyham Syndrome was an 

important investigative factor. Another important question, 

he indicated, was whether the child had a blood coagulation 

problem which could have,caused the bruises on his body, 

although tests did not establish such a problem. 

Dr. Read testified before the S.C.I., however, that 

his mention of the Lesch-Nyham Syndrome in the June 27 letter 

was merely exemplary of diseases which cause self-destructive 

behavior. He fUrther testified that he did not believe Billy 

suffered from this disease, since it results in damage only 

to the face and fingers. Although Seaton did communicate 

with Dr. Read on this issue subsequent to the receipt of 

the letter, he never understood that Dr. Read's reference 

to the Lesch-Nyham Syndrome was merely hypothetical. Thus, 

, 
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the misleading character of the letter was never clarified. 

The investigation may have suffered as a result. 

Ovura11, Seaton said he did not feel that the State 

could prepare an'~dequate prosecution. Dr. Gursky's 

statements, as reported by Alesandrini, were given 

weight by Seaton but the assistant prosecutor never 

personally interviewed the psychiatrist. 

Seaton conceded to the S.C.I. that the Prosecutor's 

office case files do not reveal any source other than 

Mrs. Rohrer for the various statements about Billy's 

supposed self-destructive tendencies. Had he known 

Dr. Gursky did not say (contrary to Alesandrini's report) 

that Nrs. Ron,rer was "definitely" incapable of child 

abuse, Seaton testified he would have handled the case 

differently. Nonetheless, Seaton said the inconsistencies 

in statements by Mrs. Rohrer and attributed to her by 

investigators were "exculpatory." Seaton further testified 

that, after his discu.ssion with Dr. Read and after reviewing 

the autopsy report and photographs taken of Billy at the 

hospital -- and after considering the entire record in 

a light most favorable to a prosecution -- he concluded 

there was no basis for any criminal action. Although 

he also found the autopsy results to be inconclusive, 

he noted the absence of any affirmative evidence of 

child abuse. 

A stronger reaction to the issue of Dr. Gursky's 

reported statements carne from First Assistant Prosecutor 

Audino. In his S.C.I. testimony, Audino said if he had 
• 
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kno\'ln that Dr. Gursky had not made the comments attributed 

to him by Alesandrini, the case probably would have 

warranted presentation to a Grand Jury. 

During Dr. Read's S.C.I. testimony, the medical 

exuminer indicated he had recognized Billy's death as 

a possible child abuse case. He said that in such a 

case, "I want to know everything that I can to prove 

it one way or another. 1I This was the reason why Dr. 

Read telephoned Dr. Edwin H. Albano, then the State 

Medical Examiner, to discuss Billy's death -- but 

he did not recall receiving any particular sug~estions. 

Dr. Read also testified that, as Seaton had requested, 

he wrote the l11lne 27 1e\t:ter sunm\arizing his views. 

That letter to Seaton stated in its entirety: 

"In the case of Nil1iam Rohrer, Jr., 

deceased May 28, 1975, a history of head 

banging and other se1f .... injury was given me \1 

by the medical investigato~. At autopsy 

the evidence of cont~gi()ns o:f the body 

did not have any obviou~ £,H~ttern and 

the contusions of the scalp were multiple 

with no single major blow. After examining 

the organs the contusion of the brain with 

subarachnoid hemorrhage was considered the 

cause of death. Studies of his blood revealed 

I ; 
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it Type 0, R.H. negative, hemoglobin S negative. 

The blood did not clot in 36 hours and a smear 

suggested the number of platelets reduced. Micro-

i tions of organs together with blood findings scop c:: sec .... : 

also suggested diffuse intravascular coagulation. 

"The origin of the multiple contusions was 

thought to be s~lf-administered such as can be 

found in r .. esch-Nyham Syndrome, but autopsy did 

not distinguish self-inflicted injuries from 

b h Son in this injuries inflicted y anot er per 

f other evidence would be case, and, there ore, 

h • " necessary to establish the mec an1sm. 

After writing the above letter and then discussing the 

~ Read was next asked by Seaton to Rohrer case with Seaton, ur. 

t t was never made. Dr. Read contact Dr. Gursky. That con ac 

the S. C.I. that although he telephoned Dr. Gursky explained to 

times ••• and I must admit, after about two months "at least 20 

of effort, I gave up on reaching him, but he apparently was 

h'ld" Dr Read testified he the doctor that had seen the c 1. • ( 

Gursky 's views by letter, relyj.ng instead also did not seek Dr. 

only on data gathered by the PrO,$ecutor's office. 

Dr. Read explained in his testiMony the autopsy's incon

clusive findings in connection with the bruises on Billy's 

body. He said there was no pattern to thenl to indicate whether 

caused by hand or by a blunt instrument. 'they were Therefore, 

· i t~\ere was no way of determining from in the doctor's op1n on, u 

I", 
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an autopsy what produced them. The bruises were not believed 

by Dr. Read to have been spontaneous. Significantly, the 

coagulation test noted in the letter to Seaton did not 

demonstrate, Dr. Read said, that a relatively slight force 

could have caused the excessive hemorrhage that the child 

suffered, nor could any conclusion be reached from the 

blood findings. 

Dr. Read was questioned at the S.C.r.about the 

contradiction between the death certificate, on which the 

manner of death was listed as self-inflicted, and his 

June 27 letter to Seaton, which concluded that the manner . 
of death was uncertain. Dr. Read acknowledged that he 

"had no further information" for preparing the letter than 

he had when he filled out the death certificate, except 

perhaps a verbal report on t~he telephone call Detective 

Alesandrini made to Dr. Gursky. When asked to explain 

the contradiction more fully, Dr. Read stated: "I do try 

to come to a conclusion so that I can complete a death 

certificate, unless there is further information that 

is readily obtainable. Now, from the information that I 

had at that time, this is what I had to presume, and there's 

no reason for me yet to believe that isn't correct." Dr. 

Read admitted, however, that "I can't ••• say what appe~rs 

on the death certificate from the autopsy findings" and 

that the death certificate conclusion was "based 

on statements made to me by the investigators and so on." 

.... 'J 

; 
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Although the concerns Dr. Read expressed in the June 27 letter 

were not based on any new information, such concerns were 

not indicated by Dr. Read in his autopsy report. In spite 

of the ambiguous nature of his autopsy findings and his sub

sequently expressed desire for further evidence, Dr. Read 

took no action to withhold a conclusion on the death certi-

ficate that Billy's death was sel.f-inflicted. 

Had he been aware that Dr. Gursky diagnosed the child 

as normal but had prescribed treatmeilt for the mother, Dr. 

Read testified, III would have paid a great deal of attention 

to it." Dr. Read also revealed he was not aware that Mrs. 

Baker" Dr. Barroway and the maid t Cora Thomas, all considered 

the child to be normal. 

Both Dr. Read and Haddon TO~lShip Detective Armstrong, 

in their S.C.I. testimony, sought to clarify the notations 

on'the cover sheet of the autopsy report which differed with 

the inconclusive nature of the report itself. (The cover 

sheet was never corrected) • 

Dr. Read said the cover sheet of th~ autopsy report , 

was prepared by his clerical staff on the basis of his own 

death certificate characterization of the death as self-inflicted. 

He reasoned that a death certificate was generally prepared 

within a 24-hour period to exped1te funeral arrangements by 

the family and undertakers. A death certificate, he added, 

sHould not be considered a final verdict on the cause of a 

death since it was always subject to re,dsion based on any 
-

subsequently revealed evidence. 

.. 
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As for the cover sheet's note that Billy had been in 

a Philadelphia hospital "for self " II -1nJury, Armstrong told 
the S.C.I. he might h v b a e . een accidently responsible for 

that reference even though, he ' 1nsisted, he never made such 

a statement to Dr. Read at the autopsy. Rather, Armstrong 
testified, he told 0 R d r. ea that Mrs. Rohrer had IIcontended 
the child was s If d e - estructive and ... that's why she had 

ta,ken him .•. to the child guidance c11'n1'c ;n ... Philadelphia. 
I guess that's what was meant by that inference. They 
thought I meant the child was treated at the Philadelphia 
hospital for injuries.1I 

The then-State Medical Examiner Edwin H. Albano 

testified before the S.C.I. after reading Dr. Read's 

report for the first time. He concluded that Billy's 
death appeared to be 'd aCC1 ental or an infanticide and 

autopsy 

'that a medical ex ' am1ner could not reasonably conclude that 

it resulted from self-inflicted blows to the head. Dr. 
Albano testified, in part: 

A. Well, the autopsy is more or less complete. 

The autopsy revealed num~rous co t ' n US10ns over 

the body, particularly marked over the left 

arm, the leg and side of the body; also, 

numerous contusions of the face, particularly 

left side, and the left ankle and the jaw; 

also, contusions of the chest and a few 

of the upper shoulder area. 

--------------------------------'-----~-----.- ----------
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Now, the contusions vary in color. some 

are greenish, some are purplish in color, 

indicating they are different ages. 

The greenish, the green contusions, are 

probabl~ five to six days old. The purple 

contusions are of recent origin. They may 

have occurred just before death. So, there 

is evidence here of trauma. Bruises and 

contusions over the entire body. 

Now, examination of the head revealed 

subarachnoid hemorrhage, that's hemorrhage 

over the surface of the brain, and, also, 

contusions of the brain. 

Allegedly, this is supposed to have 

occurred as a result of the baby banging 

its head against the wall. live never 

seen that happen, that a baby can just 

bang its head against a wall and you get 

severe contusions and subarachnoid hemorr-

hage. I could see where it could happen 

from a fall from a considerable height, 

not from a baby chair or anything of that 

sort or from a bed. 

I've seen a number of these cases as a 

result of child abuse, blows on the head. 

. , 
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Now, the examination of tl~ head reveals 

numerous small contusions of the scalp. Nov", 

if there were to be enough of a injury sustained 

as a result of banging the head against the wall, 

there, WQuld be one mass~ve t' _ ~ con us~on of that 

scalp, ~d it doesn't'indicate it here. It 

talks about "numerous small areas of contusion 

are noted beneath the skin of the scalp." 

"Numerous small," they could come from 

multiple blows, see, but not from one 

banging up against the wall. That's 

impossible. Never seen it happen. 

put 

and 

So, here it's -- again I would have 

down, "pending further investigation," 

I c~rtainly would depend and rely on 

a thoro~gh and complete investigation of 

the case, because I said it was an infanti

cide or 'accidental. 

". 

, 
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THE SUDDEN DEATH OF ANDREW YORKE (1976) 

On March ~3, 1976, at 4:11 P.M. a call was received 

by the Camden county central Police and Ambulance dis

patcher that assistance was needed at 637 White Horse 

Pike, a one-story, store-front apartment buildinq in Haddon 

Township. Tho Oaklyn ambulance responded and was 

directed to a shabby apartment at the rear. The 

ambulance orew found a mortally wounded man lying on 

the living room floor. Cardiopulmonary resusoitation 

was attempted and oxygen was applied without suocess. 

Two other men were also in the apartment, one of whom 

said the victim fell out of a chair. Sergeant George 

Harris of Haddon Township Police Department arrived 

shortly after the ambulanoe squad, followed by his 

colleague, Patrolman Henry Voigtsberger. No foul play 

was immediately suspeoted. Harris did not notioe blood 

stains that were on the living room wall and floor. 

In fact, he believed that the victim, identified as 

Andrew Yorke, 61, may have suffered a heart attack. 

Voigtsberger, although he had noticed the blood stains, 

acted nonetheless as if nothing suspicious had taken 

place. Yorke was removed to Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital 

in Camden city on the slim ohanoe he might still be alive. 

Meanwhile, a crowd had gathered outside the apart

ment and Voigtsberger attempted to disperse it. Harris 

was in the apartment's entrance foyer while two other 

residents, Yorke's roommates, stayed in the living room. 
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These men, Edward Dougherty and David Koch, remained 

there until the police officers left and then returned 

to the nearby Heritage Room Bar, where they had previously 

spent much of the day. It was never clearly established 

when the police actually left the scene but several 

witnesses reoalled Yorke's roommates returning to the 

bar after the initial exoitement in the neighborhood 

abated. The Haddon Township police could neither docu

ment nor testify to a continuous police presence at the 

scene. This, in fact, would have been inconsistent with 

the officers' immediate opinion that Yorke had succumbed 

to a heart attack. 

At the Heritage Room Bar, Dougherty announced 

thg.t "Andy's dead" and "I hid the hammer," according 

to bystanders. He and Koch lingered in the tavern for 

about 45 minutes. During this period in the bar, 

Yorke's death was disoussed and several bystanders 

recalled hearing statements that a hammer was thrown 

or hidden. 

Yorke was pronounced dead at the hospital at 4:23 

P.M. When hospital personnel observed from Yorke's 

appearance that a violent death might have occurred, 

the Haddon Township dispatcher was notifed as well as 

the Camden County Proseoutor's office and the Medical 

Examiner's office. Detective Edward Slimm of Haddon 

Township reached the hospital at 5 P.M. At about the 
Ii 



same time, the Medical Examiner IS il'l"'.restir;;rator received 

information from 'che hospital that ':lorke I s injuries 

possibly \<1ere inflictt"Jd by another person. Two Camden 

County Prosecutor's detectives, Joaeph Perry and Estel 

Brown, ".,rho was actually off-duty at the 'i-:.imo, arrived 

at the hospj.tal a'l: about:. 5~15 P.M. County Detective 

Joseph McComb also was summ('mad i:.o take photograP:ls. 

The wounds sustained by Yo:dc€l included il gash 

about two inches long at tho top of the right forehead, 

th h . l' e As photngraphs were taken, Detective np-ar .. e a~r ,~n.. . _ 

Slimm noticed several other toed ma:r:Ks -- "like he was 

struck there I" he said -- 011 Yc,j17ke' shead. Slimm re

mained at the hospital more than an hout' and then went 

k t t t 6 35 P H patrolman James to the Yor e apar men a : .. 0" 

Maycott, a fellow officer, was at the back door. Maycott 

had been assigned to prot.~~ct: t~he ~cenc by a superior 

once it was suspected at. the hospital that. this was a 

suspicious sudden death. The 'l.)8trolmal1. bel:tcved he \.,as .. 
to relieve Harris but he wan l~ot sure whethor the 

h 
... sergean.t wa r:; there when . e c:U:l:J '(i'C;(~, No record of the 

order dispatching Maycott to th~ g~ene appears in any 

police l:epo:cts. Further I siner: ~1aycott n~ve.r. filed 

a report on his participation in the CBSO, it is not 

knm..,n ho'" long he remained. 

'b hc"'d note.rl t~hat the two men he a.nd Vo:.gt.r erger n, 

Harri~ ent,;..')untered a.t the apart.m~~ii.t ,.Tare apparently 

• • r! t th t ' .'Ihil Q Har.t'is was i11 the area, lontoxl.cab~ ,. a . e .lome. n 

he had a llowed the two rosidl1:-,t.:; 1:c ~cm.~a.;i n angttarded 

at t.h·'!: scen~. 

. . 

~.~.~.--."---~----------------
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Nhen Voigtsberger met Slimm at the rospital, he 

reported that a neighbor said he had seon Yorke standing 

a t tho door holding a hammer, and bleeding. ',1:'his same 

man said he had called an ambulance, Voigtsberger added. 

When he learned the nature of the gash on Yorke's forehead, 

Voigtsberger attributed the injury to a malicious act. 

Slimm then sent Voigtsberger back to the scene to trans

port Yorke's roommates to police headquarters for question

ing. Voigtsberger was unawa.re that, after the crowd had 

dispersed, the two men had returned to the Heritage 

tavern. Because of their unsteady condition, questioning 

was postponed until later that evening. None of the 

police reports sets forth with particularity where these 

two witnesses were found when they finally were sought 

for questioning. 

Slimm and Prosecutor's Detectives Brown, Perry and 

McComb visited the apartment later that night. Only 

Slimm recorded his time of arrival. Blood stains again 

were noted on the floor and also on an armchair. Slimm 

believed at that point that he was in charge of the 

investigation since his superior, Detective Sergeant 

Jack Chatelain, had not yet appeared. It is not 

certain when Chatelain arriv,ed since he filed no re

ports concerning this investigation and no one noted 

the movements of police in and out of the apartment. 

The apartment was inspected. Items deemed to be of 

evidential value were collected. Photographs also , 
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were taken. A diagram of the interior of the apartment 

was dr~wn by Voigtsberger. He said this diagram, which 

he characterized as very rough, was sketched on his 

own volition so he could later recall the scene. He 

assumed one of the detectives assigned to the case would 

eventually construct a more precise diagram. Another diagram 

was made by a county detective but it did not indicate where 

any evidence was located. Neither diagram included the 

bedroom of the a~artment, although photographs taken 

in that room show prominent discolorations, which could 
. 

well have been blooq stains. No explanatory report 

accompanied these photographs and no investigator can 

now remember the reason for them. Whether any investi

gators other than the photographer ever inspected the 

bedroom is not known. 

No evidence was tagged at the scene, nor was any 

record made of who located each item, where it was 

found and, in whose custody it was transpurted to police 

headquarters. An evidence list was compiled but lacked 

the date or the identity of the officer wh9 compiled it. 

One item, a bloodied claw hammer that was found under 

a blanket on the living room cbuch, was never shown to 

the residents of the apartment for possible identification 

nor was it p~ocessed for fingerprints or blood analysis. 

In addition, Dougherty, who denied on the day of 

the death that he owned a claw ha~er with a broken tine, 

later admitted in testimony before the S.C.I. that such 

a hammer belonged to him. 

t • , 
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During the time the apartment was being inspected, 

no 011e police officeX' assumed a commanding or coordina

ting l~ole. At least six officers ware 011 th(~ scane 

without specifically delineato~ duties. One detectivQ 

recollected that a ball peen-type hammer also had been 

found in the apartment but even after learning from 

witnesses of its possible significance, he did not have 

this hammer examined. Indeed, no ball peen hammer was 

ever listed as evidence in the case. He apparently 

assumed that this would be done by another officer __ 

or even another agency. When questioned by the S.C.I., 

Prosecutor's personnel stated that Haddon Township police 

were in charge. But Sergeant Chatelain, the senior 

Haddon Township pOlice'detective, placed this respon

sibility on the Prosecutor's office. Detective Slimrn 

of Haddon Township, who said he believed at one point 

that he was in charge, was not present at the apartment 

when evidence was collected at the scene. He did, 

however, make tags later for items that were brought 

to the Haddon Township Police Department • 
• 

In any event, after investigators inspected the 

apartment for evidence, they next prepared to Question 

witnesses who had, at some unknown time, been transported 

to headquarters. Since there was no report on this 

facet of the case, it is unclear who located these men, 

where they Were found, and what time they were brought 

I 
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Although it was stated that these to headquarters. 

witnesses were separated wh~le so er~ • II b · ne; up," thore 

is no police record of this. The witnesses were in-

terviewed from 10:30 P.M. to 12:26 A.M. The transcript 

of their statemen s ~ ~ t conta 4n~d numerous inconsistencies 

but there was no systematic attempt to resolve these 

during the subsequent investigation. At least one 

witness related that Dougherty had said, "I threw 

the hammer." Meanwhile, an autopsy was scheduled for 

the next day. 

on March 24, 1976, Dr. William At that autopsy 

Read, the Camden County Medical Examiner, determined 

by severe contusions of the brain. that death was caused 

The final judgment on ~ ~ the m~nnnr of death was deferred 

pending further investigation. Dr. Read's post-mortem 

report indicated there were injuries to at least four regions 

of the brain, including numerous bruises, but no fracture 

of the skull. His examinat~on also revealed that Yorke 

was suffering from cancer of the larynx. Since Dr. 

necessary, it Read felt that further investigation was 

Was not until June 25, 1976, that the manner of death 

\'las officially determined as suicidal. The Yorke 

death certificate Was changed to conform. No memorandum 

explaining these actions by Dr. Read could be found 

in any files on t e case. h One fac tor that inflci~nced 

Dr. Read, he later testified at the S.C.I., was a 

statement by an investigator that Yorke was alone 

at the time he Was injured. 

, 
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Although Dr. Read's suicide conclusion ooincided 

with that of the Prosecutor's investigators, the Haddon 

Township police disagreed with it. 

The Prosecutor's investigators theorized that there 

was no foul play after Yorke's roommates and neighbors 

had satisfied them that th~y had no involvement in the 

death. Four of these individuals were given polygraph 

examinations but were determined to have answered the 

questions truthfully, despite a concern that, since they 

were heavy drinkers, the test results might not be valid. 

Ostensibly, since no one suspected of inflicting the 

wounds ever emerged, Yorke's injuries were characterized 

au self-inflicted, based largely on the sworn statement 

of one of the roommates, Dougherty, that Yorke was 

severely depressed about a Cancerous condition and for 

that reason took his life. 

Dr. Read had in late March discussed the Yorke case 

by telephone with Dr. Edwin Albano, then New Jer$ey's 

Chief Medical Examiner. Dr. Read recalled Dr. 

Albano telling him that self-inflicted hammer blows 

could have caused the death. On the other hand, Dr. 

Albano later remember~d the gist of his answer to be 

that it was possible but highly unlikely that such 

injuries could be self-inflicted. At the time of the 

telephone discussion, Dr. Albano did not have a copy 

of the autopsy report in hand. 

When shown the report at an S.C.I. hearing, Dr. 
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Albano stated that the injuries sustained by Yorke could 

not have been self-inflicted. They were too numerous, 

too scattered as to location, and too severe, he said, 

and several of the blows were individually sufficient, 

in his opinion, to have caused an immediate 'loss of 

consciousness. Dr. Halbert Fillinger, assistant 

Philadelphia medical examiner, also stated after re

viewing the autopsy report that the magnitude of these 

injuries was such that Yorke probably would have been 

incapable of inflicting the entire sequence of them. 

The failure during the investigation to follow 

certain basic procedures probably resulted from con

fusion over which agency was in charge. Once Detective 

Slimm of Haddon Township left the scene to participate 

in questioning of the witnesses, his superior, 

sergeant Chatelain, believing the Camden county Pro

secutor's office was in charge, neglected to assume 

control. As a result, it is not known in what manner 

the evidence was gathered. Because of the insufficiency 

of evidence reports or catalogue tags, none of the 

officers involved can now recall with any precision 

their individual roles in handling the evidence at 

the scene. 

During the night of March 23, as recalled by 

Detective Slimm, it was determined that one of 

Yorke's roommates, Dougherty, should submit his 

shirt for evidence since it was apparently stained 

with blood. However"Dougherty's blood type was 
.1 
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not determined at the time and no one can remember asking 

him to explain the stain. For these reasons, both Slimm 

and County Detective Perry agreed that the State Police 

Laboratory's finding that the blood on the stained Dhirt 

matched Yorke's blood type, standing alone, had no investi

gative valUe. The failure to obtain an explanation of the 

origin of the blood stain on Dougherty's shirt during the 

original questioning was also acknowledged by them as a 

basic omission. 

The statements taken during the night of the day 

Yorke was found dead contained potentially important 

inconsistencies. For example, Dougherty asserted 

that he had called for an ambulance. Under further 

questioning by investigators, he then stated that Koch 

called while he stood by. However, a neighbor insisted . 
that it was he who called the ambulance and he who 

relayed this fact to Koch. No effort was ever made 

to resolve this conflict. An S.C. I" agent subsequently 

confirmed, by checking available records, that the 

neighbor had indeed called. 

There were also discreI:>ancies about "hiding" and 

"throwing" the bloodstained claw hammer with a broken 

tine that had been found under a blanket on the 

couch in Yorke's living room. Another conflict con

cerned ~uch statements as "we got problems" and "don't 

worry about the hammer; I got rid of it" that were 

reported to the police by several witnesses but were 

then denied by the alleged speaker • 
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In addition, one of Yorke's roommates, Koch, told 

Slimm that Dougherty had run out of money and had left 

the bar at about 3:15 or 3:30 P.M., at least a half 

hour before the original call to police. However, 

this information was never checked out. Apparently 

this investigative lead was lost becati~e, after Detective 

Slimm jotted this down in his notes, it never became 

part of his official report. That same resident told 

police on the night of the death that there was blood 

on the curtains in the apartment but no blood-stained 

curtains were found. Had the scene been continuously 

controlled by the police, such confusion might not have 

occurred. 

Prosecutor's Investigator Timothy McCarthy sub

mitted a report containing conflicting versio~s of 

a single incident supplied by Koch when he was inter

viewed on separate occasions. This divergence of 

information was not noted and McCarthy, when qUi~stioned 

about it before the S.C.I., could not remember if he 

had been aware of the conflict during the investigation. 

He ~as sure, however, that he never compared the information 

he received with the sworn statement Koch had given previously. 

Nonetheless, polygraph examinations were given to four 

witnesses, as noted, including Koch. After these examinations x 

it was determined that all witnesses had answered truthfully. 

. t , .' . \ 
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This became an important element in reaching the ultimate 

conclusion that Yorke's wounds were self-inflicted. Two 

certified polygraphists were used to conduct these exam

inations. Although each reached separate conclusions 

that the answers given were truthful, the tests results 

were never carefully compared. No one noticed that there 

was at least one clear conflict in the test answers of 

two of the witnesses. One witness was deemed truthful 

when he said a certain crucial incident, the hiding of 

the hammer, did not occur and yet another was credited 

as truthful for saying that act did take place. This 
, 

contradiction was never recognized by the polygraphists 

themselves, by the investigators in the· case, or by their 

superiors. The investigator for the Camden Count~ Prosecutor's 

office was told the men had "passed" the polygraph test 

but he had not examined the specific questions and 

answers involved. 

Detective Michael Scarduzio, who conducted one 

of these polygraph tests, admitted in testimony before 

the S.C.I. that the issue of the hammer was important 

in determining whether the death was a suicide or a 

homicide. He also said he felt that issue is still 

unresolved an~ that another test would be appropriate. 

Scarduzio conQeded in his S.C.I. testimony that he 

accepted one test response as truthful even though 
/\ . 

certain facts, which he learned only as a result 

of the S.C.I. investigation, indicated otherwise. 
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Since he was unaware of this major conflict and only 

aware of a minor discrepancy in the test answers, he 

did not render any op'~nion that the man was lying 

since such an opinion "would make it look like he 

killed him and I just didn't feel he had killed him." 

Detective Slimm told the S.C.I. he thought the 

number of blows sustai'ned by Yorke would have been a 

signif~cant . fact to consl.'der in reaching a verdict on 

the death. Although the detective had access to the 

post-mortem report, he could not ascertain from that 

report how many blows Yorke had received. He hi'.mself 

'f' t' f the Medical Examiner ,·s never sought a clar~ ~ca ~on rom 

office. He said he believed that whoever was in charge 

of homicides at the time, perhaps Lieutenent Anthol'lY 

DiMaggio, had spoken to Dr .• Read about that topic. 

Detective Perry, on the other hand, believed th:at 

someone who attended the autopsy should have questioned 

this. Slimm believed, from the wording of the post-mortem 

report concerning the "main laceration," that there 

had to be other minor lacerations. He could not offer 

more specific information about the med.ical findings. 

Dr. Fillinger, after reviewing both th~~ autopsy report 

and photographs of the injuries sustained, testified that 

d ' t For example, he said one part of they were con~~ra ~c ory. 

'b d 1 two wounds while the photographs the repor~ desqr~ e on y 

depicted fiv~ distinct lacerations. 
(:' 
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Smelll cuts were noticed by Slimm and Perry on 

Yorke's left thumb and first finger. These injuries, 

which appeared to be fresh, were photographed by 

Prosecutor's Detective McComb. No close up views 

were taken, however. At the autopsy these cuts 

were neither examined nor reported and it was never 

determined how or when they were inflicted. Similarly, 

the investigation never determined from which direction 

the blows sustained by Yorke originated. 

Another incongruity in the investigation was a 

statement by Dougherty suggesting the suicide theory 

although Koelh, the other roommate, and a ft'iend who 

had visited Yorke a day or two earlier, saia that 

Yorke was in good spirits. The neighbor, who told 

police he was at the Naval Hospital in Philadelphia 

for most of the day, was taken at his word. His move

ments were never verified by any investigator. That 

he had indeed spent most of the day at the hospital 

was confirmed some years later. 

Photographs taken in the bedroom focus on what 

appeared to be blood stains on the bed sheets, yet 

none of the sheets was sent for examination to the 

State Police Laboratory. No investigator could explain 

why such potential evidence in the bedroom was ignored. 

The Yorke sudden death remained an active, open 

case in the Prosecutor's office until November, 1976. 

The last previous prosecutor's report up to that time 
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was dated May 6, 1976, and the final Haddon Township report 

was dated May 16, 1976. On November 9, 1976, county 

Detective Perry wrote a summarizing memorandum in 

which he stated his belief that the sudden death re-

sulted from self-inflicted injuries. His conclusion 

was based, according to his summary, on the results 

of 30 interviews and the four polygraph tests. Although 

he was ,the principal investigator for the Prosecutor's 

office, Perry filed only two reports totalling three 

pages.oll the Yorke case, including the Uovember 9 summary. 

This latter memo stated that Detective Slimm of Haddon 

Township concurred in Perry's version that Yorke's death 

was a suicide. However, Slimm strongly disputed thi~ in 

testimony at the S.C.I., stating not only that he felt 

the case was unsolved but also that until recently he 

was unaware that the Camden County Prosecutor's Office 

had officially determined Yorke's death to be a s'~')icide. 

He added that he was surprised Perry quoted him as 

agreeing with a suicide determination. 

Recently, at the request of the S.C.I., Professor 

Herbert MacDonell of ElmiracOollege, a nationally recog

nized bloodstain analyst, examined the shirts worn by 

both Yorke and Do,~gherty with respect tel the bloodstains 

that appeared on ~rhem. After reviewing the patterns the 

bloodstains formed~ on the shirts, Professor MacDonell 
\. /' 

concluded in a le~'ter-memorandurn that it it was certainly 

more likely that M\~. Yorke was beaten to death rather 

than (that he was) a suicide. 1I 
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RECOMMENDATIONS IN DETAIL 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The following detailed recommendations emphasiz~~ the 

need for a more professional medical examiner system in 

New Jersey. Such heightened professionalism can best be 

achieved by a regionalized rather than a county system. 

Hence, the commission's proposals question the necessity, 

under a regional system, of retaining the office of county 

medical examinerp, Since this office, despite efforts to 

upgrade the quality of its performance, has not met the 

requirements of 1967 statutory reforms, the Commission calls 

for phasing out county medical examiners in favor of regional 

medical examiners as this regional system is realized. such 

regionalization, now permissible under the present State 

Medical Examiner Act, should be mandated. 

As this report's case illustrations document, only a 

proper investigation can guarantee credible rather than specu

lative conclusions. To achieve this credibility in sudden 

death investigations, such inquiries must be based at their 

outset primarily on the findings of qualified forensic path-

ologists. Therefore, tpe Commission's proposals call for a 

broad-based revision of New Jersey's Medical Examiner System 

at both the state and county levels. In order to clarify 

the reasoning behind these recommendations, a revie,,, of the 

overall medical examiner process as it applies to N~w Jersey 

precedes the proposed step-by-step reforms. 
I 
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II. THE MEDICAL EXAMINER SYSTEM 

A. Background 

The medicnl examiner system began in this state as a re-

off' f r Ne'" Jersey's placement for the anCl.ent 0 l.ce 0 corone. " 

former county coroners were legislated into place supposedly 

to ascertain more precisely the causes of sudden or unex

plained deaths. In New Jersey, as in many states with a 

coroner syst~m, coroners were elected rather than appointed. 

No qualifications were required other than eligibility for 

election. Payment was on a fee basis. Since some coroners 

were not even physicians and the coroner title itself lacked 

, . t t professl.'onal background, duties specl.fied requl.remen s as 0 

or authority, some counties set up programs utilizing county 

physicians in conjunction with, or instead of, coroners. 

In counties that instituted a county physician program, 

the physician usually was also a general practitioner receiving 
.. 

a salary for his official duties. The office was political 

in that its occupant was appointed by' a county board of 

politically chosen freeholders. The county physician system 

was considered by law enforcement officers to be an improve

ment over the coroner system, but still left much to be 

desired. Many .small or rural counties were unable to 

support a salaried county physician because of a lack of 

both funds and sufficient work to justify the position. 

t I 
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ThE:! elective office of coroner was finally abolished in 

1967 in favor of a statewide system requiring the appointment 

of county medical examiners. Dr. Edwin H. Albano, who was 

New Jersey's first chief Medical Examiner under the 1967 law, 

was quoted in 1966 concerning the former coroner system: 

UMany county coroners and physicians are un
trained and unqualified. They don't have any 
knowledge or experience in forensic medicine. 
And it is the fault of our archaic, chaotic and 
untrustworthy system. It boils down to t~e fact 
that you can't accept many conclusions because 
there is a lack of knowledge on the part of those 
charged with the responsibility. 

"Medical experts strongly suspect that paople 
may have gotten away with homicide under the 
State's archaic patchwork system of investigating 
Budden, suspicious deaths. The grave responsibility 
for d~termining the exact cause of death in many in
stances is placed with untrained laymen and general 
practitioners of medicine. u 

On November 20, 1967, then-Governor Richard J. Hughes 

signed legislation into law creating the Office of State 

Medical Examiner. Dr. Albano held that office until his 

retirement on February 1, 1979. 

B. Maryland's Medical Examiner System 

The Commission examined the 40-year-old Medical Examiner's 

System in Maryland, one of the first states to establish a 

statewide program. Dr. Russell S. Fisher, Maryland's Chief 

Medical Examiner and a nationally known forensic pathologist, 

has served as a consultant to several states in the drafting 

of medical examiner reforms. He advised the American Bar 

Association in the preparation of its model Post-mortem 
I 
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Examination Act. New Jersey's 1967 statute substantially 

reflects the Maryland law. 

The primary advantage of the way Maryland implements 

its law, according to Dr. Fisher, is the close supervision 

his office exercises over pathologists who conduct autopsies. 

He often consults directly with the pathologist who performed 

an autopsy within a relatively short time thereafter. It is 

essential, he believes, to constantly evaluate the entire 

autopsy process. 

In Dr. Fisher's opinion, all pathologists should be 

certified in forensic pathology if they are to work in 

the medical examiner field. The average hospital pathologist, 

accordinc:! to Dr. Fisher, is not competent to deal with many 

special problems arising from an autopsy in a medico-legnJ. 

investigation. He warned that the conclusions of a medical 

examiner untrained in forensic pa~hology might be adversely 

conditioned by the initial observations and opinions of police 

officers engas~d in a sudden death investigation -- precisely 

what occurred in certain sudden death caSes reviewed by the 

Commission. 

Another advantage of Maryland's system is that it includes 

centralized supervision, with the Chief Medical Examiner 

assuming a senior role in any sudden death investigation. 

The Chief Medical Examiner directs his deputies in the 

counties in the course of investigations. Dr. Fisher has 

promulgated a set of specific guidelines on handling death 

cases from their inception. In addition, he publishes a 

.. 
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monthly newsletter outlining new procedures to be followed 

or special approaches to particular problems. 

C. New Jersey's Present Medical Examiner Process 

In addition to interviewing Drs. Fisher and Albano, 

the Commission conducted a survey of New Jersey's county 

medical examiners' offices and questioned numerous other 

county and local law enforcement officials. These inquiries 

into existing practices and procedures confirmed a lack 

of adequate and uniform performance that the 1967 Medical 

Examiner Act was intended to achieve. That statute, although 

a replica of the Maryland law, has not been effectively 

implemented. Despite the statutory centralization of 

authority and supervision in the Office of State Medical 

Examiner, many county medical examiners operate almost 

autonomously, consulting the state office only when con

fronted with unusual difficulties. In addition, since 

most pathologiats working in the county medical examiner 

system are not trained in forensic pathology, they often 

fail to perceive evidence requiring specific investigative 

attention. 

Under the 1967 law, the State Medical Examiner 

administers the system. He is handicapped, however, by 

insufficient staff and laboratory resources at his Newark 

headquarters and by a lack of full compliance with the statute 

by county medical examiners. 

~--------------~~~---
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The state Medical Examiner directs a staff of about 20 

employees in Newark. The Newark facility includes an 

administrative office and a toxicology laboratory for testing 

specimens submittad by county medical examiners. The state 

office has a yearly budget of about $560,000. The facility 

overall is inadequate and the toxicology laboratory particularly 

is cramped. Some testing instruments required to be housed 

in separate rooms for sterility purposes are not so isolated 

bacause of the lack of space. Refrigeration capability is 

limited. There is no appropriate place in which to conduct 

autopsies. There is no morgue. 

The State Division of Criminal Justice has prepared 

a master plan for replacing the state Medical Examiner office 

and laboratory. The plan projects completion by 1981 of a 

facility six times larger than presently exists, at a cost 

of $4.6 million. The new complex, to be known as the 

Institute of Forensic Science, appropriately would be 

located on a two-acre site at the College of Medicine 

and Dentistry in Newark and would house a more adequate 

laboratory capability and professional staff than are now 

available. 

Dr. Albano viewed his official role as one of' 

consultation and guidance for county medical examiners. 

That responsibility, however, has been implemented primarily 

by means of telephone discussions of sudden death :Eindings 

",ith county medical examiners and prosecutors in the course 

of their investigations. Such a practice adversely affects 
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~he statutory obligation of the State Medical Examiner and 

staff to assure that post-mortem Butopsies are proporly 

conducted and assessed. In addition, specimens sent to 

the state toxicology laboratory for scientific autopsies 

are often too late in arriving for fully effective tests 

and analyses. Dr. Albano recalled a number of incidents 

of serious delays in such submissions by county medical 

examiners. In some cases, also, the results of state 

toxicology tests are not returned to county medical 

examiners until six or eight weeks after submission of 

specimens. 

The stat~ office attempts to evaluate cases filed 

with it. However, some counties are not filing reports 

directly with the state office, as required by law~ When 

reports are filed, only two i,(;rualified peopl~ t the ,state 

Examiner and his assistant, are available to evaluate them. 

The only reports generally filed, however, are marely copies 

of autopsy protocol~ The state office does not receive back

ground data developed prior to an autopsy or afterWard unless 

it specifically requests such material~ In pending cases 

the results of further investigations J1\ay not ever reach the 

state office. Thus the state office m&y not possess more 

current facts by which to assess the ffnal conclusions of 

a county autopsy. 

Virtually all autopsies are perforrtled by county medical 

examiner's offices. Only five of the 21 county offices retain 

IPathologists certified in forensic pathology. The remaining 
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offices utilize the services of licensed pathologists certified 

in clinical or anatomic pathology, a less appropriate speciali

zation. Only a few of the county offices have separate facilities 

zor the storage of bodies and performance of autopsies. Most 

counties arrange with hospitals for the use of their equipment 

and to store bodies. 

utilization of outside facilities or services by CQUhty 

medical examiners is often a difficult task. One county medical 

examiner recalled that he had to bargain with a dental surgeon 

for X-rays by arranging for that surgeon's attendance at a 

medical examiner's seminar. In another instance, an investigator 

for a county medical examiner, whose office has no X-ray capability I 

testified under oath at the S.C.I. that essential X-rays are 

often omitted if the hospital where the body is located intends 

to charge for that service. An assistant medical examiner in 

this particula~ office also testified that there is a severe 

lack of basic equipment. He compared existing medical examiner 

conditions to those of the mid-1800s. 

Few county medical examiners actually go or send a medically 

trained representative immediately to the scene of a death. 

S§veral offices respond to the scene only if homicides or 

suicideH are suspected. Of course, as illustrated by certain 

sudden death studies in this Commission report, whether or not 

a medical examiner responds, and when, often depends on an 

initial judgment by a police officer or a county investigator 

at the death scene. Another reported factor in the failure 
,~ 

"of a medica 1 examiner to re~pond to a dea'th scene has been 
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the financial inability of some counties to employ an assistant 

medical examiner or a staff sUfficient to permit such a response 

while the county office remains on call seven days a week for 

autopsies and related office activities. 

A shortage of forensic pathologists for medical examiner 

work has ~esulted in most autopsies being conducted by physicians 

who lack essential and specialized medico-legal skills. The 

decision by many forensic pathologists to accept positions with 

hospitals or related facilities at higher salaries than offered 

for county medical examiner appointments has increased the 

difficulty in many counties of employing such specialists. 

The S.C.I. survey of county medical examiners revealed 

no uniform pattern of practices and procedures. No operational 

guidelines have been promulgated by the state office, a lack 

attributed to insufficient personnel already burdened with a 

heavy workload. The extent of this workload is suggested by 

statistical data showing that in 1978 the Medical Examiner 

System statewide investigated about 20,000 cases, of Which more 

than 6,000 deaths resulted in autopsies. 

As previously noted, many county medical examiners 

often do not go to the scene ~fd sudden death. Therefore, 

the initial action and reactions of some county medical 

examiners are conditioned by the input of local police. 

If local police officers perform inadequately, or intentionally 

conceal facts, then .the conclusions of the medical examiner are 

likely to be tainted. The lack of close supervision by a qualified 
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forensic ~athologist can cause a premature or otherwise improper 

classification qf deaths. A premature classification of a death 

as a suicide by a medical e~aminer, for instance, has resulted 

in law enforcement personnel refraining from further investigative 

activity that otherwise might have been warranted. 

The Medical Examiner System that resulted from the 1967 

state Medical Examiner Act was an improvement over previous 

procedures for investigating sudden deaths. However, as the 

case studies in this report demonstrate, much remains to be 

accomplished. The recommendations that follow, therefore, 

are designed to eliminate the present system's numerous 

deficiencies. 

III. MEDICAL EXAMINER RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. The State Medical Examiner 

1. The statutory authority of the State Medical 

Examiner at the now developing New Jersey Institute of 

Forensic Science must be redefined and expanded to permit 

the establishment of a Regional Medical Examiner system 

replacing the present county medical examiner offices. 

The number of regional offices to be created must reflect 

the volume of services each can be reasonably expected 

to provide according to the population and geographit 

area of a~egion. At the outset, the Commission envisions 

the formation of at least three regional offices -- in 

the northerft, central and southern sectors of the state. 

2. The State Medical Examiner must be delegated 

full 
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as q,djuncts of the Inst:itute of Forensic Science (of which 

the northern regional medical examiner office would be 

a Newark-based component). 

3. The State Medical Examiner must assume statewide 

leadership of the Regional Medical Examiner System in sudden 

death investigations. W'hen specific shortcomings are detected 

in the quality of police service being supplied to Regional 

Medical Examiners, the State Medical Examiner must exercise 

his authority by obtaining from the Attorney General's Police 

Training Commission apprc~priate and expeditious remedial measures 

to eliminate sueh defects. 

4. The State Medical Examiner must be held accountable 

for compliance by Regional Medical Examiners with existing 

statutory provisions that now apply to county medical examiners 

and the enlargement of such provisions to apply to the control 

and operation~of regional offices. The statute should make 

explicit the State Medical Examiner's power to supersede a Regional 

Medical Examiner for inc(:>mpetence or non-compliance with the law. 

5. The Sta te Medic~:tl Examiner must maintain effective 

• and eonstant liaison and consultation with Regional Medical 

Examiner offices, County Prosecutors and Municipal Police 

Departments. Such liais(~n and consultation procedures must 

include the development <~nd dissemination of autopsy and other 

operational directives, procedural guidelines and informational 

reports and notices of p~ofessional innovations in the ~~dical 

examiner field. 

----:-:-, 
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B. Regional Medical Examiners 

1. The operations of each county medical examiner office 

within a region must be phased out as each Regional Medical 

Examiner office is created'. Each regional office thus established 

must be sufficiently staffed and equipped to maintain the inves

tigative responsibilities that had been allocated to the phased

out county medical examiner offices. 

2. Each regional office must be staffed with certified 

forensic pathologists and sufficient full-time, professionally 

qualified assistant medical exam~ners, technicians, investi

gators and other support personnel to ensure adequate performance. 

3. Salaries paid to qualified forensic pathologists 

mu'st be competitive with the salaries paid for comparable 

medical and technical skills in the private sector. In 

addition, such pathologists must be required to partici~ate 

in research and other activities sponsored by the Institute of 

Forensic Science in furtherance of their professional skills. 

4. No determination by a Regional Medical Examiner as 

to whether a death is natural, accidental, suicidal or 

homicidal is to· be entered on a death certificate until all 

appropriate tests are conducted and the investigative facts 

upon which to base a professionally sound conclusion are 

established. In this connection, Regional Medical Examiners 

must adhere to uniform autopsy procedures stipulated by the 

State Medical Examiner. 

5. Each regional office must be equipped to perform 

all basic laboratory and analysis work, with more sophisticated 

testing and analyses being conducted, as directed by the State 

t ! 
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Medical Examiner, at his regional office at the Institute of 

Forensic Science. 

6. Each regional office must obtain and make appro

priate Use of photographic equipment for documentation and 

record keepin~ as well as for educational, peer review and 

internal control purposes. 

7. Each regional facility must be provided with adequate 

storage space for bodies and specimens. 

8. There must be a standard format for formal exchanges 

of current investigative data between the Regional Medical Examiner 

and the Prosecutor's office and/or Municipal Police in connection 

with the performance of an autopsy by the Regional Medical 

Examiner. Detailed records must be kept of what investigative 

information was available to the Regional Medical Examiner at 

the time of an autopsy. Such records are essential to quality 

control and peer review procedures. 

9. A regular procedure must be established by each 

Regional Medical Examiner's office with Prosecutors and/or 

Municipal Police for the expeditious provision of additionnl 

investigative data and materials relative to an autopsy as 

they became known or available to a Prosecutor's office or 

Municipal Police within the region. 

10. A procedure must be established whereby first aid 
• 

and ambulance squads and hospital emergency room personnel in 

a region must detail all treatment steps utilized in order to 

assist Regional Medical Examiners in determining what injuries 

to a body were sustained prior to or after death. 

, 
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11. Each Regional Medical Examiner must meet on a 

regular basis with supervisory officials of the Prosecutors' 

offices and Municipal Police Departments in the region to review 

pending cases, unusual or significant events relative to their 

mutual efforts, and new ideas and procedures to be utilized 

in future investigations. 

IV. COUNTY PROSECUTORS AN~ MUNICIPAL POLICE 

A. Preface 

While the follo\>l'ing recommendations emphasize a dominant 

~ role for county Prosecutors in most sudden death investigations, 

" they also provide for initial I1unicipal Police command in special 

circumstances. They are designed to enable Prosecutors --

after consultation with the State Medical Examiner and the 

Attorney General's Police Training Commission -- to authorize 

certain Municipal Police Departments that have a proven record 

of professional capability for such inquiries to take immediate 

charge of a case occurring within their local ~~risdictions 

until investigative developments actually necessitate a 

Prosecutor's command involvement. The recommendations 

affecting both county and municipal law enforcement responses 

to sudden deaths reflect an essential requirement as 

,,;"~7~~jtrai!ed by this report -- that ~particular asrency 
I,~ .~ ,;.,-}.~ 

m~~ be immediately responsible for the overall supervision 
.-~ 

~.~ an iJ~estigation. In most cases, the Prosecutor's office 
~ 

c would take command because it has more adequate staff and 
~-l 

''I, <;!-

other law enforcement resources than the average Municipal 

! Police Department with which to handle a sudden death case. 

Nc.:metheless, by means of a formalized pre-arrangernent between 

. , , . , 
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a Prosecutor and a Municipal Police Department known to be 

capable of conducting an appropriate death probe, the Prosecutor's 

role in certain instances would be one of assistance pending 

developments necessitating the county office to assume control. 

(Where municipalities cannot economically maintain a full-time 

police force of adequate size to effectively perform all customary 

police functions, including initial sudden death investigations, 

programs for consolidating or regionalizing such departments 

shOUld be exp~dited). An essential requirement under the flexi

bility provided by the Commission's ~roposals is that there must 

be a continuing coordinated relationship between a Prosecutor 

and all Municipal Police Departments in the county that will 

permit a formal prior recognition by the Prosecutor of certain 

police departments capable of taking charge of an initial inquiry. 

This desired coordination and command-recognition by Prosecutors 

and Municipal Police Departments must be based, however, on 

a firm understanding that a key component in a sudden death 

investigation will be the professionally staffed and equipped 

Regional Medical Examiner office. As noted in the preface to 

the Commission's medical examiner recommendations, a professionally 

adequate autopsy and other medico-legal findings by a forensic 

pathologist will be pivotal in the development of a proper 

inquiry by the Prosecutor's staff or Municipal Police. 

B. Prosecutor's Office Recommendations 

1. Each Prosecutor's office within a Medical Examiner 

Region must assume primary responsibility for directing a 

sudden death investigation in the Prosecutor's jurisdiction. , 
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requirement will permit a Prosecutor 

the State Medical Examiner and the 

General's Police Training Cornm~ss~on -Attorney " to pre-arrange 

certain Municipal Police Departments 

as capable of conducting 

a transfer of investigative obvious necessity for 

(See Preface, P.162) 

. 14~ed units of trained spec~a ... ;c. 

responsibility for investigating 

W4th4n each county or region. homicides, ... ... 

must respond to each sudden , 3. Such special units 

'ble for all death incident and should be primarily respons~ 

, , . t' 'ty at the scene, including but of the invest~gat~ve ac J.v~ " 

not limited to securing, photographing and sketching the 

scene, collecting evidence, interviewing 

following up investigative leads. 

witnesses, and 

consist of sufficient 4. Such special units must 

1 enable a prompt response per sonne to to all sudden death 

incidents on a 24-hour basis. 

, 1 units must assume full responsibility 5 Such spec~a 

. h ne and for of a body at the deat sce for the immediate security 

body to the Regional Medical Examiner the prompt transfer of the 

office. 
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6. Suqh special units also must be responsible for the 

initial preservation of a body and other physical evidence for 

tests and analyses customarily essential to the conduct of a 

professionally adequate investigation. 

7. Such special units must be furnished with all 

appropriate law enforcement aias for the furtherance of an 

investigation, including but not limited to photographic and 

fingerprint equipment and other evidence collecting and testing 

devices and paraphernalia. If polygraph examinations are re

quired, such tests must be conducted by fully certified poly

graphists in strict compliance with the most adVanced professional 
and procedural standa~ds. 

8. Each Prosecutor's offico must establish a formalized 

procedural program for coordina'cing suddGn death investigations 

with the assigned personnel of Municipal Police Departments. 

This coordinating procedure should include the pre-qualification 

of certain Municipal Police Departments as capable of taking 

initial charge of SUdden death inquiry. 

C. ~~ipal Police Recommendations 

1. The function of most Municipal Police Departments 

in SUdden death investigations must be limited to (a) 

immediately notifying the Prosecutor's office and the 

Regional Medical Examiner of the incident, (b) securing 

the scene and preserving it and all evidence without 

Physically disturbing either the scene or the evidence, 

and (c) keeping all actual witnesses and possible witnesses 
intact. 

I 
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2. Certain Municipal Police Departments may be 

pre-qualified immediately as capable of &Onducting sudden 

death investigations -- based, as previously noted, on the 

determination of a county Prosecutor after conSUltation 

with the State ~cdical Examiner and the Attorney General's 

Police Training Commission. 

3. Where feasible, Municipal Police Departments 

presently unable to meet the accreditation requirements 

for conducting their own initial sudden death inquiries 

should adopt such pre-qualification as an important depart

mental goal. 

4. Use of Special Police officers (where deemed 

essent.ial for economic or manpower reasons) must be limited 

to supplementary services for which extensive training required 

and proposed for regular police is not necessary. (Note: 

Police standards studies have demonstrated that the appoint

ment of many such special officers is based on political or 

other non-professional criteria rather 'than on a merit 

system of required qualifications. In addition, although 

surveys have indicated that one special officer is appointed 

for every four regular police appointments, no law exists 

requiring any training of such special police appointees. 

Yet 90 per cent of these special officers are carrying 

firearms. One special officer from whom -qihe S.C. I. took 

sworn testimony observed that he was permitted to patrol 

armed and alone even though he had no instruction in police 

operations, in~luding no firearms instruction). 

t ' 
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V. POLICE TRAINING 

A. Introduction 

As demonstrated by the sudden death cases reviewed in this 

report, many problems relating to the organization and operation 

of Municipal Police Departments were encountered by the S.C.I. 

that have remained unresolved despite being pinpointed and 

criticized periodically in numerous prior Official surveys. 

The most flagrant of these continuing deficiencies at the 

local police level included: 

1. A lack of selection standards for assignments 

to highly specialized homicide, narcotics and other sensitive 

duty squads, compounded by the absence of mandated in-service 

training requirements. 

2. Little or no rank-and-file accountability, attributable 

chiefly to inefficient police department organization. 

3. Inaaequate in-service training of superior officers, 

especially for those newly promoted to supervisory ranks. 

4. A widespread lack of education and guidelines for 

writing investigative reports, resulting in inadequate and 

often inaccurate investigative reports. 

5. A lack of clearly stated procedures for the preserva

tion and control of evidence. 

Although ~ew Jersey is credited with maintaining one of 

the best police training programs in the United States, it by 

no means comports with the high goals and standards long pro

jected by the Attorney General's Police Training Commission. 

I 
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A primary deficiency, according to the Police Training Commission 

itself, is that the training that is required of all regular 

police officers need not be completed prior to the start of a 

trainee's active police service •. Thus, many police officers 

either have no involvement in this program or began active 

duty before completing their special schooling. Although the 

reasons for this deficiency are complex -- involving inadequate 

finances, manpower shortages and other local problems -- the 

Police Training Commission strongly contends that law enforcement 

instruction for all present and potential police officers is 

not a luxury but an obligation. The State Commission of 

Investigation fully SUbscribes to this viewpoint. 

In a comprehensive report. entitled Standards for the New 

Jersey Municipal and Coun'l::.y Policing Systems, A Plan of Action 

(January 7, 1977), the Police Training Co~nission outlined 

a number of significant shortcomings affecting police training 

in New Jersey. This report's high priority concerns included 

the absence of any statewide statutory requirements (a) pro

hibiting police officers from exercising any powers and duties 

of their office prior to their being trained; (b) mandating 

training for police personnel assigned to specialist or pro

motional positions: (c) mandating training for special police 

officers although they may perfo.r.m duties indistinguishable 

from those of regular police off:Lcers. 

( I 
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B. polie-Q Training Recommendations 

1. Qualification standards must be established and 

imvoscd by statute for the assignment of police officers 

to homicide, l'1arcotics and other spocia) squads or duth.:iS. 

2. All prospective police officers must complete 

policD training courses before assuming their official duties. 

3. In-service training must be required for all 

superior officers, particularly for those newly promoted 

to supervisory duties. Such training must include the 

usa of specialized equipment and investigative techniques. 

4. Mandatory minimal guidelines for structuring 

Municipal PC"lico Department organizations must be lmposed 

to assure strict performance accountability by rank-and'~filc 
officers. 

5. Training and guidelines must b~ required for 

\'Iriting investigative reports and accurately summarizing key 

data obtained during the investigative process. 

6. Mandated police training must emphasize the 

critical importance of controlling, preserving and 

cataloguing vital evidenco. 
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APPENDIX 

Introduction 

During the course of the S.C.I.'s reviews of sudden 

death investigations, close liaison was maintained with 

Att~rney General John J. Degnan's key law enforcement 

officers and with various county prosecutors. The purpose 
J 

of these !~ontacts was two-fold -- to evaluate th~, statewide 
, " 

extent of the problems disclosed by ,the commission,:') and to 

propose recommendations for reforms of the criminal justice 

system, with respect to sudden death probes, that would be 

feasible and effective. It is the Commission's hope that 

fulfillment of these objectives will generate support for 

the proposed reforru~ within New ~ersey's law enforcement 

community that will be pivotal in their eventual enactment 

into law. 

As a result of this liaison effort, numerous exchanges 

of fihdings and views took place, primarily with officials 

of tqe Attorney General's Criminal, Justice Division and the 

New Jersey state Police, particularly with Colonel Clinton 

L. Pagano, Superintendent of the State Police. I~ this regard, 

COloner)pagano submitted on October 18, 1979, a letter 

summarizing his yiews on the Commission's findings and 

suggesting recommendations for corrective action reflecting 

his Division's experience with similar investigatory problems. 
'~ 
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Colonel Pagano's outline of the problems and proposed 

. 'd l.'n certain respects with a reso\~utions of them COl.nCl. ,es 
r/C'f:· 

numbeh: of recommendations l':lroposed by the S,)Jc'. I. He agrees 

with ~p.e commission' 5 gener,';tl conclusio~. that, as he observes, 

the de~ignationOf investigative responsibility and control 

in sudd~~n death cases is a IId\~lemma" that IIhas remained 

II th t l.'S a",. IImost regrettable situai!\ion,1I largely ~nresolved, . a , 

and that.i.s lIat ~e heart of t~\e problem. II Although the 

Commission in its recommendations emphasizes the ru(cessit:\ 

for a strorrger r.1edical Examiner System as the key eo·· ~.ef;bl~hng 
the most flagrant deflciencies, it fully agrees with Colonel 

Pagano's position that suspicious or violent deaths warrant 

the most thorough investigations possible. The~efore, the 

l.'n full Colonel Pagano's assessments Commission attaches 

and recommendations in this appendix. 
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JOHN " DEGNAN 
Attornc~' General 

~:tutl' of Nrut 3Jrrnl'!J 
DEPARTMENT OF LAW AND PUBLIC SAFETY 

DIVISION OF STATE POLICE 

Mr. Michael R. Siavage 
Executive Director 

POST OFFICE BOX 7068 
WEST TReNTON, NEW JERSEY 08625 

(609) 882,2000 

October 18, 1979 

State Commission of Inves tiga tion 
28 West State Street 
Trenton, NJ <W908 

Deal" Director Siavage: 

RECEI'./ED 
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COLONEl. c. L. PAGANO 
Superintendent 

I am writing to expand on my response to your State Commission of 
lnves tiga tion findings on de:Eiciencies on homicide inv~s tiga tions. (1"he 
concepts which I will presel1lt also are intended as extensions of the 
on-going discussions in which you and I are engaged. 

While it is certain that no <1lne contends that the deficiencies cited by 
the Cc)mmission are represEln ta tive of homicide inves tiga tions in New 
Jerse~l, it is recognized that: the problems cited arise. What is not 
knowrl is the extent of the p:~oblem statewide, in terms of frequency, 
loca tion and consequence. However, empirical knowledge permi ts a 
real:i5;tic assessment of the problem, ident=ifica tion of root causes 
and an outline for correctiVlfil action. 

Befo:t:e proceeding, I must briefly repeat the general conclusions I 
gave to the Commission preViously, and present several more important 
considera tions. These will :lay the groundwork for my final recommen
daf;ions. 

~ v 

As I informed you in JWle~ the Commission's findings concentra te in two 
bro.;t,d areas: (1) the need for a high c:legree of expertise in all homicide 
investigations, and, (2) a ~~equirem~~t that one agency should be in 
charge of each inves riga tiol1l, according to es tablished and agreed upon 
proced ures. 

Ai: this jWlctura~ it should ~)e poirtted out again that the Stat~ Police has 
long been involved in the ef~ort to improve investiga ave competence. 
Special training in~~riminal :ulVes tiga tion ha~ been offered to local police 
for years and highly competl~nt Sta te Police homicide investiga tors have 

, 
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also been provided on request. However, designating investigative resp:>n
sibllity and control is an entirely different matter. This dilemma has 
remained largely unresolved; a most regrettable situation, because it is 
at the heart of the problem. . 

Without workable methcds of ,e~tablishing exclusive responsibility and 
control, improvement only will be piecemeal. Systemwide reform must be 
a joint venture of the A tt:orney General, Division of Criminal Justice, 
prosecutors and police, with the assistance and prestige of the State 
Commission of Inves tiga tion. 

The Commission's findings also require further observations in order to 
perceive the situation in its true dimensions. First I must point: out that 

, while the White case was most unusual in some respects, I do not: believe 
it shQuld be inclu:led in these considera tions insofar as inves tiga t:ive 
expertise is concerned. Repeated reviews have shown that the follow-up 
investiga tion was more than adequa te and the results were conclusive. 
The question of ultilnate responsibility and control is another matter, 
which is a major consideration in the recommendations which will be offered. 

In addressing the basic problems, one of the most important factors fo~d 
in all of the homicides cited must not be overlooked: The causes of death 
were considered obvious by 'the officers at the scene, for whatever the 
reasons, and were treated accordingly in a11 but the White suicide. Three 
were believed dea th by self-inflicted wounds and one was felt an apparent 
heart attackj- until an injury was found at the hospital. 

This underscores the necessity of fully investiga t:ing aU violent and sus
picious dea ths regardless of how open and shut they may seem a t first. 
Without: meeting this requirement, an unacceptable number of cases will 
be found deficient when r~viewed. The prerequisite for a full investiga tion 
is properly handling the scene. This is essential, because once evidence ~...s 
disturbed, its value is reduced ard if evidence is destroyed, it is gone 
forever. After the necessary crime scene procedures, the ensuing inves
tigation, of course, must be equa11y thorough. 

'!'he impact .f requiring this kind of an ef~ort in all violent dea ths is 
tmknown. It is believed thorough at.tention is given in most homicides now. 
What is not: known is the number which fall into the category of 'the three 
isolated by the Commission. It is known that there was al' average of 
4341 deaths per year identified as murders, in the state over the last five 
years. These ra~ed from a yearly high of 500 to a low of 381. When the 
annual rate of 387 violent suicides is added, a crwe estimate approaching 
821 in depth homicidF,! investigations per year is reached, without considering 
suspicious, accidental ard unatterded deaths. Violent suici~es ranged from 
a high of 416 t:o a low of 362. '\ 
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~nstit~t:ing a syst:en: t:o insure t:hat all of these cases are thoroughly 
ll1vestlga ted accordll1g to a s t:andard which will wi thstand critical review 

b ' ' may e percelved as a costly venture requiring significant: inoreases in 
personnel. However, this need will not be the case. Effective quality 
cont:rol, alloca tion of responsibility and elimina tion of duplica tion should 
enable the initial effort to proceed wit:hout added resources. The pt,)ba
bili ty of duplica tion is included because of indica tions in the Commission's 
report, although such a finding was not specified. Empirical knowledge 
also supports the assumption tha t inVElS tiga tive red Ul'tdancy is a factor. 

The following listing of five specific requirf'!ments, which square with 
the findings of the Commission'S report will serve to introduce the 
recommenda tions which will be presented: 

1. The necessi ty tha t responding pa t:rol officers make sure 
the scene is disturbed as little as possible and see that 
it is pro tec ted un til th e des igna ted inves tiga tors arrive. 
This will require not only training, but added adminis
tra tive direction as well. 

2. Early arrival of the de~ectives, who will have ultimate 
respon~f;;~ili ty and control of the entire inves tiga Hon, 
is imperative. Therefore, these matters must be well 
established far; in advance. 

3. In addition to the other investigative requirements, the 
recording of the scene and search for physical evidence 
must be thoroughly and expertly done, with the assist
ance of highly qualified crime scene specialists. 
Specimens of evidential value mus t be given thorough 
forensic examina tion. 

" 

4. Through o'ut, the investigation must remain under the 
direction and control of the agency responsible. Com
mll.'1ica tion.; and coordina tion are essential. This of ten 
becomes a problem when a crime is join tly inves tiga ted 
by personnel from several agencies. Here is the area 
in which duplica tion of effort is found. , 
Successfully n\anaging all of the elements of the inves
tiga tion depends on giving exclusive authority to the 
officer in charge and holding him accountable j;or the 
<:ond uc t of th e inves tig~ tion. 

5. It necessarily follows that complex major crunes require 
inves tiga tors and managers who are well trained and 
sufficiently experienced in the field. This holds true 
not only ro? the mechanics of investigating, but is 
doubly important in managing the case. 
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Added to this is the fact tha t training for aU con
cerned inchw:1ing patrol officers, must !be re-enforced 
sys tema tically in all police agencies. 'J:ru.s will 
require coordinated in-service training programs. 

Improving Che si ttla Hon mus t s.~rt with a realilll tic analysis of prevailing 
conditions in each county. This assessment mUl~t mclude, but is not 
limited to, the major crime problem and the tot.21 resources of each 
agency. 

All things considered, it is unrealistic to expect' a police department of 
less than 25 men to have sufficient: resources to conduct a major follow
up investigation. Difficult though it may be, this conclusion must be 
accepted. Therefore, these departments shoulcl provide initial pa trol 
response and police action a t the scene. Therea:Eter, they should protect 
the scene \mill the investigator in charge arrive:S. 

Conversely, the importance of the initial police role should not be 
minimized. Successful follow'up inves tiga tion d Ei'pends on how well thes e 
vital funcf;ions are carried out. The, decisions n'lade by the respon:'!ing 
officers are frequently weighty, sC'metimes inv()lving l:i£e and death 
and/or the apprehension of suspects. Smaller departments should also 
have the continuing responsibility for relaying cl)mmuniCy information 
to the investiga ting agency. Responding departrrtents should receive 
full and specific recognition for successfully handling these vital aspects 
of the inves tiga tion. 

Similarly, many departments with between 25 and 50 officers cannot be 
expec ted to harille followup inves tiga tions of hOl:nicid es ind eperilen tly, 
particularly if there is a significant incidence oj: other serious crime 
requiring demanding investigative action. Therefore, most departments 
of this size should handle pa trol response action and make a limited con
tr:i.bution of personnel to a join t inves tiga tion, J1nanaged by ano ther 
agency. Here we come to the question of who in:V'estigates for depart
ments with less than 2S officers aril who is res)?Onsible for managing 
joint inves tiga tions. 

At this point, the analysis must: be unflinchingly realistic an:'! each 
county and municipality mus t be examined sepa:t~ately. It is unlikely 
that every'prosecutors' office will have sufficient resources to 
thoroughly inves tiga te all homicides L"l the COUJ1:ty, given a significant 
crime rate. To give a limited perspective of d:imensions of the prC)blem, 
the following table summarizes murders over a five-year period. Da ta 
on violent suicides, by county, was not available. Therefore, the 
exteril of this part: of the entire picture remains a matter of speculation. 
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MURDERS 

1974 -1978 

NEW JERSEY UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS 

£9~ 1lli. .illE. 1976 1977 1978 Yearly Avg. -
Atlantic 25 24 11 20 17 21.6 
Be:rgen 14 27 17 18 17 18.6 
Budington 11 11 12 10 10 10.8 
Camden 34 45 31 32 33 35.0 
Cape May 2 3 3 5 7 4.0 
Cumberland 16 16 7 <) 5 10.0 
Essex 157 154 126 117 134 137.6 
Gloucester 4 10 13 4 9 8.0 
Hudson 54 60 46 64 45 53.8 
Hun tero on 2 2 1 1.0 
Mercer 21 19 19 28 11 19.6 
lVUddlesex 22 19 14 17 10 16.4 
Monmouth 26 15 13 12 13 15.8 
Morris 8 7 6 8 6 7.0 
Ocean 12 8 5 2 11 7.6 
Passaic 32 44 24 24 33 31.4 
Salem 4 8 7 2 1 3.8 
Somerset 4 2 6 4 6 4.4 
F,ussex 4 1 1 1 1.4 
Union 27 24 20 23 27 24.2 
Warren 2 1 1 10 3 3.4 

TOTAIS 481 500 381 407 400 433.8 

~n es tima tin~ the extent of the problem, prosecutors mus t also assess t:h e 
Im~ct of thlS proposal on the many other. crucial responsibilities of the 
of.flce. When all activities are considered, it is obvious tha t each prose
cutor must make the most enlightened use possible of all available operational 
r~so~ces and ~~ge~ent: tec~ni~u~s. De1ega Cion of inves tiga tive respon
sibihty for honucides 111 certam CIties, together with advanced case control 
would enable the prosecutor's office to conduct investigations in those area; 
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served by small police departments and manr'lge jo~t operations with 
intermediate departments. Where appropl:"iate, the State Police would 
be available to share the burden. The delega lion proposed requires tha t 
exclusive responsibility for homicides in municipalities served by depart
ments of 75 men or over should be delegated to those departments. In 
exceptional cases, additional ~rsolU'\~1 would be supplied by the prosecutors' 
offices or the State Police. According to this plan, the prosecutors' office 
would provide legal services and sophisticated case monitoring. 

Overlaying this plan on Camden County, as studied by the Commission, 
would result in the followwg departments exclusively condUcting homicide 
investigations: Camden, Cherry Hill and Pennsauken. All homicide inves
tigations would be the responsibility of the Camden County Prosecutor's 
Office in an area extending to Lindenwold, either exclusively or jointly, 
according to the criteria. If it is determined that the Prosecutor does 
not have sufficient persolinel, the State Police would have responsibility 
from a point radiating east and south from Berlin, lU'lder the same con
ditions. In assessing the demands of the problem in Camden County, it 
should be pointed out that only seven of thir7-three departments have 
25 officers, including the three with over 75 • 

A coordinated effort: by all concerned can ruIn the concept I have outlined 
into reality. An orijerly systeln of designating investigative responsibility 
will result, which will optimize existl~ng resources. All that: is required is 
the decision to act and the mutual support of the law enforcement com
munity. r.!'his kind of systemwide improvement will all but preclude the 
kind of deficiencies exposed in the Commission report. The program will 
essentially parallel the recommendations found in the National Commission 
on Crinl.inal Justice Standards and Goals Reports. 

The State Police stands ready to participate a t a level well above its 
already major efforts in homicide am arson investigation, laboratory 
service, and e.pecial training. This proposal includes an innova tive 
~ining project on "physical evidence and its forensic applica tion. It will 
be geared to prosec::uting attorneys and major crime investigators. The 
soon to be t~ompleted regional lab ora tory a t Sea Girt will serve as the 
workshop in this prograrn. Beyom that, there also must be ongoing com
munica tion of new develop~nents in the field. This will be done by the 
Sta te Police crime scene experts during the course of inves tiga tions and 
through meetings with the detectives and prosecutors, 

Sincerely, f) 

~ "-' 'fO. Q" ". 
Clintpn L. Pagano, Colonel 
Superlntelilent 

jec 

3 N.I.S.P. Uniform Crime Reporting data, 1977. 
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